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GUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.

a

All letters on business, remittances of money, &c.,

shouldbe addressed to the Agent, and all communica’

tions designed for publication should be addressed to
the Editor.
.
TERMS, For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in
;
advance, $2.50,
Subscribers in Canada and the other British Prov-.
moes, will be charged 20 cents a year I addition to
the price of the paper, to prepay
the postage to the

"All Ministers (ordained and licensed,) m
standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
authorized and
requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys,
Agen
are ts
allowed 10 per cent. on all moneys. collected and romitted by
them.
- Agents and others should be particular to give
the Post Offices ( County ang State) of subscribers for
whom they make remittances, &o. Remember, it is
aot the names of the towns There they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
¢ their papers.
4

All obituaries, acoounts

of revivals, and other

matter Invorving facts, must be accompanied with the
oroper names-of the writers,
Tie

~The Worning Star,
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1868.

®
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N.H., WEDNESDAY,

would not be slow to appreciate if they
were only accompanied by a little that is

commonplace.

Th

There was only time for a ‘hasty breakfast, for at nine o’clock Mr. Spurgeon was
to preach in Colston Hall. This was an extra service. When the great preacher visited Bristol last, there were riots in the
streets among those, who could not gain
admission, and it was feared if there was

but oné service it might be the same this
time. Inthe most ready and graceful way

prepare an address with a view of bringing
the temperance question before the ministers and churches of the Union.
With
scarcely an interval of a few minutes the
session of the Union was resumed in Ki
Street Chapel. The devotions were co
ducted by the Rev, Dr. Leechman; ther
was a resolution considered about a.societ
for “preaching the: gospel. to’ the Jews;
there wis a paper read on Bristol College,

NOV EMBER 25, 1868S.

places of prayer, and full ‘and glittering
drawing-rooms, with all their gilt®and jewelery, a miserable substitute for thateneglected and empty closet where the soul

when the ery “Come”

was

taken

carried along from the finder

up

reached the caravan;

and

to “others

different 'intérvalsy’ of distance

its history, its treasures, and its celebrities;

which

would

advance

the

to have no check, and which

would

some-

Master's glory.” To win souls was wisdom.

times work so as to throw upon

He must be a wise man

mentation Fund the burden of maintaining
or helping to maintain men who neyer

who

would

do it,

and he was. It was not wise to seek to
gain a position among the brethren, or to

win applause for masterly rhetoric; it was

ought to
is also to
perizing”
of money

So ended

the Aug-

have been in the ministry.
be considered the danger of
the pastors of churches by
in the shape of charitable

at

until

it

so the Spirit said

the

autumnal

session

of

the

Union; and may the Lord greatly bless its
meetings and services for His own glory
and the growth of His church.

There |
“paugrants
doles.

«THOMAS

Druidic

fer-

vor of imagination,
a fresh, original,
though somewhat Carlylesque style of
“speech, and a voice that wants much more
practice than it has to acquire melloivnéss
and compass, and that rings witha strange,

wild, sailor-like huskiness. He spoke of
the convulsions that have shaken the nations of the world and human society since
the

Christian

era,

and

declared

that

we

were still in the midst of great and wondrous changes, but that in spite of all
changes some things cannot be shaken and
must remain. These ‘‘anshakable” things

“were piety rooted in God, the great central

3

truths of the gospel, the powerof the living
and abiding Saviour. Creeds, rituals, customs, modes of thought change; the essentials of personal religion are the same
“through all the ages, and the great broad
principles of Christian truth remain. The
unseen and ever-present Saviour abides,
though man changes and the autumn of de«
cay in the fields comes into the cities and
homes of men. These immovable things
are the great springs of change in all hu-

man affairs.
a

truth,

and

The living Christ, the living
the

individual

man,

his

soul

aglow with divine fire, are the beginning of
all great revolutions. They shall yet shake
the world, and overturn still more

than

in

the past the corruptions and colossal iniqui“ties of the earth; new Luthera shall come,

new sons of might and truth; the kingdom

that cagnot be moved shall be established
and the peace and life of heaven bless the
world. Some illustrations of his theme
were like paintings of ‘the old Masters,

Souls have to be wpoed

with the whisper

of love and the gentle pressure of affectionate entreaty that they may conie to repentance and live.
Soul-winning must be sought as the end
and aim of bur service in the church. If

the people are like dogs and
game,

the

minister

should

start
shoot

the

them.

The complaint is sometimes, our minister
can’t shoot. Conversions must be expected
and looked for. Some preachers have the
finest appliances, - but results are not attained. ~ Washington Irving speaks of two
New Yorkers growing enthusiastic over
Walton's “Complete Angler ;” and purchasing fine rods, first-rate tackle and - flies
sure to draw out the fish,

and

a-fishing. Not one specimen
ever came into their basket.
ged boy from the hills came

then

going

of the tribe
But a ragand with a

and

pounded

away at

the

doors

in

such

mighty style that a police sergeant, fearing a riot, had a neighboring chapel
opened, sent in .a message asking for a
preacher, and obtaining the services of the
Rev. J.-P. Chown, of Bradford, the chapel
was filled and quiet restored. Mr. Spurgeon Las always felt-a good deal
of trepidation in the crowding and crushing
of people to hear him,’since the Surrey
Music Hall accident. He was very nervous at first, but grew calm. as all danger
passed away; and he preached with as
much freshness and power as in the morning, notwithstanding the fact that he had in

the interval spoken at the session
ion, and

at

the

after-dinner

His text” was—*Ye did run well,

of the

meeting.

who did

is it

“How

me,

asked

Some men have

that a Christian can sin every day, and still

sight, and he should

think

to

himself,

creation, although the man’s eyes

on

have not

before been in a condition to enable

io,

0

1,

him to

i

This conception of God’s love does not always dawn upon'tlie Christian at the beginning of his experience. God rises upon the
sightof some Christians as the sun comes
right up against a clear sky, and over a
sharp-cut horizon ; and upon others as the
sun comes up behind

not a wife,

a husband,

ward, some

human

a child, a friend, a

being. on

clouds, which itis his

whom

have set your affections, but whom

you

you see’

to be imperfect; And do you not find that
the more you love them the more sensitive
you are to their faults,and yet the more able
You are to endure

their imperfections, aud

unsymmetries? When they do wrong, violate
gencrosily and magnanimity, act selfishly,
and show themselves proud, you grieve,
but forbear; you resent their evil by secking to correct it. What do you do when a
loved one does wrong? Do you sit in judgment on him, and cut him off from your
affections?

On the contrary, does

not your

heart go out after him all the more!
One whem you soundly and deeply love,
you love in spite of his faults not only, but
you de conscious that you love to cure.
A certain yearning to help him shows that
true loveis tiue physican.
Now,as it is with us, so it is

going out of doors, “Oh! hew things are
blossoming! The earth is begimning to be
beautiful! Mountains and hills are springing up in every direction! The forms of
loving friends are being raised up to meet
my gaze! An} the sun has just begun
to shine forth
1 the hegvens!” Buf
have not these things existed since the

seathem®

thus? Do not I feel it myselfin a measure ?
Tell me if, in your experience, there is not
something that interprets it to you? Is there

GOADBY.

not necessarily a wise thing to atiract an
Harsh Judgments.
audience; despite those ready ears and
;
a
:
God’s Love.
gazing eyes, he might be far froni wise. Besides
all this, the difficulties of detail,—
0 God! whose thoughts are brightest light,
ct
YL
"Whose love runs always clear,
It waseven a fatal curseto draw the multi- Of saying who shall and who shall not re“God
Is
Love.”
That
is
the Rurden of
To whose kind wisdom sinning souls
tude and yet win no souls; but he who won ceive help, and of apportioning the amount,
revelation. It is the one great truth which
Amidst their sins are dear!
souls was wise. The best man living is —are immense and well 1igh- insuperable. 4
hr1
1d the gospel and the Christian
the soul-winnner; he is no fool.
A Sustentation Fund to which all churches.
If you
Sweeten my bitter-thoughted heart
minisfry dre meant to declare,and expound, «
With charity like Thine,
can win souls you may do anything—busi- contribute, and from which all ministers
and illustrate, and apply, and enforce. We
Till self shall be the only spot’
hE
ness, art, science do not require higher tdl- receive a portion of their income, finds at
are apt to accept it as a truism, and we
- On earth which does not shine.
ent; succeeding in soul-winning you might present no favor with the denomination.
often
find it only a dry platitude. It does
succeed
or make your mark in anything. The amalgamation of existing funds is imHard-heartednéss dwells not with souls
not
kindle
the intellect, ner rouse the heart,
Round whom Thine arms are drawn ;
To win a soul was. such a joy, too, one possible without departing from the pronor
consecrate
the life. Men assent to it as |
And dark thoughts fade away in grace,
might half barter heaven to gain it—it was visions of trust-deeds; the formation of
a dogma, but it often fails to yield ‘inspiraLike cloud-spots in the dawn.
a young heaven on earth.
a new-fund -on a basis as wide as the
tion or really
animate hope. Anything
Time was, when I believed that wrong
The. word “win” was used in various Union is not at present practicable or likely
which brings out the meaning of the stateIn others to detect,
ways. It meant *‘win” as men win by to be successful ; and therefore, after long ment, or awakens the heart to a realization
‘Was part of genius, and a gift .
gambling.
We had nothing to do with that and tedious discussion, in which the group- of the office of this truth in the soul, is doTo cherish, not reject.
%
kind of thing.
Yét"some sought to win ing of the smaller churches was strongly ing a needed and a grateful work.
Now, better taught by Thee, O Lord!
recommended, it was resolved that the
= souls by legerdemain. Theirs was a sleightMr. Beecher’s power in vitalizing an old
This truth dawns on my mind,—
of-hand trick in which sponsors assisted, time had come for something to be and familiar truth is perhaps one of the
The best effect of heavenly light
and then with a ‘‘Heigh, presto !” the in- done, but what that something is, was left most noticeable elements of his preaching.
Is eartl’s false eyes to blind.
fant became ‘a child of God and an inher- to the annual session of the Union next We select the following paragraphs from
He“whom no praise can reach, is aye
itor of the Kingdom of Heaven.” We had year to consider.
one of his sermons found in the new collec~Men’s least attempts approving?
no apostolic succession to bamboozle huDinner, with speeches of a light and tion of his- discourses noticed elséwhere.
Whom justice makes all-merciful,
manity in that way; soul-winning is not a genial character, afterward, tea with a They set home this precious truth with rare
Omniscience makes all-loving. Ni
2
thing of jugglery or priestcraft.
But to rush and a haste incompatible with a com- gkill and a touching tenderness, and they
"i‘win" meant to conquer, to take, as a city. fortable chat, followed, and then all steps
When we ourselves least kindly are,
will well repay a reading. It is great blessWe deem the world unkind;
There was such a thing as a siege of souls. were turned again towards Colston Hall
ing for a man to be able to make a great
Dark hearts, in flowers where honey lies ’
To draw the line of circumvallation around where Mr. Spurgeon was again to preach. truth glow in a light so clear; but itis a
Only the poison find.
a human soul, to undermine an old preju- Though some delegates now thought of blessing still greater to take such a truth
dice, to sap and carry an evil habit, to keep returning home, and others went to see into the heart and find the quickening
How Thou canst think se well of us,
pounding away in a perpetual cannonade, their friends in Bristol, or to visit Clifton Sus- which it has to offer. Thus Mr. B. presents
Yet be the God Thou art,
* Is darkness to my intellect,
to know how to lead a night attack and a pension Bridge, (the old London Hunger- the subject:
But sunshine to my heart.
sudden assault (for many souls were con- ford), or to inspect Miiller’s wonderful and
The divine love exists and works upon
werted by surprises), to run up the white world-renowned orphanage, yet long be-\ us, not alone when we “are conscious, but
Yet habits linger in the soul;
flag asking surrender, to run up the red fore the time of service dréw nigh the evermore. Men mount up under flashes of
More grace, O Lord! more grace!
More sweetness from Thy loving heart !
flag denouncing the fast-coming judgments approaches to Colston Hall were choked up glorious realization, and it seems as {if God
Xlore sunshine from Thy face!
of heaven against the impenitent, to know with eager crowds, and the Hall itself was then began to love them, because they then
— Faber.
how to change it for the black flag telling well nigh filled in every part. A favored first become sensitive to hislove. When a
of the inevitable and awful war ;—this must few, and among them your correspondent; man has passed through religions: changes
we
do often if we would win a soul; aye, took tea where the preacher of the evening from darkness to light; when he has put off
English Correspondence.
and never yielding or abandoning the took tea, and disdaining to gain admittance worldly character, and taken on the charry
—
siege, at last throw up the scaling ladder to the Hall under the shelter of his wing, acter of Christ; when coming out of deDerey, Eng., Oct. 24th, 1868.
~ The last day of the Union Meetings at “clink” against the wall, and mount it went on before and waited outside a closed spondency, the compassionate Saviour rises
Bristol was crowded with services and de- sword in mouth and strike right to the very door, blocked up with people, until Mr. before his imagination,and he says, “Christ
bate. Atsevenin the morning the Rev. heart of the foe, and wrestle in earnest con- Spurgeon arrived. The police cleared the has begun to love me”—his impression is
- W. T. Rosevear of Abingdon preached to flict till the victory is gained by the grace way for the preacher ;¢he door opened and that that the divine love for him began.
a congregation chiefly of ministers and del-. of God, and the flag flutters from the cita- the preacher entered; before it could be when the burden which had weighed down
egates not afraid of early rising. The ser- del declaring that all has been won for the closed again a score or so of the crowd, in- his soul was rolled off.
~
to “win” meant cluding the writer, found themselves carmon well repaid the effort to be present. L3rd of Hosts. Then
This
is
as
if
a
blind
man,
who
had never
It was about ‘‘things movable and immovy- something softer and. milder than the stern- ried inside by “the pressure from. without. seen the heavens,
nor
the
earth,nor
the sweet
able,”—‘the removing of those things that ness of war and batfle. By your firesides The door was closed again, and the serfaces
of
those
who
loved
him,
should
have
as the light and joy of your home is atreas- vice began with a hymn and a short prayare shaken as of things that are made,
a
surgical
operation
performed
upon
his
er.
Then
came
an interruption
that those things which cannot be shaken ure you “won ;" “won” by a glance, or the
by the
eyes,
resulting
in
the
restoration
of
his
may remain.” The preacher is a Cornish pressure of the hand, or a persuasive word. crowd without, who knocked and banged
man, with a bold, untamable,

taken to care for us and save us.

commuued with its God. In speaking to haye hope that he will be forgiven by a God
the unconverted, Mr. Spurgeon told the’ that abhors iniquity ?” Do not 1 know the
story of the search for water in the deserts way in which God fergives those who.sin

and then came a report about a. proposed | “Come,” and the bride: said “Come,” and
Mr. Spurgeon agreed to preach in the ‘‘Sustentation Fund.” The only bit of real he who heard said ‘“Come,” and whoever
morning as well as in the’evening, in order business the Union is trying to do is the es- would might ‘‘Come” amd take the water of
to break the crushing and. crowding. The tablishment of a ‘Pastor's Income Auglife freely. The effect of this oft-told tale
Hall was well filled some minutes before mentation Fund.” The difficulties in the
was marvelous. The ery rang through the
the time, and the service was a most inter-. way
are immense.
There are two ‘or vast hall in clear and mellow tones until
esting one. Mr. Spurgeon seems to carry three local funds already in existet®e havthe very pillars seemed to shake, and the:
no trace of his long illness. He was full ing, among other objects, the helping of word “Come” visibly as well as audibly
of life and vigor, and spoke as ‘freshly as poorer ministers; these funds are heavily
filled the place. After speaking so much
ever. His sermon was about “winning endowed, that is, they draw their income that day it was an unmistakable proof of
souls,” and was addressed chiefly to minis- from wealth accumulated and bequeathed the fine qualities of Mr. Spurgeon’s voice
ters and teachers. His text was—¢ ‘Ie that by old Baptists and not from annual sfib- that this last appeal was delivered without
winneth souls is wise.” He began by say- scriptions ; and they block up the way of
the slightest apparent effort, in a clear,
ing, “Let the Lord judge them that are any general union fund. There is also the
full, ringing tone, with not a trace of harsh~without,
but for ourselves we are fools if fact of the independence. of the churches,
ness or hoarseness and not the faintest
we live to win gold, or fame, or. anything upon which the Union can have and seeks suggestion of weariness or exhaustion.

short of that

are good,but in the fact that God has under- : night or the misrepresentations of open
day. When we take another's property .

with

God;

and Iam more ashamed to sin against God
on this very account. IfI were greatly in
want of money, and I went -for aid to an
old usurious, miserly

man,

who

hated

to

give, and only gave for a consideration,and

scolded when he gave, I do not know but I

should take a little comfort in pestering him.
I suppose there is a little relish of torment
which every one feels in dealing with such
a man.’ But if I went for aid to a man of

a kind and generous nature, the case would

be different.

Iam in trouble; he meets me

with a face bright with smiles, and says,
“You have come again to give me the

pleasure of assisting you.” I say, I have liabilities to the amount of five hundred ‘dollars which I am unable to meet.” What!
is that all?” he exclaims and gives me a
“thousand. As I start to go away, -he says,
“I shall see you again; I shall get another
chance at you; I shall have more ‘pleasure

out'of you!”

By-and-by I go to him again,

hanging my head, when his first words to
me are, “Ah! your pocket is empty and
your head is down. Come in! come in!
You can not get away so easily.” And
again he gives me the money I need.
Again I get into deeper trouble. Sickness enters my family, and my means give out.
In my distress I go to him once more.
The
moment he sees me he says, “What! spent
your money so soon? I declare I do not
know but I shall have to make you my son.
Imust look after your affairs. I see you
cannot

attend

to

them

yourself.”

He

sweeps away my debts, supplies my wants,
and urges-me to come whenéver I find myself pressed for means. Now suppose I say
when I get by myself, “This old man is so
kind. and good that I can practice on him,
and I will take advantage of his kindness

and Soinees

wy

ought I to be called?

Would any name ‘of contempt be too severe ?
It is argued by some tat men will take
advantage of this love of God of which I
am"

speaking.

No,

not

men.

You

must

get some other name for those creftures
that are capable of doing that. The apostle, when the expediency of preaching the
grace of God in Christ Jesus was questioned,

argued that

the

very

nature

of love

stopped a disposition to ‘take a mean advan-

tage of it. If a man loves Christ enough to
secure the senefit of his grace, it is incon-

sistent with the very nature of the

ence to suppose that he can

take

vantage of it.

expéribase

ad-

»

Chips.
As lenient as our laws may be,
they have virtue enough to declare the adulterer to be unfit

for society,

and to

assign

him a term of years in‘the state prison.
But are those adulterers running at large
more honorable than their equals” who are
receiving merited punishment in the penitentiary ? The murderer at large is no more
honorable than the murderer upon thé gallows, and the cursed adulterer, though gaily clothed and occupying high positions in
church or state, should

bear

the

brand

of

his infamy,and driven be from the haunts of
men, until through repentance and reform
he gives -assurance that he will ‘“sin no
more.”

hinder you that ye thould not obey the first work to wear out and disperse with his
truth?” Speaking of praise and blame, bright beams. - I have seen men that never
stick, a piece of string, a bent pin and a in his introduction, Mr. Spurgeon urged
realized God till they were dying. Some
worm, drew them out as fast as he could. Paul's policy as the
best. Honor and
never see him till the midday of their life.
——Has sin the fascinations of the serThere is a “knack” in fishing ; and there is praise where they are due, and so proceed
Others see him early in the morning. Som® pent ? Be sure of this,it has
the deadly poian art in winning souls. Sympathy between to better things. You have done well,
see him during sickness; some after sick- son of the serpent too.
speaker and hearer; being down among now improve upon it. The sermon was ness ; some
on the occurrence of some specthem, as a fisher in the midst of a stream; addressed to lagging Christians,to back- .| ial providence.
——The servant in the parable who was
Sometimes Christians
are
understanding how to move and influence sliders, to those once awakened who have lifted up, through the susceptibility
much indebted to his lord,and yet had nothof their
men ;—these things were needful in win- sunk to sleep again. The hindrances in imagination, their affections,
ing to pay, only prayed for an extension of
and their
ning the heart and mind to Christ, All the religious life were spoken of with
credit, but his compassionate lord freely forreason, all conjoined, into such an extraorshould join in this holy work,—not minis- many an apt illustration. The world and
gave the entire debt; so prayers sometimes
ters only. All should join in it heartily; its business; the Devil and his wiles—a dinary sense of God's glory that it seems as bring greater blessings than we dare to
though their soul could not abide in the
and while not meriting” the term political horse that carried many a pack; the coldhope for.
:
:
“body, and they think, ‘Praise God! At last
Dissenters by giving such prominence {o ness in churches toward new converts; the
*
——The
he
has
had
mercy
on
me,
and
revealed
himworld
may
regard
death
as.
the
politics as to forget the winning of souls, increase of wealth ; the ill-assorted alliances
self to me”—supposing that he had not king of terrors, but wickedness is more teryet should every Christian man do his duty in marriage; neglectof meditation and before cast the light of his countenance up‘rible than death. Were death withdrawn
at.this crisis, that the nation might not be prayer ; these and other things were
mien- onihemy,.
from this world, ‘itis probable that virtue
.
«be
;
ruled by the ungodly, and still keep before tioned as unfriendly to growth in spiritualwould not live a century, When human
I
know
that
you
can
abuse
thisfor
your
him the great spiritual work to which he ity. With special force, Mr. Spurgeon
own destruction.
life was measured by hundreds of years emA man may say, ‘I can
:
was called.
dwelt on thé hindrance
of prosperity in live as I have
boldened wickedness filled the world with

grand, suggestive, shadowy; while others
were pre-Raphaelite in the minuteness of | ' Hastily leaving Célston Hall, we found
detail and’ distinctnéss of outline. The that the National Temperance League had"
sermon indicated genius that suffers for in"the meantime held a conference with
want of the discipline and eulture of a stir- ministers and delegates of the Baptist .dering and busy life, and talents the world nomination, and resolved that a committee

business, with its suburban residences, its
evening parties, its contempt of poorer

a mind to, and yet God will
love me,” and relax his own efforts, and
work his own ruin.
Nevertheless, there is

unendurable violence,and life’s present brey-

ity is our main safeguard against the repebrethren and of the old-fashioned meeting- ‘nothing
so comforting and inspiring to the tition of such scenes.
house and older prayer ‘meetings. Fat Christian
as this; the belief that our hope
~—Stealing is stealing whether it be
kitchens wera a poor exchange for lean and
safetydo not stand in the fact that we done under the cover of thé darkness of

.

x

a

Lake

without rendering a just equivalent by any

form of deception whatever, we are thieves
and robbers.

J. HAYDEN.
¥

Stonewall Jackson’s

Religion.

In Putnam's Monthly for December, Mr.

Pollard, the historian of the *¢ Lost Cause,”
and at once the fairest and ablest of all the
Southern writers who have dealt with the
great rebellion, has a

somewhat

remarka-

ble paper on Stonewall Jacksen, in which
he presents the character of that somewhat
famous personage in a novel point of view.
His military genius is set very high, and
is declared to be of the first order. In this
respecthe is held up as an underrated chief-

tain.
”
:
But according to My, Pollard, the religious ¢lement’ of Stonewall

Jacksons

life

has been greatly esaggerated. In this respect, so far from being a model, he was
singularly defective. His religion, was entirely ascetic, expending itself in acts of
solitary formal devotion, but without a spark
of active benevolence ; it had no connection

with his daily life; it was essentially

a

selfish intellectual fanaticism, nursed in the

privacy of meditation, but never going forth
on errands of charity; a religion of the
head#hit not of the heart; curious, subtle,
but without a ray of divine love. Hig temper was harsh and tyrannical ; he was prone
to excessive anger ; stern and overbearing

in his commands.
Asa soldier
fully into the terrible qneaning
the shedding of blood; and
savage in his expression of its
gloomy spirit. From the very

he entered
of war, as
was almost
fierce and
commence-

ment of the war he favored the black flag,
and commanded -his soldiers to show no
quarter’to the Federal prisoners. ‘At one
time, he recommended a night attack to be

made by assailants stript naked and armed
with bowie knives.” He was a man of
enormous, insatiable ambition, and shrank

.

from no danger in the putsuit of glory.
There was almost nothing in him that
suggested Cromwell, with whom he has
been frequently compared ; and the tender,
sympathetic and reverential element that
marks all truly religious natures found no
place in his character and no embodiment
in his intercourse.

Events

of the Wéek.
———

THE ENGLISH ELECTIONS
commenced or Monday, the 16th, and continued
through the week.
As might have been expected, all England was stirred with excitement,
and in some instances the intense party spirit
culminated in riots.
The general result is most
gratifying.
According to the returns received
up to Thursday night, four hundred and eightyseven members had been chosen, of whom two
hundred and thirty-seven were Liberals and one

hundred and fifty were

Conservatives.

as radical

and

important

as

that which will take place in the government of
our own country, when Andrew Johnson surrenders the chief management of affairs to Gen.
Grant. The leading issue of the election, however, is the disestablishment of the Stats,
Church
in Ireland, or more plainly the withdrawing of the
support which the Goveinment gives the estallished church in that country.
If the object
aimed at is attained, it will doubtless result in
accomplishing the.
same
result -in ey
There is also intelligence from: abroad of the

death of
BARON JAMES ROTHSCHILD,
the famous Parisian banker, which occurred at
Paris on Monday of last week. Ilis age was 76.
He was the last of the four brothers whose firm
has been in Paris what the bank of England has
been across the channel, a money corporation in
whom the people of all dbgrees and in all lands
had unbounded confidence.
Ig was of the Jewish religion, a man of benevolence, of courtly
manners, of wonderful sagacity, and perhaps the
most influential man, out of high office, in all
Europe. :
AT HOM:
there have been but few oceurrences of special
significance.
Gen. Grint, who is at present the
central object of interest, has been spending the
week in and about New York, and with the exception of going to the theater, Lie has been’ conducting himself with great propriety.
Although
attending the dinner given to™r. Evarts where
some present were given to much speaking, and
having interviews with bankers and politicians,
he manages to keep his own counsels.
The
state of affairs in the South continues for the
most part unchanged.
It is stated that the in-

vestigation of the

New

York

election

frauds

has been commenced in good earnest, and that a
vast amount of information has been obtained,

some of which is"ealeulated to startle the public.
Nothing will be made known until the investi-

gation is finished.

ERIE

The notorious

RAILROAD

«

WAR

was opened afresh in New York last week.
It
appears that some of the:parties, including Dan-

fel Drew, who were inside the ring in former
issues of stock, are now outside the ring and en-

deavoring to prevent the repetition of a strategy
which they were bold enough in practicing when

it inured to their benefit.

The whole

game is

one of the “ins” against the “outs,” or of all the

officers to cheat the stockholders.

Mr.

Drew

is

investment

by

said to have lost already about a million and a
half of dollars ig the

affray,~an

no means as wisé and profitable as that made
founding his Theological Seminary.

_

in

THE METEORIC DISPLAY -

on the night of the 16th was the finest which has

been seen for miny years.

their remarks

about

AJ) accounts agree in

the unusual

brilliancy of

the trains, which présented varied shadés of
green; blue, red and orange, and remained -vigible for a remarkable length of time. Dispatch.

es from London state that the display as seen

from various points in England was

in splendor to that on this side of the . \

§

This is

a large Liberal gain, and the Liberal majority in
the new Parliament cannot be much ‘less than
one hundred and fifty. All this means that Mr.
Disraeli is to vacate the Premiership, that Mr.
Gladstone is to succeed him, and-that a new policy is to govern England.
The change to be in-

stituted is quite

is
3
if
a

quite equal ;
ie.

a
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and the English, seven.

had
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largest and) offeredto them the religion of purity and

This water is let off over the. rice fields at

dom.

many years, and many natives have not
only learned to speak English, but to read

For it is difficult now to find ah or-

But there is a faith which gives an assurance
own are often parched and barren.
now a greatrow is going on,on the veran- that the thing will be. ‘Thus we shall find

excited so much interest in England, that

fund of $25,000 was raised to car-

a special
da. A party”
Fand—write--with-readiness—and
propriety: ry forward the work in this new field.
ganization,
party,
society
or
church
which
|
proto
d
“prior to its rise, openly contribute
dragged before
In 1841 he made a second journey to
was not associated with the ork, and This circumstance opened the way for the
duce it.

The earlier pages of our

record their nature.

that,

circumstances

history

On account of errone-

ous religious teaching, the wide

of

dearth

Scriptural piety and the increasing infidel

_ ity of the day, we are wont to vindicate our
., claims torecognition, not as a{raction of any
other church, but’ as a

Believing Faith.

it.

from bias, much Study,’ candor and wis-

The obvious causes of our denomination-

al existence are those

L

i
:
a
i
of a creek.
The Dutch still maintain four, | and blood-stained capital of Ashantee, he, ry wus built, confining the water

The sivage monarch treated him the proper time by ditches, and is provinga|
)
Any ost nufertagi of these is that of Cape | peace.
of the villages
st,"belonging to the English. This, fort, kindly, bus would not consent to the im- great blessing. The people
unfolding of the various meaSures that |Coast,”
r
in
nea
and
the
mission
farm
are now sure
of a-mission. He
l - The walls media
era
of ground.
e and | covers sevacres
of parties
inspit
converted the North,
neigh-|
heathen
their
while
crops,
their
of
prostrange
the
of
think
to
time
requested
feet high, and defended by more |
| monied interests, toa. position bf antago- are twenty
the
on
longings
covetous
with
look
bors
him to return.
A
nism to its deeds and spirit, requires, -in than a hundred guns. The English govern- posal, and invited
s, while their
Christian
the
of
fields
fruitful
order to be justto all’ coneetned, freedom ment has kept up schools at this place for ~The publication of Mr. Freeman's journal
Just
become determined to withstand

Rise of the F. Baptists.
SOME

It reached the hight

of its insolence just when the nation

;

TR

abandoned.

body living under a

happiest of all is the one who can justly as- entranceof the gospel
- A few flative youths
sert his claim to have done the most.
A humble but notynsignificant par in read English, became
the struggle and glad result we beg the in the Bible that “they

the sound, as if about

They pray for a revival

twenty

men were all speaking together at the

of their voices. How they will come
;
it is diflicult to say.

Entrance

studying its contents, and qf inquiring in-| covered the land was pierced.

imparted by faith,

It ticular persons still living in sin, and believe without a doubt that they shall see

as to let the water in on their rice fields.

‘seems, from

the

agreed to meet to-|ket place without restraint.
gether at stated times for the purpose of| cloud of deep darkness which had so long

historian to assign to the Freewill Baptist
Tor its ax was long ago
denomination.
laid with vigor at the base of our national

"some under the influence of an inspiration

en neighbors who have been guilty of dig- and have the ask yrance that it will come.
ging a ditch right across the new road, so They become interested in the case of par-

Coomassie, and was welcomed by the king,
into this region.
who had learned to| who gave him ground fora mission house
so much interested | and liberty to preachin the streetsand marThus

have]

Bro. P. some of their heath-

them converted.

top

They labor and

pray, in

-out spite of seeming diffteulties and: obstacles.
hey continue in faith and effort till these
.

Christian | was found for the light of divine truth. The
charter received from Almighty God.
Aug.17. We arrived safely at ‘* home, are brought to Christ. We have seen:
me
young
work has necessarily been, slow and arduthese
week
after
tire nor its blows | religion. Week
That these were some of the causes. for Dagon, nor did its arm
home,” on'the 1st of the month. The those who had this faith. It is the hight
sweet
met together and read the sacred volume. ous, but it is “the work 6f*the Lord,” and it
- which God spake us.into, being we infer, cease until the pagan monster was hewn
“ways and means by‘which the journey was of the Christian life. - The wonder is that
Our record on this subject glows These meetings had been kept up nearly! will not fail.
down.
¢‘Lord,
out the pen of a ** ready we do not flnd it more frequently.
not only because they existed as evils optwo years. They had no teacher but the
' In addition to the places already mention- made would bring
increase our faith.”
F.
posed by our fathers, but-also because the | to-day. with welcome light, Our past
article.
amusing
and
long
a
fiom
writer”
light-| ed, this society has missions in Abbeokuta,
which
Spirit
that
and
Word,
written
the
of
sin
great
N
this
to
respect
in
course
|
borne
Lave
to
us
wife,
shows
|
vocord of our life
Aug. 23d. Friday, the magistrate’s
| country m ay justify in us a little pride. eth every man that cometh into the world ; | Badagta, Dix Cove, Annamabeo, Akra and
. : an honorable part in subduing them. . The
R——,accompanied us to the Zenanas.
‘Mrs.
but
these
were
leading
them
out
of
the
thick
|
Dahomey.
.
Schools
are
everywhere
conRandall’s Grave.
«We did that which it was our duty to do.”
success of our denomination, in its first
She had never seen the interior of a baboo's
At Akra is an
darkness of Heathenism.
The number of| nected with the missions.
;
| rr
—
by
3
Alittle
holy
boasting
here
is
musical.
Subs,
ears, was
gained in conflict over these
house befére. The first house we visited
The grave of Randall in New Durham,
| dued exultation is in commendable taste. A readers increasing, they needed more copies | institution for training a native ministry.
errors,
They have at this time 103 chapels and was one of Mary's ¢ pretty women.” We N. H.,<is marked bya marble monument
¢John Brown's body of the New Testament, and William De
- We interpret the intentions of the diving | snatch of song from
opposite Gungerabout twelve feet high, placed upon a granite
one of their number, applied to Cap-| preaching stations in Western Africa, and left the Burra bazar street
mind by what it’ has accomplished. The lies moldering in the grave,”onthe lips Graft,
a narrow lane,
foot
n
entering'o
Dutts,
am
pedestal.” The following inscription is on
reverent and tain Potter, master of a merchant wessel|{ more than 10,000 communicants in their
seems
Baptists,
Freewill
of,
|
advent of the Freewill Baptist denominaside, then, a
as 1834 or from Bristol, to purchase the books in Eng-| churches. Hand ih hand Christianity and at first with hotises on eaehe
the
south side of the monument: °
ago
aslong
How,
|
congruous.
." tion, we confidently assert, was providenside, and on the#right the
of Quarterly and Year- land, and bring them on his next voyage. | civilization are advancing along the coast, tank on the left
resolutions
by
Benjamin
Randall, Founder of the. Freewill
1835,
tial. Asa Christian sect we are the work
other evening Baptist Denomination.
Born at Newcastle, N. H.,
ly Meetings, by the utterances of the Star, The captain was surprised at the applica- and pushing their way towards the dark in- large tree Where we saw the
of God. Thause of God's weapons tells
clothof
rag
a
a poor old woman, without
Feb. 7, 1749; converted Oct. 15, 1770; baptized
when tion, and became so much interested by the | terior.
;
pulpit,—as
the
of
declarations
the
by
for what they were made. Evidentlyit
ing, breapiog her last all alone. Then we at Great Falls, N. H., Aug. 14, 1776; commeneed -. .
communion information which his questions elicited x
was one of his designsin calling our church our ministers held their free
a short corner and came to a little preaching March, 1777; ordained at New Durham
“turned
they cut off that he inquired if they desired ateacher who
Overcoming Faith.
into being, in contradiction of prevailing principles in abeyance while
with houses and a mud wall, April 5, 1780, founded his first church Juhe 30,
space
pen
ssglave-helders and theirsympathizers” from could-explain the Scriptures to them. De
Ly
doctrines, to enunciate clearly the fullness
right, we entered a door in the 1780. Died Oct. 22, 1808, Et. 59 years.
the
at
Here,
the invitation to the Lord’s Supper; how, Graft replied in the affirmative, but assured
for
Rest here thou servant of the living God,
LoS
redemption;
and freeness of Christ's
In reading the writings
of St. Paul one is wall, and passed through a cow-yard, then "Pwas
to expect such
:
0 Holy Word:
thy delight to preach his
a little later period, by the decisions him that they had no reason
at
also,
we
again,
Then
wall,
did.
mud
fathers
our
this
another
just
with the prominence given to the through another door in
Thousands of souls shall deck thy starry crown,
of the General Conference, in refusing “to a blessing, as they were too poor to pay impressed
’
affirm that, to introduce the leaven of a
and found ourselves in a pretty flower gar- And all the glory to thy God redound.
doctrine of faith, and the vividness of his
bodies
of
slaveholding
churches
|
for
such
services.
admit
Zenana
the
is
case,
‘more spiritual piety among disciples soured
On
the
east
side
appears
the
following:
one
this
in
From
effects.
which,
and
den,
nature
its
of
description
Captain Potter made further ‘inquiries in |
as by reiterated stateby a too rigid theology, and to create an into our fold, as well
Mrs, Joanna, wife of Ell. Benjamin Randall,
Court; at the farther side of it. is the front
to this society, and returned to Eng- him we learn that faith is the groundwork
regard
ments
of
opinion,
this
entire
denomination
influence in favor of godliness, was another
of
Christian
character.
It
is
the
simplest
a handsome brick house with a wide died May 12, 1826; JEt. 76 years, 2 months and
of
hecame
pledged,
before
man
and
God,
to
land resolved to exert himselfin order that td
reason for which God raised us up, and
in the spir- veranda in front opening into the ladies’ 25 days,
the cause of. the slive, and stood, on ac- on his next voyage, he might take out, not and yet the sublimest element
A faithful, true and devoted wife,
sent us forth on our mission; for this was
God's
believe
Simply
man.
of
rooms. As we ascended the steps, the banature
itual
they
Which
Scriptures
the
of
copies
count of him, as an advocate of righteous only the
With whom he spent a happy life;
the actual work effected by us.
;
a
with
and
us,
meet
to
out
She filled her place with pious trust,
but who would ‘preach word, relying upon it with perfect confi- boo's wife came
a missionary
- and unpopular ideas,—all this has entered desired,
And now rejoices with the just,
By parity of reasoning, then, we should\.| into our history, and may be read and the Word” to those who were so earnestly f dence,and we are thus brought into commun- rare grace led us both by the hand to seats
The graves of Randall and wife are en. continue to travel down the history of our known of all men. Has this devotion ,to seeking for light and truth. Immediately ion with our Father and changed. into his on the veranda. She was clothed in loose
’ denomination and discover, in its widening
drapery of snow white Dacca muslin. She closed with an iron fence. These, with the
freedom for the last thirty years, by Free- after his return home, he communicated to| image. God gives to eyery man a measure
vesults and works, causes of existence just will Baptist churches, had any bearing on the Wesleyan Missionary Committee in of faith ; on its exercise depends its growth immediately brought out her testament,and graves of other membersof the family, are
She surrounded by another iron fence, dnd outof Matthew.
asgpotent as those flourishing conspicuously
the successtul issue of the great struggle? London the facts in regard to this® remark- and maturity. When a lively faith in God read in the 21st chapter
with
lesson
side of this is a row of ‘stone posts.
her
ig the days of our infancy. Results scarceprepared
of
had evidently
A correct reply will justify the remark able opening for Christian labor, and offer- and his word is the controlling principle
own
her
Many Christians visit the resting place of
made
often
ly completed and results still unfinished
and
acquiesce
interest,
can
we
and
cheerfully
éare
how
lives,
©ur
|
that the denomination was called into life ed to take a missionary with him on his
‘may possess worthier reasons for living
she went along, and did it in this good man, and, departing, solemnly
as
in
all
the
djyine
arrangements,
knowing
that
comments
toaid in achieving the triumph of liberty next voyage free of expense to the society.
y
;
:
that show- resolve to follow him as he also followed
than any of earlier times. God may have
The Committee accepted this generous of- all things work together for good sto us! such an earnest, simple manner,
in the land.
had found a place in her heart. Christ. The memory of the just is blessed. A
purposes concerning us, concealed in his
word
the
ed
Without regard to the effect on its mem- fer, and Rev. Joseph Dunwell was appoint- Our Father's promise is all we need.
her, exS. C.K.
own mind, on the fulfillment of which other
Are we called to witness the breaking up Mrs. R., as she sat and looked at
‘bership, in unequivocal language, its voice ed to this important service.
.
”
creature!
«
|
Newmarket,
N.
I.
beautiful
a
what
¢
centuries will enter, of an importance so
of all our worldly hopes; our Father's love claimed,
has spoken for Scriptural action on this
Be Dunwell landed at Cape Coast Castle,
we
7/7 ¥4st that the historian of that day, will dip subjeet. Through the repeated utterances.
shall, through our faith, make each trial'and When we again got into the Burra bazar,
in
January,
1835,
and
was
received
by
:
:
off
turned
then
" "hispen in ink and draw it across every of the denomination, and its consistent, Bible Ys #s one sent’ of Qo = S i
each disappointment a blessing. Does the drove on for half a mile and
soon
we
wheré
road
eer
redson we may assign in explanation of self-sacrificing: action to bring other to
Munnickg
the
sve
into
Shepherd gather the lambs that
ing of the congregation to which he preach- Great
our rise.
to the left, which we ensimilar views, its influence has been in its -ed the first Sabbath after he landed, com- are wont to call our own; we know he will came to a lane
Although far removed from the springs sphere potent for the right.
carry them in his bosom, and our faith tered on foot, and after passing three tanks
posed -of the above mentioned society; and
and winding around among houses and
out of which the denominational life first
confesses it is well. Or does the messenger
Of the various sects in this country, ours a few others, he says:
*“ The deepest atThe Divine in Art.
comand suffocating. smells, we came
the
away
trees
take
and
side
our
to
flowed, and standing still further from was chosento appear,as it' were almost
come
tention was manifested, joy beamed on evhouses.
by
in
hedged
“the sea into which itis to empty and De alone, as a church that would neither wink ery face. Their gratitudeis without bounds, panion whose life seems so commingled toa ‘“- gully” closely.
with a
I rejoice to recognize, not so much human
swallqwed up, yet we are at liberty to stop at this sin, nor skip the teachings of God's and they say, ¢ We never did think of the with our own that, in the language of one Herecwe found a mud veranda,
of it genius, taste, and. culture, as the divine
wall
the
in
door
a
and
it
roof
furnace,
the
thatched
through
passed
had
who
where we are, look up, and, as far as pos- word against it, nor receive, as disciples of
inspiration in art. Notalone in mountain,
missionary coming to teach black men.’”
seems like tearing away one half our own through which we passed, and which led
sible, down the stream, and
point out Jesus Christ, those guilty of its support,
lake and river has God wrought.
The fetish men speedily took the ‘alarm, | being ; faith enters within the vail, while us into a large open court. At one end we waterfall,
We see him no less in dome and vy
reasons forits passage through the world nor in any other form countenance
it. ]
was
which
in
temple
little
saw a handsome
fricze and cornice, in forms of beauty that
which the fathers never saw. ‘Such would Limited as we have been in numbers, and
near it a brick building
of

te the nature and claims

the

’

Selections.

be less obvious reasons for the-aise*of

the

denomination ; and of these I wish to write.
The few past years of the Republic show
her importance to mankind to be graduated -of unyielding conscientiousness, to do for
by a’strict proportion to her intelligence, freedom what more imposing numbers, in
freedom, justice #md purity. Built on worse positions, might justly consider ag
the
soundest
political principles, the wide success.
’
T
govermental machinery having little unEmancipation took its rise in New Engnecedpary friction, prepared by nature land. Love for freedom was here a pasto do a work for the world only second in sion, long before other parts of the Repiibvalue to that which was once possible to the lic were aroused from apathy. The prinJews, it is yet. evident that the Republic ciples of the second commandment were
‘may be, nevertheless, of little aid in the nursed in the various Freewill Baptist
elevation and progress of the race. She churches scattered in Maine, New Hamphas, atany time, only to separate expedien- shire, Vermont and Rhode Island. The
cy from righteousness and be governed by balance of power
hgtween the political parfalse notions of policy, in order to convert ties of these states has often been in the
the principles of her declaration of inde- hands of our membership. Had they utpendence into ‘‘glittering generalities,” and tered an uncertain sound, or maintained an
to neutralize their value by opposite works. orderly silence for policy’s sake, public
To carry out the sacred mission on which,
opinion in favor of liberty would have rip-_
iin 1775, she so grandly entered, the Re- cned at a much later .day, New Eagland
prblic has only to regard, as sacredly now would have had a wider division of feeling,
as then, the teachings of the higher law, and her influence on the country, by so
and give all theyrforce of her sympathy, much, would have been neutralized.
date,
legislation and policy fo the side of ‘the
this
to
up
Whether emancipation,
weak and dependent, the innocent and op- would have been declaréd, or slavery for
pressed.
centuries been pronounced an out-law, had
From the first, however, she found a se- this body of Christians not taken an early
rious obstacle in the way of a successful position in favor of righteousness among
* illustration of her fundamental principles. men, can ‘reasonably be questioned. A
From the formation of the union until our distingmished American orator says that *‘if
day, slavery gave the lie to our boasted the old anti-slavery movement had not
declaration, discouraged the workings of roused the sympathies of Mrs. Stowe, Un_ the government ang sowed mischief in the cle Tom’s Cabin had never been written.
land. So long as it continued, it grew, be- If that movement had not raised up huncame more and more colossal, until it over- dreds of thousands of hearts to sympathize
shadowed the whole land, controlled na- with the slave, her book had never been
tional legislation, and corrupted the moral read.” By similar reasoning, we infer that
instincts of the government and people. = It the emancipation of the slave might not
was a cause of bitter dissension. It was an yet hgve been effected, had not the Freewill

It was a

active element of disintegration.
perpetual menace to liberty:
conscience,

and

wrung

It perverted

from the

Bible a

defense of the most cruel, degrading, and
immoral system of tyranny ever conceived

by the mind or controlled by the hand of
man.

It cursed

both

black

slave, master apd neighbor.

and

white,

It was the

foul blot off our escutcheon, invoking by
its crimes against the civilization of the

age, the rights of God'slittle ones, the teachings of Christ and the judgments of a
just God. No act of the nineteenth century has been of equal importance with its
overthrow. Too near to the din and dust
of its downfall, it is doubtful if we grasp
of the achievement or half
the magnitude

realize the

traction.

gs sureto follow its de-

Such a blow, in its death, was

givento the kingdom of unrighteousness

. that whatever lent force to the stroke that
felled it is entitledto the ‘‘favorable con-

sideration of mankind.”

The dreadful war

the family god, and

‘closing
the -faith,—
not frget
will. victory
We final
Jone j—the
gos hea qtheredrj scene
hearing thehunts
through
people
all opposition
spite of from
and

around the Bistonary

smile,

j bl the trinmphant

1 S

With|

istened

Slonary,

i

as the

built, and painted, and chiseled far better
than they knew, and have left for the ages
copies of thoughts and visions immeasurably transcending
the models before them,
—an ideal perfectness and beauty which had
Moreover, as the
ed a sharp corner, and led into another lit- no earthly prototypes.
divine
inspiration,
attested
by miracle, and
sharp
another
and
court,
covered
square
tle
availing for the religious culture of comtarn brought us to the ladies’ court ;—seven ng gencrafions, had its peculiar epoch not
women and one little girl assemble here to to be repeated, so is it with the gifts—I use

one

loved

and as

to the brink,

steps down

..)y)y

eager interest to the great and wonderful| w, 1,o]q the thin cold hand till the angels

truths of Christianity. The large room in \ catch away the pure spirit, we hear, as co™which public service was held in Cape
ing from the other shore, the sweet assurCoast Town soon became too small for the ance, ‘‘ All is well.” We may weep for
congregation, and a subscription was start- those we love,—Jesus wept at Lazarus’
ed among the natives for the erection of a grave. But while we weep, the eye of
suitable house of worship.
Cheered by faith looks up and ** rejoices in hope.”
these hopeful circumstances, the young misFaith sees in all! the varied circumstances
sionary labored with enthusiasm. Calls for and providences of life the hand of Al-.
help came from distant places, and * he de- “Mighty Love, and
sired a hundred lives that he might

them in his Master's work.”

terious are the counsels of the Almighty!

Though billow on billow
May break o’er the soul,”

Yet faith sees the light in the port of our

from the time of his

steady hand and firm grasp she plies the

and sorrowing people made

his stricken

glorious

home

in

heaven, while

vate as the Zenanas themselves, though
past description. We were glad enough to
get the fresh air. Oh how sweet to carry
the news of Jesus into these retreats!

a

his grave be- ‘oar, as with a glowing heart she sings:

neath the palm, and laid him down to sleep
where the voice of their wants and woes
would no more reach him. When he knew
that he must die, he expressed his joy, and

Death

Mission

« as sheep without a shepherd.”
others on this ¢oast, is a record of sublime
faith and heroic self-sacrifice. From the

Work.

————

*

JOURNAL OF EVERY DAY THINGS.
July 26. ] The wilderness and the sol-

time of Mr. Dunwell's death,in 1835,t0 1838, | itary place shall be glad for them.” This
four missionaries were sent to this field, who, | prophecy is literally and sweetly fulfilled

He was a colored

man

who

present.

At

eight,

Bro.

P.

preached

in Greenfield Township, Huron Co.,

October 19th, 1868.

ress can be best realized by the agency of
the voice and the pen; while in earlier
periods, grand and beautiful forms, vast

cathedrals, marble glowing with the Promethean fire, pictures that were 8 gospels for
e very
men’s faifk and reverencejih
same mission which now blongs to the
ese master
for inten-

written and spoken word.
works of art were God's ministess

erating the hearts of fierce and wild men;

for bowing in adoration the stubborn necks

Ohio,

in

had received a thorough education in Eng- | Oriy a,inthe chapel,—congregation aboutone
a pray-

1 cannot

here separate the divine

from

His funeral sefmon the human ; and if we praise God in those

was preached from Acts
was a good man, and full
and of faith.”
He was born in Brutus,
In 1820 he came to Huron

“For he hights and depths of infinite power and
11:24.
alone,
Spirit wisdomin which he has wrotight
Holy
the
of
all the more should we praise him in and
great creators, whose genius was
for the
N. Y., in 1802. kindled by His own breath, whose archeCo., Ohio. Here types lay in the treasury of His own beauty.

spirit, whose work was wrought
he made a public profession of religion in teeming
patterns
shown them from above.

his Saviour bade

In 1838 he was

licensed to preach, and

in 1839 was ordained a minister of the gosland, and his labors have been of the ut- hundred. Attwo,sister P. conducted
public sentiment into harmony with justice, most importanceto his race. He found on| er meeting for the children, and at the same pel. He was twice elected by the O. R. Y.
libérty and equal rights.
his arrival, notwithstanding the field had | time Dula preached in Saatal, in the chapel. M. a delegateto General Conference. In
In its work accomplished for the down- been 8o often left without a missionary,that | At three was the. Sabbath school. There 1850 he was elected to the office of Associtrodden, is disclosed a reason for the rise of the cause of God was in a state of increas-| were eighteen classes, and two hundred ate Judge of the Court of Common Pleas,
this sect. It was a part of Christ's missionto ing prosperity through the zealous labors present. TheS. 8S. nites both the Oriya and: and continued such for a term of seven
preach “‘deliverance to the captive,” and a of the native preachers. There were at this| Santal congregations. Sister P. is the very years. He was a trustee of the F. W. B.
of

Baptist church labored to bring the tone

see why it was fitting that such gifts should

have been conferred on the ruder ages than
ours. The more advanced stages of prog-

have bent; for shaping the gentler virtues;
for infusing
the amenities and charities
of domestic and social life; for nourish-

of a Minister

1828, was immersed by Elder John Wheelafter a few brief months of labor, had all| in this Santal jungle. Yesterday, Sabbath, and united with the F. W. Baptistshurch
er,
died ; yet the good work had gone on and a| Was a good day. At sunrise, Sister P. at Greenfield Center, wherd he remained a
meetprayer
large new chapel had been erected. In conducted a native Christian
worthy member for about forty years, until
1838 Rev. ThomasB. Freeman was sent to | ing in the Santal Zayat. About thirty were
him come home. -—~
this mission.

create pre-

And I think we can

ing the very faith which no longer needs
"REV. 8. C. PARKER died at his rv..aence but perhaps too rudely spurns their aid.

S-A. 8.
=

for. the infant church which he must leave

significantly—which

eminence in the arts.

and stiff knee which no inferior power-could

I{ heaven must recompense our pains:
Perish the grass and fade the flower,
If firm the word of God remains.”

perishing souls, and

The history of this mission, like that of

S.P.B

¢ Let sickness blast.-Jet death devour,

thankfulness that he had been permitted to
do something for Africa, and his only .so-| Mackford, Wis.
licitude was for those

with

of the word

the introductory books and commenced
Matthew. Their lesson was prepared,—the
second chapter of Mathew. The others will
soon get into the testament. All these ladies
are eager learners. As we left, we asked
to go the way by which they came from
each other's houses, which we found as pri-

“ Though the storm clouds may lower,
And the tempest may howl,

¢¢ Clouds and darkness are round about
Him.” In the midstof his plans and hopes the
feverseized him, and in less than six months
landing,

Tearfi;~, Two of thein have just got out

devote |.

But how mys-

grew under the patient toil of artists who

in the form of half a circle, reached by a
flight of steps. Here the baboos were sitting. We left this court at the further corner, by a very narrow passage, which turn-

in

Most of all have I felt the presence of
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civilized world. Their
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now
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approach.’
and power which words ca
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are fresh evangels,
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the Dutch and the English,~~have success- needed,
us world like one who 1s dumb and .
it may be to visit.
minister. His death was caused multuo
n
Christia
ively, for three centuries, had ‘the control expenses of the undertaking. The Ashan- however pleasant
by
not, for the Lord's sake.
heareth
ful“A few more words about the literal
by a cancer, yet he bore all the. pain with
of the Gold Coast3f Northern Guinea, yet, tees are the most powerful nation on the
prophecy wonderful patience. With the strongest
till within the last thirty-five years, scarce- coast, and well known for their aversion to| fillment of the above beautifal
an in-

part of the mission of the Freeewill Baptist

time several schools, six places of public

efficient superintendent.

Ida, only twelve

the multitude,

Printing Establishment from 1835 to 1847. was published on
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years ago this place was faith in Christ as his Saviour and heaven as
GRACE to live from day to day
ly an effort was made to communicate the strangers and for their brutal and reckless| from Isaiah. A few
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gly Christian life, without being inby
creasin
infested
jungle
thick
a
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release
Mr.
‘the
life.
of disregard of human
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ely anxious about the morrow;
ordinat
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not distinguished for culture, wealth or
influence, by a favorable distribution of our
forces, we have been able, under the spur

God avert—

more than two hundred miles, there were
in the eighteenth century no less ¢1an twenty-five European

forts.

forts were

These

and onthe 1stof April
to enter Coomassie. The king received him | the land is under cultivation. During the
in the market place surrounded by his offic-| famine Government put money in Bro, P's

hands to employ the poor multitudes, and
erect®l to facilitate trade in slaves and ersand army, to the namber of more than
to give them means of busing food.
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Saviour for us; and more success

of 66.

“We live in deeds, not years—in thoughts, not breaths
In feelings, not in figures or a Alalj~
We should count time by heartsthrobs,
Fe most lives,

‘Who thinks most—fecls the noblest-aots the best.”

va

B. E. BAKER.

ing the example of Him who i= Lordaim andof
Master, are, and must be, the

b

every Chrisiain, and if reached

great

and realized

will prepase him « qually for death and
Dr. George Wilson. |

life.
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yet so warm:

: Forget Tife’s co 1 and storm,

lightness;

.
With pens sun-tipt and clear!
How many times, with fervent speech and golden,
e came at set of sun ;—

ties,
n

from

* language quaint

and

There is no aching here;

Read what the world had done!
»
rev'd books, a priceless throng, .
ig
Lay Wit
oped fids, our thoughts and feelings

‘No

fone

an order was sent from

No sin shall entrance gain,

sickness waste, nor once intrude
The memory of pain!”

oa

days!

+ Shall we forget, mid Sarnows bitter measure,
ale render grateful praise?

ed in part.

3

And then long anguish came?
The full, rich strain breathed not onénote ofsadness,
But brimmed with sweet acclaim,

Is it not better to have known and cherished

One rare and noble heart,
:
Though fom ourside the earthly form hasperish:

ed,

.

And'we must walk apart,—

Than to have had, through all earth’s weary
CG

Those meaner friendships given,
That could not ‘lead us up to higher ranges,

Jroutised tothem,

Where glance and touch Were but the mute caalone can teach.

The dainty little child, white-robed and gifted
w ith all the mother’s grace,
;
May never to her father’s heart be lifted,
Or cheer his noble face.
path is ended

© © e
hearts ascended,

To fairer climes and blessed

Shall brighten as the sun.

rr

Sufferings.”

—

There are more or less children of afiction scattered through society, whose. path
is constantly painful to the feet, whose
daily draughts are fearfully bitter and
whose experience swells the psalm of’ life

in the minor key.

To

such as these Dr.

Cuyler, in a late issue of the Independent,
addressed some wise, instructive and comforting words.

Here are some of them:

There are other offices of pain, however,
besides those of retribution
-or of timely
warning,
Pain is a part of a Heavenl
Father's discipline.
It hath its blesse
ministry upon the soul, as tears and trials
and

temptations have.

Its sharp lance oft-

en punctures pride and vain glory, and it
ricks into the soul a sense of utter helpessness and dependence on God. Under

its tortures, the Christian reaches out

after

- a sedative which faith doth furnish, and lays
‘his aching head on the bosom of the infinite
Comforter.
I have sometimes wondered
why God’s most faithful children are so often imprisoned in a sick-room, or stretched

'

on beds of anguish. But when I saw how
patiently they bore their confinement, and
ow cheerfully they submitted to the suffering-——when I listened to the *‘songs in the
night” which have been
given of God to
these prisoners of pain—then I discovered
at least one grand reason for the sharp
regimen to which they were Sublevtad.
“Here I lie,” said the happy H lyburton,
on his bed of suffering—*‘here 1 lie, pained
and yet without pain ; without strength, and
yet strong ! The fever burns and parchés
my body, but the dew lies all night on my
soul, My poor body is sore racked, and
my
bpnes prick through my skin; but this
bea 1s the best pulpit fI ever was in!
t Iam
laid here that I may commend my precious
Lord.” A costly pulpit was that; but from
such pulpits we ministers often ‘hear such
testimonies of faith that we grow ashamed
of our own cheaper and weaker utterances
for God,
-

I once had in my flock one of these fur-

nace-tried disciples, . She had suffered from
childhood an agonizing malady, which had
twisted every limb, and distorted every
muscle of her countengnce.
I often called,

RE

By.the

:

It was their dreadful

ot which had caused Jefferson, himself a
slave-owner, to expostulate solemnly with
his countrymen, and to deprecate the wrath
of God. For who shall escape when from the
hand of Eternal Justice her scales have
dropped as useless; when from her brow the
bandage hds beenraised, that her uncovered
and angry eyes may gaze upon unutterable
wrong ; when her uplifted arm, quivering
with indignation, is ready to strike a blow
that shall make a whole continent tremble ?

Cong. and Recorder.

“Perfect through

auction

flickering fires of their cabins they stealthily
spell out the Bible, to- see what he had

and

holy

volume,

however,

was

constantly

growing stronger and stronger.. Whole
families were known to have taken a journey of two days to hear a single chapter of
the Bible read to them, ard perhaps seldom

has more earnest prayer been offered than
came from the people of that day, that ev-

And here we see a remarkable instance,

parted at the

‘very had made him their friend.

Silence and cold, where smile, and glow,
bless
.
Answ
your lightest speech ;

into the wide ocean—the ashesof Wickliffe
thus becoming an emblem of his doctrine,
which is now dispersed all the world over.”
But though the Bible is now rendered into
English, how were the
eople to obtain it?
The only copies in circulation were those
transcribed:by the pen ; and such “was the
slow and laborious work of copyists that a
single Bible was sold at a price which
placed it entirely beyond the reach of common people.
The urdent desire for the

block, from mothers in despair, from strong
men fainting under the lash, from the age

ywhose heads were frosted by time. In their
~|'quaint prayers the Africans talk to God asa
~~ man
falks face to face with his friend. °Sla-

: His intellect’s fine gold.

from the Avon to the Severn, from the Severn to a narrow sea, from the narrow sea

ery one wight have in his hand the word

wives and husbands

New grace, as joys unfold;
He comes no more, for us so freely spending

of

True Christian Life. =
rt

for the

failure,

or

reckon

it small

dom, make up the true Christian life. The
little constant sunbeam, not the lightening ;
the waters of Siloah, *‘that go softly” in
their meek mission of refreshment, not the
force,

:

are

the

:

The avoidance of little evils, little sins,
little inconsistencies, little weaknesses, lit-

tle follies, little indiscretions and imprudencies, little foibles, little indulgences of
self and of the flesh, little acts of indolence
or indecision, or

slovenliness or cowardice,

little equivocations or aberrations from
high integrity, little touches of shabbiness
and meanness, little bits of covetousness
and

penuriousness,

little

exhibitions

of

worldliness and gayety, little indifferencies

to the feelings

or wishes

of

others,

out-

breaks of temper,or crossness or selfishness,

or vanity; the avoidance of such little
things as these goes far to make up at least
the negative
beauty of holy life. And then
attention -to
fittle duties of the day and
hour, in public transactions, or privaté de

ings,or family arrangements ; to little words;
and looks and tones; little self-denials, and
self-restraints, and self-forgetfulness; little

plans of kindness and thoughtful consideration for others; to punctuality, and method, and true aim, in the ordering of each
day—these are the active developments of
holy life, the rich

and

gan its noble work for the enlightenment of

nations.

Itisof little consequence wheth-

er Kester, Guttenburg, Faust or Scheffer
are to be viewed as the chief inventors.
The probability
is that they ‘all did
something to improve the art while in
its infancy; but the Christian will not

fail toobserve that the art itself was brought

into use immediately after the
prayers of
the Church were enlisted for a wider spread
of the Holy Scriptures. Thepeople asked

for Bibles, and longed for Bibles. The
copyists could not furnish them so as to

divine.

in

his

wise

providence,

then

mosaics

outstanding

peak

of

stately

made

by a

sagacious Roman Priest: ¢* Either we must

roo}, out the press, or the press will root out
us.”

y

}

rr

Chal-

su

—

»

THE wise -teacher takes the most pains
with backward pupils, and is most bountiful where nature seems most niggardly in
her gifts. Whereas the unwise teacher not
only refuses to help those who are slow’ to
learn, but frequently applies the rod, as if

the flower could be developed and adorned
by marring the vase:

’

:

Ir You loek into the early years ‘of truly
helpful men, thosé¢ who make life easier or
nobler to those who come after them, you
will almost invariably find that they lived
urely in the days of thefrgouth. In early
ife the brain, though abounding

in vigor,

is sensitive and very susceptible

to injury

—and this to such a degree, that a comparatively brief and moderate indulgence in
vicious pleasures appears to lower the tone
and impair both the delicacy and efficiency

of the brain for life. * This is not preaching,

God’s people

desire to promote

and are willing to labor for
fail to provide

the bh

his

gards himself as formed for pure and generous sentiments, who never admits the
thought that exalted goodness is placed

within his reach, will never

success.

arlor or vestry.

be

attained,

and

vigorous

exertion

sup-

poses that the mind is kindled by the prospects of great attainment. What cam you
expect from him

who sees

nothing

in the

a

SELF-DECEIVED. professors have more
the moon than of the sun; they have
light, little heat, but many changes.

son!

of

to

do
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I could

only

had tried so many * remedies” without receiving any
benefit, that I lost all confidence in medicine, but),
«

and as you will remember I offered to pay you double
the regular price for it. I can now do as much work

as I could before I had the rheumatism and believe
the cure will be perfect.
Your Elixir has also cured
again thanking you for your kindness.

Yours truly,
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accepted
your offer, and before I had taken the six
bottles I found it all you had recommended it to be,

ject;

GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,560.

10r

FOR

over three years and was so lame that

MIXED, (Green and Black,) 7c, 80c, 90c, best
perlb.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70c, 800, 80c,
$1.00, $1.11, best 81,20 per Io.
IMPERIAL (Green), 0c, 800, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
best $2,25 per 1b,
5
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 700, 80¢, 90c,.$1,00, ,
$1,10, best 1,25 per Ib,
UNGOLORED JAPAN, 00,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib

N

CURE

6m29.

my wife of Neuralgia to which she has long been sub-

HH

PRICE LIST OF

t120

EVERYWHERE,

R. I., #1. H. T1AY, Portland, Me,, and retailed by Drug-

CARGO

If tan

(0.,

Philadelphia.

walk with great difficulty, and at times had so much
pain that I could not sleep, or even lie in bed, and I

in the world;

Perfumers ; and

Club Orders Promptly

tion,

&

=

REV. W. CLARKE.
Dear Sir :—I
you sincerely for the great benefit
from your Rheumatic Elixir,
I had

DYE.

best

NEURALGIA
Irom

COMPANY

we sell at the low

=

RHIEUMATISNM,

and 178
£152]

‘GREAT AMERICAN
TEA

=

that can make a per.’

HAIR

Wig

WILSON

=

A CERTAIN

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
many
varietics of work not done by other Sewing
Machines.
The ease with which it is managed, recommends it
especially to all Families as a most Pleasant and agree
hs
companion, being divested of the perplexities and
annoyances of thread breaking, changing of tensions,
noise and fatigue in operating, &c., which make up
some of the disagreeable features of other machines,
They will stand the test of the severest criticism
and elicit the encomiums of all who admire real inge-

and

=

FOR SALE BY DEALERS

It is simple, noiseless; and easy to manage, combining in one the *merits of all others. It is the only

OOLONG (Black),

WEEKLY

°

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so
mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively

#1

does not confine its usefalness to amusement, but
publishes a great quantity of foany Jnsymctive Mat.
ter’ in the most condensed form,
The

Sent by

DR. 8. 8. FITCH
714 Broadway, New York.

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, g-c., and all Disorders
resulting from COLLS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS.

done with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
fabrics, not excepting Leather.
It is one machine
doing the work of many.
id

by

The

Clergymen

AGENTS.

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath,

It has norival In its celebrated over-seaming stitch,
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
i
sewing.
as by hand
It also has no rival in its Bufton-Hole and Eyelet
Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, which is

AT

the ablest writers of America and Europe,

FE-

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY

Recéive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,

Stories, Poems, etc., are

AND

84

JACKSON’S

Binding, Gathering and

Each number of the NEW YORK WEEKLY contains Several Beautiful Illustrations, Double the
Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short

Machine.

MALE

to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
Button-Hole Making and Sewing Ma-. gives
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
chine Uombined, that has made its
.
. COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
advent in this or any other
Is ti best Voice Tonic in the world! Try IT}
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Country.
Sold Ly Druggists,-or mailed free, Address
This machine is warranted to execute to the great |
est degree of perfection, all kinds and varieties of

+

.

Embroidering

Sr
lication authorized by the Imperial Commission,
By
their skill, universally recogmized, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe's system of sewin;
machines important modifications, which have place
them in the front rank of manufacturers,
Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of
mechagism and facility of management, such are the
essential qualities united in the Wheeler & Wilson
machine, constituting a superiors which the jury
has, with unanimity, recogn
ed.
To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
nufacturers of mackines; to Mr. Elias Howe a similar medal was awarded
as promoter. The distinction
made by the jury explains
itself.—Evening Mail. *

THE FIRST AND ONLY

and at least

WEEKLY.

&

oy)

jefe’ $18

WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE.
THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED

AND

ESTABLISHED

for the

wi

WANTED—BOTH

free.
Address
8m6] -

Machine.

|.applied at Batchelor’s
street, New York.

New subscribers are thus sure of having the commencement of & new continued story, no matter

;

:

scribes all Diseases and their Remedies.

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—

One Story is Begun Every Month.

:

wishing additional SuplIyInen Superintendents
afd
Teachers of Sunday Schools, and ot ers, male and ffemale, wanted to introduce our fine FAMILY EDITION
of CRUDEN’S CONCORDANCE
to THE HOLY
SCRIPTURES. Commissions liberal, and exclusivé >
territory given.
Send for circulars and terms of
agency.
:

The American Button-Hole,

STORIES:

running through its columns;

+

8

‘BOOK

N. B, Any of the above premiums may be forward:
ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall prefer, and 80 save them, when possible, the
expense’ of
Jyctage, &e. These offers hold good until
Dec. 31,

Sold by all Druggists

FOUR

Agent,

55 Water Street, Boston.
AF The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

ve one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
binet
8. Price $125,00.
Bro. HARMON’S
skill in selecting Instruments and his method of su;
Pp
Purchagers with them free from risk, are wi
unde:
id and Jguly
roved by all who know
and deal with him.
. 0. Addressis Portsmouth,

This splendid Hair Dye is the

At present ther'e are

JOHN K. ROGERS,

P. 8.—All kinds

other premiums offered) Rev. LoT L. HARMON
will

in Dover, N. H., opposite American
Elm St. Manchester, N. H.

NEW YORK WEEKLY.

:

changed and repaired,

Geo. W. Drew, Ag't.

Are always found in the

Address orders’to

stamp,

Price $140,00.

BATCHELOR’S
meet

TYPE,

r
i.
fty new subscribers and
Pam, we will give one of Baker & Randall's Five
tave Three
Organs, in Black Walaut Case,
having six stops, and combinin g the latest excellen-.|: SAddress 0. D. CASE & CO., Publishers, at Hart.
ford, Ct., 116 Nassau St., N. Y., Chicago, Ill., or Cinces and improvements. (Transportation to be paid
cinnati,
Ohio.
8t34
by the Toca
Adapted to churches and large
vestries. Price $225,00.
:
A VALUABLE GIFT.—80
DR. 8. 8
11.
PREMIUM. To the person sending the
largest number of new subscribers
(in addition to FITCH'S “ DOMESTIC FAMILY PHYSICIAN” de-,

The Most Interesting Stories
Christ at the counting-desk, as you

;

Sewing

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. IT, Sold also

JOURNAL.

JOB

MALE~—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the

All who have tried them, have freely given their
testimony, and unite in recommending them as the
peut and most perfect machine now offered to the.pubie.
:
Samples of work will be sent to ail who may desire
to see them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSORIBE

AND

And lately for its unrivalled
NEWSPAPER FACES:

AGENTS

nuity, and even extort praise from jealous rivalry.

We

-

BOSTON NOTION

little
4

To be caretul for nothing, but

Andits large varietiesof

BOOK

subscri-

put forth his

powers in pursuit of virtue.
He will never
rise. He dooms himself to his present
state. - Exertion supposes that good may

it, he will not

to

for. new

©

their character we have no

8. For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,50,
we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
Single Reed
8, in Black Walnut Case. (Trans.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.
9. For one hundred new subsecrib rs, and
, We
will
give one of Baker & Randall’s Five Octave

He wHo never looks up to an excellence
higher than he has attained, who never re-

cause,

re never straightened in him. His gifts are
always ready and wisely prepared. They
are kept back only by our want of faith,
our want of desire and diligence in comminded duty.—Christian Intelligencer. .

Of

boys—it is a simple truth of science,

our duty, and leave all consequence? to
Another event of the same significant -God.— Wesley.
?
importis to be found at a later day. At
the beginning of the present century,a zeal
LET every pious parent regard his famfor the spread of the Scriptures throughout ily as a little school for the church, and
the world seemed to peprads the whole act as a teacher designated by the Saviour,
of Protestant Christendom.
Societies, such on purpose to train the children for his seras the British and Foreign Bible Society vice, and wg shall see a glorious result.
and the American Bible Society, sprung in- Let parents neglect this duty, and their
to being, and creatéd a new era in the children will prove incompetent to meet
Church for the spread of God’s word. Pre- the responsibilities awaiting them, and the
vious to this period, printing was a com- parents must answer for the ruin that will
paratively slow process; but now and since ensue.
The laws of Lycurgus required
this zeal has been awakened to multiply that all children of Sparta should be trained
Bibles, the’ press has beenso improved by for the State. Jesus teaches his subjects to
the-application of. steam and otherwise, that believe that children are a heritage of the
one man can do the work of twenty, and Lord, and to be trained for the church.
the book can be furnished at a fraction of
its former price.
How plainly do these circumstances in
the history of the Bible show that when

enough to the reception of the gospel as

the entrance into holiness.—Rev. Dr.
mers.
:

b

elm,

the great iaitatory step of our return to
God, Let us work ns: we may before this,
we may widen our distance, but certainly
not shorten it; and not till the tidings of
great joy be simply taken in—not till credit is given
to tho plain word of the testi
.mukes yOu
sick of life, then grow home- mony—not till we believe the Word--not
sick for
heaven ! On that litter of thorns till we are persuaded by the promises, and
ou are being carried home to your Father's 80 embrace them—are we translated into
ouse |
:
:
‘the vantage-ground of reconciliation with
In that Father's house are many man- God; and this entrance into peace is also

sions; but there is not a hospital or a sibkchamber among them all. None shall in-

x

:

. cents additional to pay postage) we
Scenes from the four Gospels.” Price
- 4. For three new subscribers, and
$7,50,
we
send the “ Riverside Magazine for Young People 2 for
the current year, commencing with the
No. for Janu. Price
hy
ay For six new subscribers, and $15,00, ( with 68
cents additional to pay Dostake) we will send the
first volume of Strong and Mc!
tock’s Biblical and
Theological Cyclopadia. Price $5,00
6. For eleven new subscribers,
$27,50, (with
$1,36 additional to pay Yostage) we will send the-first
and second volumes of
opadia. Price $10,00.
7. For forty-five new subscribers, and Lz, we
will five a
Machine, (Howe’s, or
| Gibl’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) Price

. Varieties.

event, that the observation was

and read God's Word to her hungry soul;
and it was to her as the droppings of the
honeycomb. Wlhen I asked herif she ‘had
any respite from pain, she once replied: ‘I
Christ in the pulpit, instead of self, the
suppose that, if you were to suffer for an
One evening, at the prayer meeting,
sophistry - of your own sermon, or the
hour what I have suffered for every hour
in the last forty years, you would scream many newly converted persons, both old seductions of your own rhetoric.
out with the agony I” Yet I never heard a and young, arose to tell what God had:
Chrits in the pew, to practice what you
single murmur from those
lips which done for their souls, and their detérmina- hear, and take all to yourself.
tion
to
love
and
serve
him.
Among
th
Christ on Monday morning, giving light
twitched with an unceasing torment. Her
flowed like a river. She sat contin- rest, a little girl about seven years ol
and love to your countenance, and causing
ually at the King's table, and was regaled jumped up, her face beaming with happ- your face to shine in gladaesse
with such food as angels have, How her ness—and straining Her childish voice to
Christ at the bedside, to point the sufces grew in that school of suffering ! speak as loud as she could, shesaid,—
ferer to him who suffered for all.
“I
have
given
my
heart
to
Jesus,
every
w she did long forthat world in "which
Christ at the mast-head, to bear his life
.
none of the inhabitants shall say, “Iam bit of it.”
and teachings, when out of sight of men,
Was not that a beautiful little speech ? and unto all climes and nations.
sick I” How sweetly upon her ear fell the
precious assurance, ‘There shall be no I wonder if all the elder people: who had
Christ in the dungeon, to justify, solace
more sorrow, or crying, or death; neither risen before could say what she did: «I
and save from crime, and restore to citihave
given
my
heart
to
Jesus,
every
bit
of
sha)l there be any more
pain.” AndI
zenship again.
’
sometimes imagined to myself what a bless- it.
Christ with the lost one as she struggles
And is not this what Jesus wants P . “M
ed moment that would be to her when,
with the demon of poverty and the wiles of
for the first time, she should enjoy a com- son, give me thine heart” is the comman
her-seducer.
pla release from the bodily torturers of of the Bible. And will he be satisfied
Christ with the statesman, to bid him, in
with
having
only
a
part
of
it
P|
No
indeed
;
er long earthly pilgrimage.
the fear of God, do all things, knowing all
This paragraph will probably be read in. he must have the whole, every bit of it.
government is {rom him.
many a chamber
of suffering. Good
Christ at the cradle, to bend the pliant
friend ! if Jesus is with you, then is your
twig and give it“purpose and beauty for.
Believe and Live.
chamber a vestibule of the better world.
ever.
;
VARIES
——
J
Your days cannotbe wearisome, and
your
Christ everywhere. No matter where.
_I desire to bow. myself before the will
ghts cannot be dark and lgnely. love and wisdom of God; but I find that, with. Yea, Christ in the editor's chair,to warn
your cup with blessings. You outa hold of Christ, there is no hold of every one to lay hold on eternal life,——
m ngles
have a testimony to utter there for Christ. God at all. I fear that Thave not adverted Church Union,

If he eddured an. infinitely sorer agony
without a murmur, then must not the disciple aim to be **above his Lord” in freedon from suffering. Prove the power of
the grace that is within you *‘by patience.
by meekness, by long-suffering.” and reJoice in the Lord always. When pain

|

"HARD AND TOUGH METAL, . .

to speak. That they will be approved as emi
Dently Speral, and induce a host of personsto undertake
the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
1. Any new subscriber sending $1.00 in advance, |
|: shall
be entitled to one copy of
the Star for two"
Joars; or for the same sum he shall be entitled to
copies for one year, provided the second copy be
sent to another new subscriber.
shy
:
2, For two new subscribers, and $5,00, ( with 20
cents additional
to pa;
e) we will send a copy
of the new ‘Book of
Price $1,00,

other

Coxsurt duty, not events. We have
nothing to do but to mind our duty. O
how quiet as well as holy would our lives
have been had we learned that single les-

that trembling debtor whom you are about
butthe bright sward which clothes its slopes, to deliver over to the dogs of the law, to
composed of innumerable blades of slen- say to you, ‘Forgive seventy times seven.”
Christ at the pen,-to indite that article to
der grass. Itis of small things that a great
life is made up; and he who will acknowl- turn that brilliant sentiment to hisglory.
Christ at the fireside, to give example
edge no life as great, save that which is
built up of great things, will find little in to childhood of the walk and conversation
Bible characters to admire or copy.—ZRev. that befits you.
Christ at the polls, to tell you to love
Dr. Bonar. your country, to Accord to your neighbor
the love you would that he should have for
“Every Bit of It,”
ou.
Notthe

Every

future better than the past ?—Channing.

of

‘which it is composed.
What makes yon green hill so beautiful ?

Gospel of Jesus Christ.

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

ee
AEWATS
NOTED FOR F298

7.50.A. Mn, 123M, 3, 62, 3, |

We offer the following Dremivms

bers to the Star,

brook may grow dry in the days of drought
and adversity, but this heavenly spring
never ceases to-flow.
Let us all hasten with hearts athirst to
the heavenly well ‘‘which never dries up.”

broughtto light a discovery which would’
supply the ever-increasing and earnest demand. Itshould never
be forgetten that
the Bible, the Bible read by the people, the
Bible in the hands of the people, the Bible

conflict.
things. furtiished to the people, as the press alone
and not can furnish it, was the great instrument ‘of
up a life the Reformation. So obvious was this to
of Ruth- the foes, as well as the friends,of that great

erford,or Brainerd,or Martyn. Little words,
not eloquent speeches nor sermons; little
deeds, not eloquent speeches nor battles,
nor one great heroic act or mighty martyr-

waters of torrent, noise and

The art of. printing-was then unknown,and
within a few years afterward, the pr¢ss be-

and God,

dishopor to turn back in such a
But a holy life is made up of small
It is the little things of the hour,
the great things of the age, that fill
like that of Paul or John, like that

true symbols of a holy life.

showing how fully God answers the pfayers

of his people, who are thirsting for the word
of life. It wasin the latter part of the
fourteenth century, and the early part of the
fifteenth, that this strong and wide-spread
feeling was awakened in the public mind.

place them within“the reach of the people;

——

Did a holy life consist of one or two noble deeds—some signal specimens of doing,
or enduring, or suffering—we might account

of God, or at least a portion of it.

the

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.56 A: M..

n for Dover at

-

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

hy

Premiums for New Subscribers,

It was enough

vessel.

15%

For Great Falls,
2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P.M.
For
Alton Bay,
x
Po MM. For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P. M.

Leave

The: small birds
The ewes and
lambs had trodden down a little
path to
its brink. The thristy
beasts of on Thy
Song the dusty road, knew the way (asI
could see by their tracks) to the well that
‘never dries up.”
3
.
It reminded me of the waters of life and’
salvation flowing from the ‘Rock of Ages,”
and brought within reach of ali men by

His bones were disinterred and

from

the children torn from their parents,

bright presence

But when,at length, the long,
long
The joy,y earth butbegun, n -

for every empty

an

Letter Foundry in New England,

and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 nds
’
‘
‘
- WM.
BRITT, Supt.

his re- | came down thither to drink.

Fuller, the historian, ¢¢ they were conveyed

2

b his hoe in the cotton-field under the noontide
sun; it came through the moaning midnight
forests
solemn and clear above their multjAh brain with rich
tudinous inarticulate sounds ; it came from
1
i

He comes
no more, his warm,
“lending
=

:

ee

Heaven?

Ah brave, strong
heart!
thought glowing!
. _ ‘Shot jifouth by traitor-hand!
God took the costly gift of His bestowing,
Offered for father-land:
:

Such :

sl

ful wail: ** How long, O Lord, how long?”
It came from the weary laborer, leaning on

8

_ Nor help us on to

that

entered the Avon and thus, in the words

One might search long for a more eloquent'and impressive statement than the
following, that God's justice expressed itself -in breaking the chains of the bondman by the blow dealt in the recent
war. Itis' one of the concluding paragraphd’ in the second volume of Dr.
Draper's ‘History of the Civil War in
America,” just issued by the Harpers: .
From the rivers of Virginia to the Mexican confines of the Republic arose a mourn-

What'if a_few brief years held all our gladness,

Ra

Rome

_| mains should be taken from the grave and
cast upon a dunghill. The order was obey-

i

God’s Justice in Action,

d& hii

those

every child’s little pitcher.

burnt to ashes, then cast into a brook which

My friend. Your more than friend. What wealth
gave us in

“Why, ma'am, that well never dries up
—never. Itis always the same, summer |

had created among the people for the Bivle,

Soft blossomed into song! .
aX treasure

his

he died. When it was seen what a thirst he

Now shall the life-long load of ills
Forever disappear;
Through these well-guarded gates

How. many times, when pleasant talk was endin

.

the holy book was designed for all ;and

life and labors correspond with this doctride,

June 22. 1868,

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. »., 545P, M

and on Monday,

“But if the well higher up fails P”

against him, he still perseveredin his grand
I went to seo. this precious well which
object, and at his death he saw his great. ‘never dries up.” The water was clear and
man in sparkling, coming down from the high
rtals it is “written, * ‘Neither” shall there work so completed, that every
pe any more pain.” - And when you .reach England could read or hear read the word hills, not with torrent leap and roar, but
of God *“in the language wherein he was with the steady flow and soft murmur of
the grave's mouth, you may sing :
born.”
“ The
persecutors who had pursued fullness and freedom. It flowed down to
| him during his life were not satisfied when the highway side. It was within reach of
“Lie down on this soft couch,

How man nights, in ust such cloudless lory
We A, hte in) here
=
% Y
wrote the sweetest part of all life’s story,

How many

Rome, he openly and eainestly taught a hi

Arrangements.

Broome-street,

publish the above book.

New

en

80 pure and

little longer the burden which is laid upon
thee, Go singin pad Jralsing on Jour,
“homewardway, though you be carried
on |
a couch of LAE “Bilorty your Saviour
at every step. You are drawing nearer
and nearer to that world on whose shining

Summer

—

Donot bring lamps. "Tis sweet to bathe in bright-

© First

|: BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD

BA

ar

i

semends,

“Is this well ever dry?” 1 induired.

call

has been

E
Yes, ma'am; Very: o
2
morning. tt
(
n in hot
: pain shall come from the entire absence of | lL. WICKLIFF
weather”...
onl
|
star
of
the
reformation.
The
dawn
of
that
|
Dey
: . = Every.:
sin. There will be-no sin tobe punished;
;
no wrong to be warned against; no imper- graat eta 5 peared when he translated the |. ‘And if the spring dries up ?”
the English language. When the
1 ble into
“Why, then we-go to the well higher up
fections of character to be burned away in
=
Gif.
the crucible of suffering. Bear on, then, a Scriptures were ohiited to the laity by ~—the best water of all.”

~The clear white moonlight, through the window
streaming,
:
a
Lies all along the floor.

water'well. Nota very trustworthy friend,
after all, was this village well.
fie

a

tl
& Es

The rosy firelight shadows soft are gloami
Upon the half-shut door,
Foam

3

. *
The Bible and Printing

flict and none shall suffer pain, There |
‘shall not bea tear shed within those orys: |
tal gates. And .all this immunity from

Ragpiciens.
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‘UOTIUOAU]
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Fa

York.

New. Fresh, the

t/

latest of the season.
;
Price, $1.50 retail; $13.30 per dozen.
PFopular, Practical, Ea sy.
It has that \

¥

which the musician will delight to study. It faap. ,
ropriate to the house of God. Glee
and Part

Song Department, relect and {0 ely chosen;
RA cards "with nanny attached, will by forwarded.on
choice compositions expressly for it; also new, a
receipt of 10
ents. <The pens consist of four distivot
of
the highest merit from Eogilsh and German wri.
rietiea adapted to every description of penmanship.
re. Metrion portion ful! and
compe
vomarkable ‘or Antoiticy Qurebility, apd or
]TIO:
A |
closintr pieces, far
ing
proj
08.
ese
pens are nea
ut up in a opening find
0 ever published. East,
pi 1 eeurlarly suited for both
b
ll
4 A
Fetal :
ond most pO ee Kinds
business,and will yield a handsome profitto the sell: r, tal
up is only exceed
Y
the att
and ample satisfictionto purchasers, Orders or in
AF
rivaled Mukric,
niries will receive pro
-attention, if addressed
to
i matied to
s
Ingle
cope
for
Introd
the subseriber, who {x
General Agent for New
Eng
ore on Yeoeipt or80 cents,
\
2teowdd
and, ELI BARNETT, Westville, Conn.
ty16

!

wg Shr.
K: % Bonining.

St., New York.

This Society has

gathered

a most valuable and extensive library, with
a view of supplying the needed critical ap‘patatus for carrying on this work of revis:
ion. It has employed some of the first
WEDNESDAY, na 25, 1868. scholars
in’ this country and abroad, balonging to vgrious denominations,” ‘assigning to
GEORGE T. DAY, + = « % + > * Editor.
each a Certain portion of the work, and
fv © Junlor Editor.
then the results are critically ¢xamined by
J. M, BREWSTER.
~w-Conmmittee of “Revisers:
Then this trag="
All communications designed for publication should
ment is printed, sent to a great number of
ne addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business
cemittandesof money, &o., should be addressed to critical scholars and .to thé press of the
the Agent,

|

_ New
-ci

criticisms

obtained

and

and

suggestions

are

considered,

and

then the work undergoes a final revision at
| the hands of an able s Conunitee, before it is
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Genesis and of Job, with a new translation
and Notes, have also been issued and are

meeting a. hearty welcome. The work of
revision is still going forward under the
direction 6f men whose names are

cient guarantee
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Revision.—Its
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of

ness and valuable

ability,

a

sufli-

conscientious-

results.

loved too much, or that it will be guarded

These are the main. facts, stated in the
plainest and simplest terms. We have only
to add: now that such an attack as has been

too

recently made

rr

f—

There is no danger that the Bible willbe
carefully

from

irreverent

hands.

It

upon the new version

of the

“General
B. F. -Butler.

perfected life of heaven, is that which represents God as wiping away all tears from

now: They aresbent on putting an end tole:
galized rioting of this sort. Experience has
the eyes of the saved who shall know no .exposed the sophistry and given the people
more crying or pam. Whoever carries dai- courage and a purpose. Busy and interested
ly the dawn of that celestial and perfect day "as they were in looking out for national
in’the soul and on the face; while walking ‘unity amd freedom aid Peace, they would not
through the shadowed paths of the earth, ignore the necessities that were crying out to
is setting forth something of the glory them attheir own door§. The Massachusetts
of the gospel in the, Sig 3 of wien, and | Legislature, recently elected, “will make
~+short-work-of
this mischievous statute: —¥twill speedily go out. of doors, and give
may well pray for the ag ng and the room for a prohibitory law’ to which “the
power of such a sunny soul, and thank term ‘‘stringent” may be applied without
God for the knowledge of himself that has the employment of irony or the suspicionbrought to it the light of life.
of ‘burlesque.
A
It is quite time for the friends of TemperA cynical Christian is almost a confradiction in terms. And yet there are such. They ance to arouse / everywhere. The great
are perhaps-to be pitied mare than blamed. .political campaign is over. The efforts.
| They very likely suffer more sadress than made here and there to throw discredit upthéy inflict, —and that isa good
deal. on prohibition, and to make the wholé temThey are slaves to conscience. The law of perance movement appear as a fruit of fa
liberty has not been proclaimedto them, or naticism and a‘hobby of extremists, are beif it has, thoy have dwelt hard
by Sinai “so ing understood. Information needs to be
long that they deem it another blast of ter- diffused: The co-operation of the pulpit
ror from the smoking mount. They are and the press is called for. The wrong and
half blind to the glory of the gospel, but the mischiefs of the liquor traffic, and of inquick to discern the shadow of the com- dulgence in the use of the cup as-w ell, need
mandment.
They look for evil and it al- to be faithfully pointed out. Thé Conways seems to appear. Theydistrust what- vention, called in Boston next week, isa
ever has the semblance of right, as though movement in the right place and on the
right “line. Christian men
and women
confident that grievous wrong lurked beneath
the surface gilding. * To them the world is should enter into the work with the weapunder a perpetual eclipse, and the church is ons, the persistence, the unity and the faith
always in the wilderness with its; face tow- which are peculiarly their own. .Such an
§
ards Babylon instead of Jerusalem. If they effort will net be in vain.

Rev. Dr. Todd was invited to appear afd
speak, probably with a view of having him

——

Whoever ventures to eriticise the bellig. dissected by the speakers, as Gil Hamilton
erent representative from Massachusetts is -had already demolished him in ker book.. +
likel¥ ‘to draw his fire. And when he ‘He declined the invitation. A society was
formed
of
which
Mrs.
Howe
was
made
pulls the trigger the:discharge is not simply the explosion of a blank cartridge. He President, and the Convention adjournfought for a re-election to Congress as he ed "about midnight of the second day,
ruled the rebels in New Orleans. After the “with, no lack of enthusiasm and an evident

[el ction

was over; and tho veteran was Te- |
turned to the House of Representatives by
an overwhelming majority, the New York

Tribune indulgéd a little regret

over the

General's style of dealing with his constitu.
ents and of managing
the campaign. It especially expressed its dissatisfaction over
his course touching the payment. of the national bonds. The General therefore sends
a letter to the Zribune, which,

though

not

Linerease-of

This sort of thing is certainly

to

General Butler is a man

be

right some wrongs, and liberate some female’ captives; and gratify some female am-

carrying
out lis measures for
spirit of the ruellious states

to

adopt

in

taming the
and leaders

has its apology ahd its merits. He has rendered the country areal

service,

and

bition, and open some new doors for female
enterprise, and add something to the bur-

re-

of.rare

ability, of unquestionable courage, of immense energy ; and the resolute . and ‘deci-

sive method which he is Wont

2

that it will soon be practically conceded in
this country, we are not yet able to comprehend how it is to bringin the millennium
which these* advocates predict. It will

lengthy, ~is as full of defiance, irony and
pugilism as even his caustic and well traained pen can render it.
gretted.

qd faith

| The question was ably argued, and it is
“not easy to see on what political principle a
real Republican can stand who opposes the
claim here set up. ' But ttough we have no
quarrel with Female Suffrage, and believe

we

should greatly miss the bold energy and
wishrinking determination which he carries to his sphere as a legislator. His rough
force is needed perhaps more than Mr. Da-

dens of responsibility ‘that women are to
carry; as well as add some perils to those
ag inst which women and society in gener‘al are now compelled to fight. A ballot in
the hand will nop necessarily put brain into
the head, nor elevation into the purpose,

nor strength into the character,

nor benefi-

cence. into the life. . These qualities will
create an ample sphere for their possessor now ; a ballot can do little or nothing for the woman who lacks and has no

© gets very unfair treatment, not only from its' Bible Union, and upon the eminent Chrisheart to strive for them.
open eneniies, but from many who owe it tian men and scholars whose fidelity and
na’s
polished
rhetoric
and
politic
caution.
a thousand times more than they will.ever labor are embodied in that version, is alike have keen consciences, they are in a con——A PerprLEXING QUESTION.
The vacant
But General Butler is quite too blunt,saucy Presidency of Harvard College is not like. pay. Men who admit that it is a divine discreditable to the writer of the pretended stant worry over their own spiritual state; |Thanksgiving.
and porcupinish to be a comfortable col- ly to go a begging for the want of candirevelation care far too little about the as- review, to the Essex South (Congregation- if the moral sentiment is morbid, they mulleague, or an agreeable representative of dates to fill it. Ir-addition to Peabody,
saults that are made upon if, and not a few alist) Association, that endorsed it with em- tiply wailing and’ censures over the delinTo-morrow, the 26th, is to be observed
public life in America, As an opponent hequencies
of
others.
When
they
read
the
who profess to be sincere inquirers respect- | phasis, and to the (Congregational) Reviéw
very generally as a day of Thanksgiving, is almost -certain to ignore courtesy and Motley and Higginson, who are more
Bible
their
tastes
gravitate
towards
the
recprominently mentioned, and who may be
ing its claims really mean nothing less than which admitted the produgtion into its pages.
both state and national. Set apart in accordto br eak down its authority. Its words are Prefending to defend the common version, ord of Solomon's disappointments or Jere- ance with a long approved and well estab- go in for a simple triumph. He has little regarded as the representatives of the three
charged with a sacred meaning that must |“the writer has indirectly attacked it in
the miah’s lamentations. “Life appears a bur- lished custom, it will doubtless be very conscience but much will; a clear head but parties who are striving for the ascendency,
nos be yielded up or frittered away, and severest and mostindiscreet way. Atte pt- den, its utterance is-a dirge, and its gaze is widely observed, and it is to be hoped that a cold hear! ; he employs a savage determin- ther®are named Dr. Bellows, Dr. James
‘there may well be an earnest protest when ing to impeach the scholarship embodied sharp and deprecatory with the cold glitter the true objects of the institution will not ation in upholding whathe accounts public Freeman Clarke,Rev. Edward Everett Hale,
justice, but often casts a practical contempt
Samuel Elliott, Esq., and we don't know
heedless and presumptuous tinkerers -sit in ‘the Version of the Bible Bnion, he has of eynicism.
be perverted, nor its design forgotten.
upon personal rights; and while'heis just ‘how many others. Of all those who have been
We
know
a
man
of
this
sort
well.
We
do
exposed
his
own,
eriticAl
‘prétensjons
to
riddown to révise the record made "by. the
¢
The
Lord
hath
done
great
things
for
us
ko
now making a strong fight for freedom, it brogght forward from=among the Unitariev. angelists, or when an audacious pedant icule. Condemning what Lie calls ‘the sec- not doubt his piety,and, in a certain way, his L whereof we are glad.” So said the Psalm
is
doubtful whether, on the
whole,
his an ranks, we believe Dr. Peabody to be the
conscientiousness
is
very
strong.
His
talk
arraigns the version in which we have read tarian zeal and partisanship of the translaist, and’ so should we say.
The blessings
work
tends
fo
prudent
legislStion,
or
naruns
to
religious
topics
as
naturally
as
the
most preferable. Able, scholarly, dignified,
tion,
he
has
crowded
his
paper
with
lanthe most precious sayings of the Great
of the Infinite showered upon us have
tional credit, or a wholesome peace. If he evangelical in his tendencies, he would fill
Teacher, and through which we have reach- guage such as isusually employed by bigot- stream to the sea. But while we held him been numerous and
abundant.
There
ed the inspired thoughts of prophet and ry and bitterness. Complaining of the lack in- estafm, we never spend an hour with have been both seed-time and harvest; life mixed gentleness with his biavery, dignity the chair in a manner that has aj
of courtesy and fairness in the translation, him without feeling that we have been driv- and "health have been preserved; the gift with his strength, and the tone of a gentle- since the palmy days of Josiah Quinapostle, .
But there may be an unwise deferise of it is not too much to say that he vehement- en twenty degrees towards the North Pole ; of family and friends has been continued; man with his sternadvocacy of right princi- cy. Mr. Motley is the favorite of the modthe translation of King James, and a bigot- ly stabs in one paragraph what he has la- the ‘very sun seents to have been dipped in the benefits derived from good government ples, he would be the honest pride of hig erate men who would like to. see the posied and mischievous crusade against those boriously exalted in another, that he runs a solution of indigo, and the spirit is forced are still enjoyed; safer “guarantees of the constituents and the leader of the House at tion filled by a layman, but he would reprewho are laboring to give us a version more into extravagance in his general accusations, to wrestle down its tendency to distrust as perpetuation of our national liberties and Washington. Asit is,he is too much needed sent culture rather than morals and religion.
accurate than that in common use. Our and that he has indulged himself in flings man waking from disturbed sleep fights off of permanent peace have been vouchsafed ; to be sent into private life, ‘and yet he con- The claims of Mr. Higginson are urged
English Bible, as we now have it, is a mon- at such men as Drs. Conant, Hackett, &c., the nightmare. True Christian sobriety and, above all else, God has not forgotten to stantly keeps his friends and supporters in by the radicals who are seeking to gain
‘ument to thie learning, the good judgment which dignified journalism and scholarly in- | does not call men to be haters of sunshine, be gracious. What shall we render unto anxiety and hot water. by his willfulness a foothold in this ancient and renovgped
seat of learning. The interests being so
and a good conscience can be kept without the Lord for ‘all his benefits towards us? and indiscretions.
and the general fidelity of the men who, in tercourse would never justify or tolerate.
We hope some day Wé may be able to conflicting and the candidates being so nuWe afle not by any means prepared to marrying it to cynic
the early part of the seventeenth century,
Shall we not take the cup of salvation and
Who shall be chosen ?
Let Christians ‘open the-soul wide to the call upon the name of the Lord, and pay | Make up a Congress that shall manage to merous, the question,
translated the Sacred Volume into the Eng- accept the work of the Bible Union as the
is a perplexing one. ~ *
best attainable result, and we incline to the best ministries of the Spirit; let them root our vows unto the Lord in the presence of keep its courage without sacrificing its delish tongue.
It was a- great improvement
| cency, and stand firmly by principle withupon everything which had preceded . it, opinion that the version which supersedes -distrust and uncharitableness out of the his people? B
PES
out a display of pugilism. . Till that “good ———A Pastor AT Last.—The Park Street
But it is only a translation. The words "in thatof King James is likely to be something heart; let them welcome the -inspiration of
time
coming” shall arrive, we suppose men church, Boston, the pulpit of which has
our English Bible are not the words which else than has yet appeared. But the work Christ's own best words; let them put down
Denominational
Statistics.
like
Gen.
Butler must be tolerated in spite been vacant ever since Dr. Stone went to
Christ uttered, and which ‘Paul put down attempted and done by this Society is too harsh’ judgments with charity and fight
‘
——
:
of the discomfort they produce, and men. San Francisco, three years we think, has at
upon the parchments that were carried by important and valuable to be covered with clouds away with prayer; let them make a
According
to
the
Freewill
Baptist
Regislike Mr. Dana must be rebuked in spite of length secured the luxury of a settled pasmessengers to the churches. The English Suspicion and treated with contémpt; and friend.of patience and scatterloving smiles
ter, now out of press, our -denomination
the culture and courtlines which it would be tor. The cause of the long delay has cerlanguage which we now use did not then they who lend their endorsement to such in dark places for the sake of their Master
tainly not been for the want of candidates;
contains a membership of sixty-three thou- a pleasure to commend.
exist. The men who gaveus our present an attack as the one in question, deserve and the needy ones for whose life he died;
for the number w ministers who tendered
sand five hundred and forty-three. This
version in 1611 simply sat down and en- rebuke both for she presumption and the and they will thus find that the joy of the
their services afid who would gladly have
number includes those who have recently
HiLLSDALE COLLEGE. - The Catalogue of done so, has, we judge, been abundant.
deavored to put the thoughts, which they bad blood which are concerned in the as- Lord becoines at once their inward treasure | come to us from the General Baptists of
found expressed in Hebrew and Greek sault. In the long run such efforts are sure and their outward strength.
Ohio and Indiana; but apart from these we this Institution for the current year contains The fact is, the church has been in search
the names of 535 students, connected with
words, into such English words as would to return in their results and plague their
of another Dr. Stone, and we hope {or the
number six¥y-one thousand two hundred
:
convey to the English reader the same authors.
and forty-four, against fifty-nine thousand the various departments, of whom 344 are good of all concerned that it has secu
The
Mischiefs
of
License.
rg
r gentlemen and 191 are ladies. In the Col- him. The new pastor, Rev. W. H. H. M
ideas that had been enshrined in the foreign
—
—
two hundred and elevén one year ago, or
and ancient tongues. They were scholars
The advocates of a law legalizing the sale against fifty-four thousand and seventy- six lege proper there are 49 students, of whom
ray, is a graduate of Yale, and studied fo
Sunniness and Cynicism.
9 are Seniors, 15 are Juniors, 13 are Sophoand Christians. They labored long, faithof intoxicating liquors as a- beverage are three years ago.
a short time at Hartford Theological Instifully and tvell. They produced a most
There are many things in life and in ex- coming. to grief, at least in the Old Bay
These statements are’in Sovoral particu- mores, and 12 are Freshmen. The class tute. He has also pursued his studies in
creditable’ result. Their. work 48s stdod perience that strain the faith and try the State. And her repentance will be copied Jars suggestive. It will be observed that graduating at the last Commencement nam- private, and was for a while an assistant to
bered 14. The course of study is well Rev.. Dr. Hatfield in New Vork., For two
during a period of two hundred and fifty temper even of Christians.
It may be an elsewhefe. It is quite time that the reic- the increase on our original membership
years, and none save egotists and bigots impulsive disposition, a perplexing sphere, tion began to show itself. The repeal of for the year has been two thousand and laid out, the various professorships are well years, however, he has been acting as paswill to-day deny its many and great excel- an exacting conscience, or an imperfect di- the prohibitory law was chiefly effeeted by eleven, or a fraction less than three and filled, and the facilities for the largest pros- tor at West Meriden, Ct., where he was
:
lences.
=
earnestly invited to remain. Mr. Murray
gestion. There are also many things that greed, bribery and false pretenses. The a half per cent. If we include the accession perity are abundant.
But it is not perfect. No human work rouse hope and stimulate gratitude and vo- influential and rich liquor dealers used from the General Baptists, the increase has
isto have a salary of £5,000 besides $1,000
is perfect. And those men had not the calize joy. It-may be a trustful tendency, money, the selfish politicians used soph- been four thousand three hundred and thirty- . MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. The annual for expenses of moving, with an annual vameans of judging respecting the genuine- an equable temper,a cheerful and sympathet- isms, and the reckless lovers of money two, or a little less than seven per cent. Catalogue of this Institution, located at cation of six weeks. This ought to satisfy
ness and accuracy of the text that are pos- ic home, a work that reacts in blessing, an and indulgence used lies, in getting the li- For the ‘three years the increase has been Pittsfield, Me., contains‘ the names of a the ambition of any young man, to say the
sessed to-day. Researci: and learning and overflow of animal spirits,or a series of out- cense law passed last winter. The repre- nine thousand four hundred and seventy- competent board of instructors and 170 least.
criticism have brought plain answers to ward successes. © A merry face does not al- sentatives went up to Boston pledged six, or seventeen and six-tenths per cent., students. The school is manifestly in a
— DerexiNED.—Rev. Charles Howard
many questions that could not be intelli- ways prove the existence of a good heart, against prohibition. Some of them were or three thousand one hundred and fifty-five, prosperous condition.
Macom,
pastor of the second Baptist
gently replied to in the beginning of the nd a mournful tone may spring from some- honest. supporters of the fallacy of Gov. or a little less than six per cent., for each
church at Newport, upon the first Sunday
*
TEMPERANCE
CONVENTION.
A
call,
exseventeenth century. An immense mass of thing besides a bad record. In God’s sight, Andrew, that repeal meant reformation in- year. Should
a like ratio of increase convaluable and important testimony has been the soul that goes on with head bowed like a stead of free rum.
Others were duped ard tinue, we shall number more than three tensively signed by leading clergymen and of this month, being out of his own church
gathered and classified and preserved dur- bulrush, and the spirit that constantly runs bargained with, and when they discovered hundred thousand at the close of the cen- others; has been issued for a New England ‘edifice on account of repairs now in progress
Christian Temperance Convention to meet attended worship in the morning at the
-=ing the last two hundred and fifty - years. over at the lips in music, may stand on the their folly and shame they lacked the con- tury,—thirty-one years hence.
Congregational church, and assisted the
More or less words have changed ini mean- same moral level! They may possess about science and courage to confess it and fling | Of the twenty-nine. Yearly Meetings of atthe Meionaon, Tremont Temple, Boston,
pastor, Rev. Dr. Thayer, fn the admisistraon
Wednesday,
December
2d,
at
10
o'clock
ing sine 1611, so that they:do not convey equal amounts of the submissiveness that away the bribe. © hers were ambitious for which the denomination is composed, ninetion
of the Lord's Supper, and in the afterto us the same ideas that were conveyed by takes Christ's yoke, and of the dutiful love office, and readily sold out what convictions teen have made gains and ten have suf- A. M., to consider the religious aspects and
noon
the Methodist church, also assisting
them to our remote ancestors, ior do them that accepts its tasks at the great Master’s they had for a certificate of election. Oth- fered losses. The largest gains are made- spiritual bearings of the subject, and send
the pastor, Rev. Mr. Hamlix, in the adminforth
such
utterances
as
may
seem
to
théin
naturally convey the thoughts for’ which they lips,and, conferring not with flesh and¥lood, ers, who never look elsewhere than on the by the Illinois and Rhode Island and Massistration of the eucharist. We judge,thereprofessedly stand.
goes to the field of toil to execute them.— popular side for.the right, mistook the clam- pchusetts Yearly Meetings, which gain, wise and timely, tending to the purity and
fore,
that Mr. Malcom is determined to
It is, therefore, neither irreverent nor There is much cheerfulness in religious ors of the disaffected and the shouts of the. respectively, three hundred and sixty-nine, activity of the churches and the ministry, maintain in his denomination his practice of
.in
a
matter
so
vital
to
ie
saan
of
the
egotistic to say that there are many pas- circles that is only frivolity ; and not all the assailants for the voice of the people, and and three hundred and fourteen. The largopen communion, notwithstanding the passages in the Scriptures whose real thought sighs that are breathed into the air by those wentin for repeal. And the dealers and est relative gain is made by the Pennsyl- | young, and to the interests’ of patriotism, sage of close communion resolutions - by so
is more or less obscured by the language who bear Christ's name are born in htimil- drinkers, who only wished large gains and vania Yearly Meeting, which gains two hun- morality and piety, throughout the land. We many Baptist Associations.
which is found in our English Bibles, and ity, or reach heaven freighted with piety,or unrestrained guzzling, were leagued in an dred and twenty three.
The greatest loss- trust the attendance will be a large one,and
whose meaning would be brought out much have the odor of real prayer. As a grin- effortYo make the bar-room clean in the es are sufferedby the Ohio River and Wis- the important subject to be considered will ——MgETING HIS Deserts. It is stated
that Rev. B. F. Clark, of Chelmsford,
Mass. ,
more readily, accurately and fully by such ning aad chattering monkey is not always eye ofthe statute, and to lift the traffic in consin' Yearly Meeting, which lose, respect- receive the attention which it demands.
who was a member of the Mass. Senate
changes in the translation as the sense re- amiable, and as the owl with all his gravi- rum into a placé among honorable callings. ively, two hundred and seventeen, and one
quires and as we have now the means of ty is not much of a philosopher; soa flash- Though these various classes quarreled with hundred and seventy-one. The greatest _ ExgrisH CorresroNDENCE. The letter of last year,and one of the leading advocates of
our English correspondent stretches even the license law, complains that clergymen in
making. In other words, a new rendering ing diseiple of Christ may not have more of each other, and wasted whole weeks in relative loss is suffered by the Canada West
framing and debating and amending and Yearly Meeting, which loses one hundred beyond the limits which were reached last his vicinity are unwilling to exchange with
would mgre readily and truly put usin pos-- the light of God's countenance than others
session of the exact thought which the who sparkle less, and an unsmiling sobtie- burying the bills that were brought for- and seventeent.. Of the’ whole gain,six hun- week. We hope its proportions may not him, and announces that if this course
Holy Spirit meant to convey, while the ty may lack the central quality of saintship. ward, they were always a unit agains{ pro- dred and sixty-five is made by fhe Yearly terrify our readers; for its great interest continues, he shall* insist on tearing himpresent rendering is liable to perplex and
But a real cheerfulness, springing from hibition, and they dared not and would not Meetings located in New, England,--only one really does something toward atoning for self away from his people.” This sort of
perhaps to mislead the reader. Can there Christian sources, is always grateful in its go home without putting a foul license law of these Yearly Meetings sufferinga slight its excessive length,
treatmentis no doubt, very hard for Mr.
Clark to bear, but it is no more than what he
be any doubt whether we ought to use the ministry ; as a clouded and somber nature in the place of the wholesome statute which loss, and the rest is made by Yearly Meetought to have expected. After having taken
better words or the poorer ? Are we justi- seems away from home when found" in the they were so swift in repealing.
Current Topics.
ings west of New England. Our largest
dd
sides with, and afforded aid and’ comfowt
fied in clinging to a form of statement, circle of the saints. The joy of the Lord is
The law has had a trial. The results of ‘gains, west of New England, are made
known to be inexact, ambiguous or per- our strength: The grant of forgiveness is it are very plain and wholly, unmistakable. in those Yearly Meetings, —the Illinois and ——FEMALE SUFFRAGE. - The movement to, the enemies of sound morality and true
plexing, when we might employ another described as the lifting up of the light of Intemperance has fearfully increased on Pennsylvania,—in which our missions among looking to an extension of the franchise to religion on one of the important questions
form that would convey to the reader's God's countenance upon the soul. The path all sides. The liquor dealers have been the Freedmen arelocated, showing that our women is gaining fn volume, carnestness, of the day, he should not have presumed
mind just what the Spirit of inspiration in- of the just is as the shining light. The equally jolly and defiant. Bar-rooms keep labors among them have not been in vain. dignity, significance, and in the pfomise of to retain his place in the confidence of his’
tended to say to us? There would seein to Psalms are more frequently bursts of thanks- their doors open. The restrictions upon the
Our increase for the last year, and espec- success. A Convention in aid of the object ‘brethren. He is only suffering his deserts.
“be but one answer. And yet on the answer giving than anything else. Even those sale imposed by the law have amounted to ially for the last three years, presents was held for two days in Boston, last week, His example should serve as a Waring
to that question hangs the whole argument which begin with a sigh frequently rise in- very little, Bacchus has held carnival in grounds for encouragement. The ificrease. It was numerously attended,—the hall to others.
A]

bearing upon a revised version of our Eng-

lsh Bible.
A

the eminent scholars on oll “sides,

o Atl:

to an

exultant and prolonged ~doxology

when they have got well balanced on their
wings.
Paul glories even in his tribula-

tic, who have given their at-| ‘tion; amid his terrible conflicts he speaks

tention this subject, we do not, know of

of always triumphing in Christ; and he ap-

one who bas'ventured to deny the facts stat- proaches the block of martyrdom with the
ed above, or ‘who does not admit that we shout of a conqueror who is hastening home
on for a great length of to his coronation. David chided his soul
‘to obtain a revised for being cast down, and prophesied that
versioof the Scriptures its lips should yet tremble with an adoring
hymn. Christ was promised. as the healer

of the broken-hearted. He assures his disciples that, though the world offers therh

tribulation, in him they shall have peace.
| And not the least suggestive among the
features that we are told belong to the
:

*

ety

ee

the fashipnable saloon and-the low. “grog Ion the original membership hasbeen constant
gery. The evil has gone boldly into the and steady; and has resulted from faithful
communities where it has long been a stran- labor, attended by the “blegsing of God.
ger. Many of the men who were “Sticcess- The accessions have béen generally small,
fully struggling against an old appetite have but numerous, The fact that more than
been met and sonqueral Young men who two thousand of our increase is due to the
had been kept away from temptation con- accession of two Associations from anfront it and are mastered. The shadow has other body holding views identical with
fallen upon many a home deeper and darker our own, speaks well for the spread of oir
than before hope had come to light up the sentiments and the favor with which they
hearth and the heart. The devil of drunk- are received. We are hoping for a still
er increase from accessions of this
enness, let loose by the legislators in. the
name of liberty and law, has raged fearful- kind in the future. We trust the day is
not distant when ‘a little one shall become
ly and wrought both mischief and ruin.
The people have not been blind, They a thousand, and a small one a strong
have seen all this. - They understand it nation.” Sh,

\

frequently thronged;

influential speakers

The numberof

was .very

large,

and

|

~~

Tae

TIONAL
NAT10

CHAIN

Conven-

woek. Wa.~v ,
they’ Tepresented many circles of life. Hon. vention held'in New York last
Christian
Henry Wilson, Fred. Douglass, J: ames Free-

man Clarke, Mr, Cornell, Mr. Garrison, Mr.
Bowles, of the Springfield Republican, Mr.

and Mrs. Blackwell, Julia ‘Ward Howe, B.

F. Bird, &c., &o., were among the speakers who advocated the prindiple and announced themselves ready for its application.

The first resolution of the series adopted
suggests the basis upon which the movement rests:

Resolved, That suffrage” is an A.
| riright of every American citizen, without
distinction of sex.

;

.

esr Sve

Eminent

numerously attended.

men from all parts of the country took an
active part in its discussions, and

its pro-

ceedings appear to have been remarkably
interesting, spirited and suggestive. - The
subjects which came up for consideration
were of the.most practical and vital character, and they were dealt with in a method that was marked alike with earnestness

| and vigor.

We have received notes of the:

proceedings from a brother who was in
attendance,

compelled, to

but are

_ |'their publication till next week. pi)
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" Pardon’ me, my brother, for the time and |

‘space that I have occupied in this personShe has come forth al matter, and I will try not to occup
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Portland is herself again.
from the fire with increased

In the business
part of the city bit Tew: gaps.ve- |.

EE evivals,

rionyoo ||
fast arsine
pneu
ATE iS Yea Mist:
parts of the city, there are as many dwblling- |

i
:
"houses as before the fire, and many more
places " | WEST
ARES) .of-business. The gencral.sty
| Berlin is
churches and other public buildings is worthy of Sister
of a city of one hundred thousand inhabitants. members
The new City Hall, badly damaged by the fire, is fluence.
~ entirely répaired and greatly improved. Its au-

dience room,

seating

not surpassed

in New England

about three thousand,

convenience.

The Post Office and the Custom
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and

Siow

I gave the hand of fellowship

came

re-

sinners to Christ and build up new
his
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labors

their influence over the masses,
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Rev. Humphrey Purington and others, who | knowledged that Rome will lose 32,000,000 francs |
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and was an exhortation to high Christian character and efficiency. The President, Rev. Dr.

been

Raleigh, delivered an able address on the

.

and State.
of Church
it | separation
;
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for its |

The Cincinnati Advocate says:
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“The returns |

are wanted;

nota
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Defined.

onyntil this place

ins
.
+2
cheerfully insert the following commu-

y

nication which is sent for publication in the

It explains itself;—though the writ-|

Star.

shall become

of the Lord.

don

Ain

that the net gain in the membership of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church inthe United States, for

ence,

laboring under a mis- | dies, Nov. 15th, all of whom

so far as we are aware,

’

touching

3

od

the | daughter.

Our

sits

cussion, it must have been

vate circles,

and: we

confined to

pri-

we publish the

statement as it comes

to us:

HirrspALE, MicH., Nov. 12, 1868.
Mr. Editor:—1I have just received a letter

from a good brother, who writes me as folAd

lows:

refuse to

savages, probably owing to the influence of other
tribes.
The lives of brethren were seriously

pastor of the

Main

to the society which

they

accept. Itis reported, however,
ell still insists upon resigning. - He
tor of the above church some eight
and is much esteemed and beloved
whom

threatened, and the timely arrival of some police

that Mr. Lowhas been pasor nine years,
by the people

his resignation will
;

the .question

of

annihilation, or as

Conference, for reasons already given. Pfevious to this I have attended all its sessions,
save one, since 1842.

Had I been

present,

I could have answered for myself there; as
I was not, I answer here, and my answer is
this:
I have never preached, nor taught, nor

have I ever, either publicly or privately,
expressed a belief in the doctrine referred
to. As to ‘““no-soulism,”I deem the doctrine
in the highest degree unphilosophical, unscriptural and absurd. To me it seems to

be the grossest form of the grossest materialism. As to the future punishment of the
incorrigibly

wicked, there are strong

argu-

ments in favor of the view that ultimately
the sinner’s punishment will end in his utter

destruction :—that the time will come when
there shall not be heard, in allthe universe

. of God, a single utterance of blasphemy, or
+ a single yell of rebel SOA
Government of the Most High.
hand, there are arguments

church,

Auburn,

soldiers alone saved them from a horrible death.

The corner-stone of the new building of the
Young Men’s Christian Association of New York

was recently ldid in

which

by most

persons are deemed still stronger, going to

.egated Ohio and Belleville free-stone in the French

renaissance style, five stories high, and will
possess fair claims to architectural beauty. The
estimated cost is $300,000, exclusive pfthe ground
for which $142,000 was paid. The ground floor
is to be arranged for stores anda gymnasium;
the second
floor will contain a spacious hall,
reading and reception rooms; and the remaining

has a library of 1200 volumes, which circulates
extensively among the younger portion of the

community. It has also a reading room which is
well patronized by the young men and boys. A
mission Sabbath sehool is held every Sabbath afternoon in this room,dn which are taught some

ble bayond conception.

The Bible plainly

teaches that the condition of the finally iinpenitent is absolutely remediless,—* ‘the redemption of his soul is precious, and
ceaseth forever.” His punishment is endless ;
and whether we know

much or little of the

nature of that punishment (and for myself

I have never felt like dogmatizing on that

subject) it is our own work to ‘‘save sin.

ners"—snatching

them as brands from the

burning, ere it be too late.

bemade

closed.

of both Associations

are

arrangements,

The Free Baptist society of East Dixfield, Me.,

they will

soon

and at the’same

1. One

five-horse

PORTABLE

8. One NEWSPAPER FOLDER,—S. C. For-

8. McLean

of exercises:

by

by Rev. C,

Bean; Prayer by Rev. W. R. Cross (Congregationalist); Singing of the 785th hymn by the
choir; Sermon by Rév. O. T. Moulton; Conse.’
crating Prayer by Rev,B. F'. Pritchard; Charge
by Rev. W. F. Eaton} Hand of Fellowship hy
Rev. B. F. Pritchard; Address to the

:

$67,80 |

he

of the White

Pine Bark.
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H

we!

.

own to our

Iti

citizens.
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Tox sale by all our. draggisis,m|¥

The EY ite Pine Compound is now sold
a the

tanicD

nglan
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otanie
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PER

CENT

Mrs. Jane C, French, both of

Durham;
Nov. 12, Mr. John Frost of Salem, Mass.,
and Mrs. Nancy Odiorne of Dover; Nov.19, Mr. Lew-

is B. Laskey and Miss Lydia Tuttle, both of Dover.
In Wayne, Nov. 17, by Rev. O. Pitts, Mr. C. Ww.
Battles and Miss Mira B. Rasps, both of Leeds.
C. Guptill, Mr.

Hiram

Miss

M:

Ellen

Holton

of

Lyndon;

J.

W.

Cope-

land, M.
., and Miss Martha Sanborn, both of Lynon.
In Saundersville, Oct. 21, by Rev. T.L. Rendoloh,
Mr. Edward Wesgon of Omaha, Nebraska, and
Miss

e 8.

Parker

of A;

Mr. Elias 8. Pelton and Miss Kate Poyle.
In West Stephenstown, N. Y,,

Nov.

4, by

: Ags:

Coleman, Dea. A, 8S. Lansin, of Poestenkill and Mrs.
Laura H. Wait of West Stephenson.
|» In Potter, N. Y., Oct. 8, by Rev. L. B. Starr, Mr 8.

Oct. 17, Mr. B. F. Goodwin of Tamworth,

and

Miss Abbie F. Lary of Madison; Oct. 26, Mr. Henry
N. Snell and Miss Roena R. Nickerson, both of T.
In Edgecomb, Me., July 19, by Rev. J. Granville,
Mr. Sydney A. Bennett and Miss Emma L, Williams
both of Edgecomb.
In Saco,
Nov. 12, b: Rev Behl. Wheeler, Dr, A. P.
Fulsom of Oldtown,
Me., and Miss Julia M. Johnson

ears.
n Strafford, N, IL, Sept. 27, Mr John Berry, aged
77 years; Oct. 28, Mr. Thomas T. Hall, aged 63;
Oct.
19, Rev. John Winkley, aged 73.

church by

W. F.' EATON, Clerk of Council,

a.
A.Sabbath Seheol Fund.
At a meeting of the Executive Commitee of

proved them. Our reasons for selling them
are satisfactory.
We have increased the

|

©.

size of the Star, and otherwise

enlarged

our operations, thus necessitating larger
and different machines.
.
Persons wishing to purchase any one or
all of these, or to make

ing

them,

inquiries

concerns

will pléase address the sub-

scriber.

L. R.' BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H,
A

Av

“

A First Crass WEEKLY FOR YOUTH. Our atten.
tention has recently been called to the Youth’s Com.
panion, published in Boston—a delightful paper for
young people—which we are surprised has heretofore
escaped our notice, for it has reached an immense
circulation, and is really ene of the most vigorously
conducted periodicals published,
It was started
forty-two years ago, by Nathaniel Willis, father of
N, P. Willis, and is probably the oldest paper of its
kind in the world. Thousands of young people take

the Freewill Baptist Sunday School Union, held
at Buffalo in connection with the General Conference, the following resolutions were adopted
by a unanimous vote. As they relaté to matters
in®which the readers of the Star generally have
a special interest, they are published for their information :
i
Resolved, 1. That the Executive Committee of it to-day, whose parents were its readers in their
the Freewill Baptist Sunday School Union em- youth. Some of the finest writers mn the country con.
to its columns, and in the breadth, compreploy Rev. L.
armon as an Agent to labor in tribute
he interests of the Sabbath school cause.
hensiveness and variety ofits reading, it is certainly
2. That the Agent be authorized to collect, conducted with remarkable discrimination and
money at his discretion for creating a Freewill “ability,
Baptist Sabbath, School Publishing
Fund, and
that ha be instructed to transfer all moneys colThose who wish a reliable preparation for the hair
lected by him to the Treasurer, whp &hall from
time to time report the receipt of the sane in should adopt Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
g
the Morning Star...
:

How to Get Patents.

0., No. 87

PARK ROW,
N. Y.

;

8m36.

Holloway’s Fjlls and Olntment.—-Barber’s Itch, —This foul and unsightly eruptive disorder of the face is speedily and permanently eradicated by a few applications of this emolient Ointment,
and the Pills, by purifying the blood, assist the operation. Many cases abandoned by physicians as
hopeless, have been immediately cured by these medicines. In measles, small-pox, #cald-head,; itch,ringworm and all cutaneous diseases the effect of these
remedies is swift and sy. Sold by all Druggists,
1

Ask any

responsible

tion he wonld most

Wruggist what

Hair prepara-

strongly recommend, au® he will

tell you that “Barrett's Vegetable Hair Restorative”is
pre-eminently the best; and to otherwise prove the
fact, it received the highest premium at the New
Hampshire State Fair in 1800.— Baltimore Telegram.
The purest and sweetest Cod . Liver Oil in the
world, is Hazard and Caswell’'s manufactured by
them upon the sea-shore from fresh and healthy
livers; itis perfectly pure and sweet. Patients who
have once taken it can take no other. After years ot
experimenting, physicians have decided it better than

.any of the brwon oils. Sold by all the druggists.

.
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Sons for the YOUNG, and older Bible students. Price
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Our Premium List also contains

Louis,

a distance including

tracks to

The Bonds have 50
£21,000 per mile tipon

Elegant

Gift Books

Coal | giapie for Holiday Presents and beautiful Illustrat-

Minot, Scu.of thou; $0 miles, and traverses the fin-

years to run, and are a lien of
the Combatlyss railroad and fran-

(oq Books for the Jone. Also Maps of Palestine,
PictureSEVEN
Cards EXTRA
and Books
Sunday Schools.
We
offer
CASHfor PREMIUMS,
the high-

chises, its coal lands—of which it has 20,000 acres confaminh A HUNDRED MILLION TONS OF COAL—

est being

its rolling stock, and DropeTsY of every sort.

for the largest clubs for 1869.

A Subscription of $8,800,000, at par, to the Capital
Stock of the Company, furnishes a large part of the
means required to construct and equip the road.
Nearly-half the entire length of the road is graded
and substantially

ready for the iron; the rails are now

arriving upon the line, The first Sivision,
ving an
outlet to the coal, will be in operation in
ays, and
track-laying will from this time be pgosecuted with
the utmost energy
till the last rail isin position. The
Company intend
to have theéroad in readiness for the
Autumn business of 1869,

2

The Bonds are for sale at 97) and accrued interest
in currency, and may be obtained through bankers

No.

12 WALL
\gew

STREET,

Ba

Fifty Dollars

Send

ten cents for a

mium list.

EARNEST

where to canvass

Address,

BOOPY,

Mineral Bath at Home.—A

SABBATH

2tR6

HANS

RIVERSIDE
FOR
HANS

CHRISTIAN

CO’S
Soap,

combined

for

La1y15 ©

What is the Matter with You?
Look at the countenance of the

man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
generally find that the eyes are dull and lusterless, the
complexion sallow, the cheeks flaccid, and the whole
expression of the face dejected. Interrogate the invalid more closely, and you will discover that CoNhas

“That's

experienced
-

the

TARRANT'S,
EFFERVESCENT SELTZER. APERIENT
in such cases, needs not be told to recommend it as a
remedy.
TARRANT

& CO., Wh

le Druggists,
278 Green.

wich and 100 Warren Streets,”New York, Sole Pro.
prietors,
80t51
Sold by all Druggists.

~

ANDERSEN,

Y0bertisements,
INSTITUTE,

North Scituate, R. I.
GEORGE H, RICKER, A. M., Principal,
Miss M. ELIZA BURBANK, Preceptress,
"ITH a full corps of assistants in all depart
ments~Knglish, Classical, Scientific, Commercial, Normal, Musical and Ornamental.
WINTER TERM, 1868-9, will commence Nov. 30th.
For copies of** Institute Reporter,” @atalogues, or
formation, a A] the Institute, or to D,

R.

EMORE, 08

‘oybosset St., Providence,

PEMBROKE

ACADEMY.

HE WINTER TERM of this Institution willl
, commence Wednesday, Dec. 2, 1868, and con:

tinue twelve weeks,

Mr. Ls, Re LEAVITT, AM,
Miss MARY ELLA ROWE,

to

:

Principal,
Preceptress

Greatest

Copies will be

459 Broome Street, New York.

sent for 25 cts. Prospectus free,

135

For further information apply to the Principal, or
HITTEMORE,
HON. A.
.
Sec’y of Trusi tees,
Pembroke, Nov, 0, 1868,
[3t35

:

Good Canvassing Agents wanted
Verment

to

whom exclusiye territory will be given, tor the sale
of a Sewing Machine first putin the market. Fully
licensed, at a comparatively low price, equal

appliances,

:to any

in

fin.

ant.

fo

-

of the high

machines, to be sold with a full wa

Parties having a good team preference will be given.
dress
CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE CO,
13t36

BQsTON,

THE

Mass.

BRIDGEPORT

Knitting Machine

Will knit 20,000 stitches of perfect work in a minute,
It is the only machine that can knit a stocking
as completely as by hand from top to toe, including
@'perfect
eel, without taking the stocking from the ma-

chine, and will knit any form, size or shape

-

.

It is operated with a treadle, in the same manner as. a sewing machine. Good Agents wanted in every .
city and county in New England. Enclose stamp for
ciroular.
,» M, MASURY & CO.
Gen, Eastern Agents,210 Washington St, , Boston,
7
:
3m34
A PRESENT
TO EVERY CLERGYMAN. DD will give 3¢ copy a Smite Lnabridged Bible
ctionary. {profusely
illus:
every
clergyman
who shalll send us three subscribers at 1the re,
r
price ($6.50 per vol. in cloth). Copies sent free,
Laymen will find this an excellent way to make a present
to their pastors, This edition of
Smith’s Bible Dic.
tionary is edited by H. B. Hackett, D. D., and Ezra
Abbot, A. A. 8S. and is the only unabri
edition

ublished in America. It will
be completed in 4 vols.,

vo. Address HURD
4w35

]

HIS

moth

10US

& HOUGHTON, Publishers,
459 Broome Street; New York.

THE
CHURCH UNION.
paper has been recently enlarged to
proportions.

PAPER

IN

mam-

IT I8 THE LARGEST RELIG-

THE/WORLD.

It isthe leading organ

of the Union Movement, nd opposes ritualism, close
communion, exclusiveness and church caste. It is
the.only paper that publishes HENRY WARD BEECHERS’S Sermons, which it does every week, just as they
are delivered,—without qualification or correction
by him. It advocates universal’ suffrage; a unionof
Christians at the polls; and the rights of labor, It
has the best Agricultural

in the world; publishes

"LAPHAM

the

To work in Maine, New Hampshire and

Family

Whoever

INE

PEOPLE.

Living Story Teller, will send new articles direct to
the RIVERSIDE. The new volume begins Jan., 1869,
and will be brighter and fresher than ever,
SPLENDID PREMIUM.
We will give to every subscriber for 1869 who sends
$2,56C (the regular price) directly to us, a copy of the
elegant Chromo,
The Quack Doctor, By HENRY L. STEPHENS,
reproduced in rich colors for our subscribers oly.

priced
Vegetable

AT HOME.

MAGAZ

YOUNG

ish, operation, and

Aromatic

pre-

every-

ANDERSEN

Samples of Magazine

few Baths pre.

with Glycerine, is recommended
dies and Enfants.

and

wanted

1€4 Tremont St., Boston.

_

32tf

pared with STRUMATIC SALTS will effectually cure
Rheumatism, Scrofula, Dyspepsia and Eruptions on
the Face. Sold by Druggists generally.
eoply43

&

copy

WORKERS

for subscribers.

sent by mail, pre-paid, in the order of subscription...
HURD
&
HOUGHTON,
Publishers,

Treasurer.

’

COLGATE

.

specimen

Size 16x20 inches, and well worth $5.

YORK,

H. H.

what’s the matter,”
effects of

For opinion no charge. Send sketch and description. For application send model, not over one foot
in size, and $16 first Government and Stamp fees.—
Specifications, drawings, caveats; assignments prepared; rejected claims prosecuted.
Also,.interferances, extension of patents, and appeals. Patents
taken out in all European countries.
Illustrated
Qunphiess M0 pages, sent free,. Address MUNN &

Will, Mo.

ax U. 8. Treasury, Secretary's Wgice—

Re

:

torpid liver, is atthe bottom of the mischief.

Notices.

s Station, Pa.

Is ie only Hinsteated Religious Magazine. published

STIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a,

Special

v

ov Ant

tists in giving interest to the Study of the Bible. It

don’t feel well.”

East Windham, Sept. 18, Rev. E. H. Libby,aged

Box

8. D. Bowwes, Prospect

THE

This is the familiar question put
to every invalid. In
many cases the answer is, “ I don’t know exactly, butl

Died

Que

Each Bond is for £1000 or £200 Sterling, and is con- | 14 one of the best Magazines published for boys and
yoruble into Sicee # tle option Jithe older. ). he girls—sent free for one year for two new subscribers.

sex,N.
Y.
In Tamworth, Aug. 16, by Rev. J. Runnells, Mr,
John F. Hurn and
Miss Mary
J. Smith, both of Free- |

We know these to be good machines, because we have used them in this offic’ and

ANT

done its work
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B. Cheysler and Mrs. Diana Adams, both of Middle
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sof

pfs

’

Oct. 21,

Rev. IL B,

TypériMoNy.

EY

Smith’s> Bible
Hons Dictionary
4
i
4 Will be seni FREE for sixnewsubseribers,

In Attica, Aug. 10, at the residence of the bride’s
father, by Rev. H. Perry, Mr. William J. Keheo of
and Mis

8

Th ah

ee

in America. It employs the ablest Pens and best Ar-

Marianna, only daughter of Israel Saunders of S.
New York,

y
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- In‘this city, Nov. 4, by Rev. I. D. Stewart,

In Milton, Nov. 8, by Rev. I.

for Tobacco.

Re

¥. Inde-

inot

vester I. Hooper of Berwick, Me., and Mrs. Lucy
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To temper the glare ofthe sun;
I would pray God to guard them from evil,
But my prayer would bound back to myself;
AN! a seraph may pray for a sinner,
But a sinner must pray for himself.

woman’s whim.

The twigis so easily bended,
I have banished the rule and the rod;
I have taught them the goodness of knowledge,
They have taught me the goodness of God;
My heart is a dungeonrof darkness,

My love is the law of the school.

he

will

not

store,

how

would

farming

is very

dangerous,—

your husband follow, ma’am ?”
“I should prefer to have him stay at
home.”
“And do nothing?”
“Oh, there would be enough he could

To bid me good night and be kissed.

The Family Circle.
The Dark Side.
BY L. M.
en
fr Wn.

chilly

apartment,—or else it was the lady’s presence which made the apartment seem thus.
The latter, we think, was true, for certainly

the room was prettily furnished, and in
trim enough order. There should be noth-

ing disinal in the green and red carpet, or
the white looped curtains, the damask cov. ered lounge, or the polished air tight stove
which diffused warmth: through the atmos-

phere. The sun was also shining in through
fell

across the feet of Mrs. Gloom as thy layin

comfortable slippers, half buried in & wors-

Well, she was not thus, and it was her

wickedest woman I ever saw.”

ady thus addressed put onan offend-.
ed air, and began to rock herself violently
2
to and fro.
:
* “I mean just what I say,” reiterated Mrs.
Perkit.
.
:

“I presume

you do,—I did not expect

sympathy. I have always had to bear my
sorrows alone, and always expect to.”

a 'And you have looked at them so long
PQ can’t see any thing else. Woman,
your sorrows are occasional;—your blessings constant; yes, even sorrows are often
blessings in disguise. How little you have

lost compared with what you still possess;
and while all you have comes from God, in-

stead of thanking him for the abundance,

rienced any recent, heavy affliction P—had

tice that the usual

time

for

her

husband's

appearance had passed by without his coming,.till the dusky shadows in the sittingroom warned her that evening was closing
in. She started, and the word ‘Henry”
involuntarily escaped herlips; then a shud-

der passed over her as she thought:

“What if something has really happened?
for I have always been looking for evil and
unmindful of daily good.”
She rose and stirred the fire, opening the
grate so.that the several bright raysstream-

ed

across the otherwise

ment.

unlighted apart-

Just then the door swung

asunder;

packages
by

three

under
brisk,

healthy children. The mother looked at
them all with earnest, grateful eyes, and

said"in trembling tones:
“Yes,—and he could do the cooking,
“Thank God, I see you safe.”
washing and iroping,so you could sit in the
Then lights were brought, and the new
parlor a fine lady all the time.”
things father had been’ buying for the little
“No, I would nothave Henry descend to ones were displayed, admired and talked
such trivial occupations, but really it would over. The dismal room looked bright,
be very pleasantto have him in sight and. the childreft thoughtita delightful hour
hearing constantly,so I need not experience which they enjoyed before bed-time, for
such anxieties for his safety. I am peculiar- mother talked, yes, even smiled several
ly constituted, and ever since 1 lost a

little

boy under very afflicting circumstances, I
can ill endure to have my husband and
children out of my sight. My nerves were
always delicate, and at that time they received a shdck from witfich they have never
recovered.”
“Might I ask if your little boy suffered a

violent death P”
:
¢ Oh, no, he faded away under my

eyes

after four weeks of typhoid fever. It was
dreadful to see him each day growing

His last words were, “Good night,mamma ;

mal, owlish aspéct
as to cloud all the at-

Had the lady expe-

Perkit

had set her to thinking;
and in thé new di5)
rection thought had taken she forgot to no-

wash every spring, then he could make little nice things that women like to have,—
such as what-nots, hanging shelves and
wall baskets.”

Heaven, and there I shall never be sick any

pleasant
spot dreary. She wore such
a dis-

:

his arm entered, followed

Jesus isrocking me to sleep in his arms,

mosphere around her.

a

a portly man with several

otherwise

an

her

measured tone, ‘I must say you

do,—he might paper the rooms, and white-

ted hassock.
+
The ladyewore 3 mixed delaine dress, weaker,—he was so patient, too, and said
so many sweet things,—I never'can forget
*¢ gored” in the latest style, with spotless
them,—they are running in my head day
id collar. She was not old or ugly;
her
hair was unsilvered ; her face was and night. It seems to me wicked thatI
not furrowed by years. Then why was not ‘should ever smile now little Henry is
3
Mr. Gloom a pleasant matron, enjoying an gone.”
‘‘How old was your boy P”
Aferiton’s rest in her Pleasant sitting
“Fivé,—only five, andso willing to go.
rendered

on

rough, outspoken bluntness of Mrs.

a

“What business would you like to have

May the little ones gather around me,

which

elbows

will come to harm in

my girls brought up so coarsely.”

And the tramp of their delicate feet.
‘When the lessons and tasks are all ended,
And death says,*“The school is dismis¥ed !”

presence

in a slow,

lay.”

"| farmer for the world.
I never could do the
work of a farmer’s wife, nor should I want

I shall miss them at morn and at eve,
Their song in the school and the street;
I shall miss the low hum of their voices,

its beams

Iam certain

those engaged in it are exposed to thunder
showers, wintry storms,the horns and hoofs
of animals ;--I would not have Mr. Gloom a

Ah! how I shall sigh for the dear ones,
"That meet me each morn at the door!

clean window lights,—yea,

her

Mrs. Perkit pinned her slouching shawl,
and took her square shoulders away.
Mrs. Gloom was Very angry, but still the

“Oh, no,

I shall leave the old house in the autumn,
To traverse its threshold no more;

And the gush of their innocent glee,
The group on the green, and the flowers
That are brought every morning to me.

resting

always think so lightly of the cautions I give
him.”
.
“Well, if you are so afraid/your husband
you like to have him turn farmer!” asked
Mrs. Perkit;—*‘would that seem to you a
safer business?”

‘Where I shut them from breaking a rule;
My frown is sufficient correction;

1 shall miss the “good nights” and the kisses,

and

you quarrel with your Creator becausehe
has sometimes seen fit to recall his own to
himself. You darken your days by doubting his providential care, and by a constant
business is dangerous, and whenever he is “fearful looking for” of evils ‘to come. I
out beyond his usual time, I expect him to hope you will awake to a sense of ydir sinbe brought home maimed,or perhaps dead.” fulpess before. more sweeping calamities
“Isn't your husband a merchant?”
overtake you, and get out of this unsubject»
“Yes.”
:
ed state as soon as possible. God must be
<I should consider that a kind of busi- very angry with you. I should expect to
ness. comparatjvely secure against violent lose my husband and ¢hildren, if I allowed myself- to indulge in such a comdeath.”
“Ah! but he handles kerosene by night, plaining, unreconciled spirit as you show.
—and are we not constantly hearing of ac- This is truth roughly spoken. 1 am nota
cidents which occur from this practice? 1 saint myself, but I learned years ago not to
have many-times requested Henry not to do defy God. I want%outo learn this, Mrs.
this,—but he only laughs, and calls it a Gloom, and set about the task without de-

They are idols of hearts and of households;

dark,

f

“Well, you may be, butI don’t se¢ why
you should give yourself undue anxiety.
Your family would be left much better off
than many others, your children are beyond
babyhood, and your husband has abundance of means to See them well provided
for.»
:
«Ah! but he may be taken away,—the
fear of this is constantly before me.
His

Oh, my heart grows weak as a woman's,

‘a very

hy

. This, indeed, looks afflictive.”

‘When the glory of God was about me, ,, .

in

and

and when I wake, it will
more.”

:

be morning

galls up the urchin,

who knows that a grist now is to be ground
that will be hot enough. Here is disobedience first; then a lie ; and next, upon crossquestioning, a second lie, explanatory and

defensory of the first. © Of coursé punish-

ment was earned and deserved. But the
boy did not lie because he liked to, or be-

overcast face before her.
!
. “Well, Mrs. Gloom,” she said at length,

“My parents are both dead,—they had
epilepsy, and I expect to go in the same
way.”
<Q
¢ How long have they been dead ?”
«Four years and five months.”
* Why, then they were spared to bring
you up and see you well settled in life.
What reason you have to be thankful for
this,—old folks must die,—but think how
many are called away in the midst of life
often with a young family around them.

Shedding sunshine of love on my face!

Gloom sat

and if there were, I wbuld

knees, sunk her square chin in the palms of
her bony hands, and looked fixedly in.the

you never lost many fiiends,did you? I never

%

Oh, the little white arms that’encircle
My neck in a tender embrace!
Oh, the smiles that are halos of heaven,

Mrs.

about: matters,

“Don’t you think the widow Sullivan has
been worse afflicted than yourself?”
cause he was indifferent to the truth.” He
“Oh, no,—that were impossible; the’ was suborned by fear. He shrank from pun-

the

The following beautiful poem was written by
Charles Dickens :.

And

to inquire

fore ; he rides home and
|
|
|
|

woman does not live who suffers what I
softener :
:
do.”
i
« «Every heart knows its own bitterness,’ |- Mrs. Sullivan has lost her only child,-~
the good book says,—and I think likely she is sick apd poor; he was her sole hope,
enough that you haven't lived forty odd as one
might say. Here you are with a
years without getting a taste of trouble good husband, three fine children, and all
now and then.”
the comforts of life.”
«J have never tasted anything but trouble
“Then I have the more to lose.”
Mrs. Perkit hitched close up to Mrs.
since I came into the world,” was the

it swells from the heart of seraphs,
Athrill with holy fire,

*

hi

disturbed face of her friend, and put inas a

But the song we’ll sing is sweeter
‘When we walk the pearly street,
© And with the white robed angels
Bow at the Saviour’s feet :—

es

or

not consent for a-boy of mine to go.”

dled carefully, apd if many of them chance
to be imaginary, they are even more sensitive in regard to these than to real ones.

A prayer to bow in meekness,
Beneath the Chastening rod.

And the glory of gladness

to the mill

in

fim"

~ Mrs. Gloom’s tears now fell freely, and
Mrs. Perkit looked at her with some sympathy on her square, stern face.
“Was it not consolingto you to see your

times, and never looked on the “Dark Side”
once.

Itis said ‘the wounds of a friend are
faithful ;” and Mrs. Gloom began at once te
profit by the sharp thrust made at her
dismal follies by the acute good sense of

Mrs: Perkit.

Helping

i

Children to Lie.

ishment,and tried to hide behind a lie. The
refuge proved treacherous, as it ought

to

have done.

\

But, now, is there no lesson

fo

parents

pain, the fear of shame;the fear of ridicule
drive children into falsehood. Those who
govern them might at least remember how
it was in their own ¢ases,

and

so

manage

as to help conscience against fear, rather
than by threats and sternness make the
temptation irresistible.
Children are very delicate instruments.
Their minds are undeveloped, ungoverned,

and acutely sensitive. Men play upon them
as if they were tough as drums, and, like

parent's fault as their own;

and

secondly,

that children do not lie asemuch

as grown

up people do, and seem to do so only from
want of skill and practice. Liesare instruments of attack, or.defense, andso may be
classed as offensive or defensive. Chil-

dren's lies are almost always defensive, and
for the most part are employed in defending themselves against parents, fiurses, -eld-

wi

literary celebrities speak through;its pages and
offer their choicest things, The imprint which

runs into-the frivolous and
feeble; Not afew’ HN

The illustrations, in the

it carries ‘isa sufficient pledge that it will not’

mechan-

pander to low tastes. Boston» Ticknor & Fields.

features are worthy of the material that
The work

:

*

3

AE

£5

om
— SHEET MUsio. Frthe
prolific establish- —
ment of C. M. Tremaine, New York, whose is-

was issued, and both its eharacter and its outAre
ike
an
CHLETPTrIST,
ng
|“attractions
WArd
point it out as one of the popu= | sl
‘character, we have the following:
y
lar gift-books of the season.
Topas Gathering.” P
and Music b
G. Clark.~A stirring
patriotic Song wi
CHANGING BASE; or, What Edward Rice learnt James
at School. By William Everett, author of * On a pleasant piano accompaniment, .
“The Face that ever wears a Smile.” Ballad:
| * the Cam.” Illustrated. Boston: Lee & Shep- composed
by H. P., Danks.
ard. 1868. 16mo. pp. 282, Sold by E. J. Lane.
“Yon have stolen my Heart.” Ballad: com.
L1oN BEN OF ELM ISLAND.By Rev. Elijah
wp
Kellogg, author of ‘ Good Old Times,” etc. posed by C, IF, Shattuck.
~
¥ c——
Same Publishers,
ete. 1869, 16mo. pp. 265.
: RETROSPECTION. One of the finest and most
Tue PRITOSOPHY OF DOMESTIC LIFE.
By W
H. Byford, M. D: "Same Publishers, ete.

,. 16mo. pp. 174.
00
Messrs, Lee & Shepard keep themselves
ly at work

in

behalf of the

young

1869.

taking pieces of lithographing which it has been

busi-

Publishers, McKinney & Co., 1334 Chestnut Bt,
Philadelphia, It gives us the head and a part of
the bustof ‘a female, neither too young for

people, and

=~

thoughtfulness nor too old for vivacity, busy in

and character. Mr. Everett's previous volume
set him forth as a grec
pcasse and even
graphic writer. This story of school life is full
of vigor and spirit, it appeals to whatis thor-

communing with the past, whose recalled experiences fill the whole countenance with intense

meaning. Itis a face to be studied. It rebukes
giddiness and presuthption, at the same time that

oughly noble and manly in the heart of boyhood,

titled the “Elm

lead them along safely amid the temptations to falsehood, where a rude and impetuous nature will plunge them headlong
into wrong.
The one element of real man-

hood, above all Gthers, is truth.

A child

should not be left to learn how to be true,

how

to resist temptations,

how to give

judgment in favor of right and virtue,
Here is the very place where help is needed—patience, sympathy, counsel, encouragement.
Instead of these, the one
tive, too often, is the whip !—2Beecher.

me-

Litray Review.
ed by their author. x two volumes. New
York: Harper & Brothers. 1868. Octavo. pp.

484, 486. ‘Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
We have at length a collection of Mr. Beechers discourses that are fairly
representative.

They are selected with a view of presenting the
various sides of the man and the real quality of
his teaching from the pulpit of Plymouth Church.

field.

Some of

them date back about half a score of years, while
others embody his recent utterances.
A discriminating Christian man has mainly attended
to the work of sclection and arrangement, while
Mr. Beecher himself has over-looked and more
or less revised the entire
work.
Whatever,
therefore, is characteristic in the substance or

the form of his teaching is almost sure to appear
in these volumes, and they express the theological views by which the author thus announces
his willingness to stand. - The work seems to us

well done throughout.
sented

as

Mr. Beecher is here pre-

the Christian

teacher.

what is vital in the Christian

His

views

of

revelation find a

clear, utterance, and the applications of these
views to personal experience and practical life
are not allowed to fall into any subordinate place.
The discourses in which Christianity is applied
to the public questiong'ef the day are reserved

for another volume.

?

Of Mr, Beecher as a preacher, orator, philoso

pher’. or theologian, we do not stop to speak.
That he is a man of remarkable power.his history and influence assure even those who affect to
sneer at him. That he has done and is doing a
high" york in quickening the minds and hearts of
men and aiding to develop nobleness in character

and

beneficence in life, only the blindest bigot

and the most prejudiced cynic can deny.
With
excesses that are to be regretted, and tangential

movements

that make

timid and

conservative

men fearful of his influence, he is yet a believer
whose faith has the vigor of a martyr’s confes-

sion and

the beauty

of a child’s

They who here meet his name for the first time
on a title-page will give, up distrust for faith

long before they have completed the very excellent story whichis offered them.
:

the volumes
a solidity

and a beauty

reading a joy.

that make
AL

amount of plain, practical truth in his book, and |
100k to a healthful home |
and accurate discriminabe gimplified with advandealt out with a keen. eye

Tne

POETRY

OF COMPLIMENT

AND COURT-

est products of Mr. Dickens’s
ful genius.

It throbs with

mellow and fruit

Linton.
Square 18mo. pp. 120: Seld by E. J. Lane.
A series of stories of the fairy order,—pleasant, taking and meant to do good. The little

THOROUGH

Progressive

BASE

Course

for

SCHOOL;

An

easy and

Harmony :

special

uiring a

snowledge of Rudimental

ter, but Iam yet to be convinced of the
“physical superiority of the Englishman to

the American.

practical

lish society, a suppressed creature, without
the freedom that favors vivacity.
The
American girl is perfectly at home in society
before the English girl sees society at all,
or has ever been permitted to escape the
eye of her governess or her mother.
The American girl may be much too ‘for-

ward, but I am sure that the English girl
suffers by too great bondage. Female edu-cation in thetwo countries differs greatly,and
singular as it may seém, the education of
the English girl is more- showy than that
of the American. As a general thing, the
English girl. knows little or nothing
of
mathematics and natural sciences.
These
branches in America absorb a great deal of

hand is better than the average.
It deals with a
new writer on the French Revolution, with Ireland, with Kinglake’s Crimean War, with Darwin’s latest work, with the relations of France
to the Papacy, with the Agricultural Laborers
in England, with the Expiring Parliament, etc.
Living themes are these, and they are treated
with rare ‘ abifity’and suflicient independence.—

time, as

Tae NORTH BRITISH REVIEW is thoughtful,
able and discreet, as it always is, though the
humber for Sept. is not especially
vivacious.
The Education of the Imbecile is presented in an
interesting and instructive paper; the portrait of

cility. With these languages at command,
with a wide acquaintance with history and
bélles lettres, and with the
accomplish-

is appreciative-

in a review that exalts fairness;

ments of skelchifig and

a manner that is
New York: L.

ANI? THEOLOGICAL:
heavy, and will not

Traveling

gain a wide reading outside the circle of Presbyterian clergymen.

An exception to this remark

appears in the article contributed by Dr. Hickok,

THE ATLANTIC

us with a vivid

the pulses of a living

soul, It makes its appeal to what is tenderest
and most sympathetic in our natures, and however frequently it may speak to the heart there
is always a prompt and strong response. This
illustrated edition is a thing of beauty, and dn
admirable embodiment of art. Mr. Eytinge,
whose appreciation of character, and whase skill
in making his pencil embody it in forms and faces, were 80 thoroughly proved by his service in
the Diamond. Edition of Mr. Dickens's wes
hus here given us some of his very best efforts,
and they can hardly fail to be’ rewarded by the
keen appreciation of everybody who has an ap-

in

Spain

Mz. Sinclair Tousey thus makes a resumé
of his recent experiences in Spain:
“I have traversed Spain from north to

MONTHLY for Dec. closes its

south, from its centerto its eastern bounds;
have seen its sinall, dark- haired, fiery-eyed

picture of the

pleasantries

women ; its somber-faced,
ing, cloak-wrapped men;

highways, and its miserable

and

en

its”

Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
’

even

earlier

than

the comfortless-looking

and

dwellings of the

poor; its barren plains, and

beautiful or-

river-beds, and

fortable-clothed, handsome military officers,
and its stupid-looking, shoeless; sticking.
less, common #pldiers ; its well-to-do hun-

+

d eds,and its illy-clad, poorly-fed thousands,

along their

have missed the middle class seen, in other

choice and always welcome juvenile,~THE CHIL-

DREN'S HOUR, beautiful as ever
in its pictures

and charming as ever in its stories.
The first number of the CRISTIAN’ VISITOR,
published by the National Park Mission, Chica~
g0, at one dollar per year, promises us a most
excellent Magazine, especially devoted Sue in-

terests of the work sought through the

churches,

sands of ragged, starving beggars; its com-

year,

"That is no slight commendation.. Phila.: J. B.
T. 8. Arthur & Son, Phila,, send

its bad water;

the marks of its sweeping torsents ; its pe:
sands of well-clad priests, and its
thou-

LirPINCOTT’S MAGAZINE is as beautiful to the

*

to eat

at and mag-

nificent cathedrals, splendid

ange-groves ; its waterless

successful

tried

ed its mountain air ; have seen its blue,cloud-

eye und us satisfactory to the readers as it has
and

and

eat-

eaten

~heef; have drank its excellent

less sky, its wonderfully

is its

who eagerly await its coming:

its yrial

tolerable mutten,

wines, ‘and suffered from

wont, and filled tothe brim with all sortsof
goud things for the multitude of young people

through

have

butter; have

have eaten its luxurious-grapes, and inhal-

i

OUR YOUNG FOLKS, issued by the - same Publishing House, is here

of its miserable

of its

Watch in the Night,” is full of flery force and inM—

roads, wheel-

mon in other Catholic countries;

functions; Whipple portrays ‘ Hooker” for us
in a most agreeable style; and the Poem, ‘‘ A

-

cigarette-smokits magnificent

less and hoof trodden ; have noticed the absence of shrines at road crossings, so com-

perplexities that attach to the Consul’s office and

Lippincott & Co.

playing the piano,

This
NéWw
y

on Humanity progressing to Perfection.
paper is fresh, suggestive and forcible.
York: J. M. Sherwood. '

Sabbath

School and Lay Preaching. It is alive on every
page, fervid, evangelical and stimulating.
It

*
oH
a

¥*

it must be acknowledged
that the English
girl shows for ali that she is, and that for ~
social purposes her acquisitions are ‘greatly superior to those of the American girl.

.

THE AM. PRESBYTERIAN
REVIEW for Oct. is'a little

mal-

French, and some of them have spoken
French, Ttalian and German with entire fa-

Zwingli,the Reformer, is drawn in bold and clgar

Scott & Co.

you’know ; and you will find

titedes of American girls who are adepts
in them. That, in the education of the
English girl, which strikes an American,
is their knowledge of language, of literature, of music and of
drawing.
Every
thing which contributes to show in society
is acquired by the English girl. I cannot
recall among
my English traveling acquaintances a lady who could not speak

:

and Positivism is discussed in
alike profound and pungent.

The

girl here is, also, under the usages of Eng-

censure witho
ard to economy “or to
the general opinions of maxkind. The issue at

ly dealt with

She has greater
generally a finer

she is prettier is not to be disputed.

for Oct. is marked

Hawthorne

I have the author-

make up. She matures earlier, and it is
uite likely fades sconer, but the fact that

by the vigor which made it such a power in its
earlier life, and it degls
now as then with all
sorts of topics, angAnetes. out its praise and its

Nathaniel

.

American girl is more beautiful than her

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.

Netv York: L. Scott & Co.

.

cousin across the water.
delicacy of feature, und

Thorough Base as completely as possible, while
aiming at philosophical development, fullness,
and the presentation of abundant examples for
illustration and exercises for practice.
It isa
marked improvement upon the older manuals in
almost every respect,

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW

.

ity of a competent and candid
lish
woman for the statement that the American
woman is the handsomer.
There can be
no question, I think, that the average

ly adapted to the wants of those desirous” of
learning to play or write Church Music, Acsompanfuents, Songs, Choruses, ete. Written
for the Pianoforte orOrgan. By W. Ludin.—
Chicago: Root & Cady. Octavo, pp. 112.

all

:

Dr. Holland writes from England to the
Springfield Republican:

superior, physically, to his own. I speak
only of the men.
The English woman is
larger and stronger than her American sis-

folks will read them, discuss them, and dream
about their personages, both asleep and awake.

been

Women.

———

AND STAR, and other Stories for
through
the streets of London,
Written and illustrated by W. J. passing
would imagine thathe was among a people
Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1868.—

Children,

Being a Ghost

Story. of ‘Christmas. ' By Charles Dickens,
‘With Illustrations. Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
1869.
Octavo. pp. 111. Sold by E. J. Lane.

English

I. confess to a’ little disappointment in
the Englishman Physically. No American,

THE FLOWER

tense expression.
A CHRISTMAS CAROL #N PROSE.

Large

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

Dr. Byford has evidently studied mind as well as

outline;

Fields.

12mo. pp. 65.

anatomy and physiology,and he comprehends domestic life not less than pathology. He tells alarge

Tue

Ticknor&

THE ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL OF PHRENOLOGY
AND PHYSIOLOGY. 1869. By 8S. R. Wells ye
Editor of Phrenological Journal and Life Il- lustrated.
New
York: Samuel R, Wells.—

something of real merit to those who know him,

trust, and a volume strongly. “Our Painters” is eminentpreacher of the gospel of Christ whose power in
ly readable; the second paper on * Cotperative
portraying his Lord might well wake the ambiHousekeeping” deals with the subject in a very
tion of nine-tenths of the pulpits of Christenpractical way; * A day at a Consulate” presents
dam. Whoever reads these discourses in a teach
able spirit can hardly fail to perceive so much at
least to be true, And the publishers. have given

Boston:

quarto. pp. 66,——Elegant and valuable,

A work which seems to simplify the science of

SERMONS BY HENRY WARD BEECHER, Plymouth Church, Brooklyn.
Selected from published and unpublished discourses, and revis-

They are gathered from a broad

order.

Island Stories,” and Mr. Kel-

logg’s name and standing as an author guarantee

lands; have seen its snow-capped mounthins, and its ' sun-warmed valleys; its
granite:backed, boulder-covered hills, and
Otop-growing plains ; have seen its great
pictore-galleries,and absence of art appreciation among

its

16; have

horse-murdering, bali

the gor,

seen its

shows, and

vestmentsof its clergy; have

slept in its good, clean beds, and shivered

‘by its cold, -mok

five places; bave looked

on many a reminder of its great past, and
prehension of genius and even a moderate sym- ubounds in many good things, not the least of something of the dead life of its present;
more vexation than grief on her face. Had
er brothers and sisters, and schoolmasters. pathy with art, The paper, typography and which is good music, Success to it.
ean see in the life promisingof tall factory- her husband failed ? or denied her some pet
chimneys signs of a better life; can hear in
Being weak and helpless, concealment is in binding are all of the best, Asa gift-book for
LITTeLL’Ss LavING AGE deserves the heartiest the click of the telegraph and tlie whistle
little boy die so peacefully P” she asked.
their casi; as in the animal kingdom, al- the approaching Holidays it is almost sure to be a
favorite, vik will not only gladden by wommendation for its rolid merits. Its eminent of the locomotive sounds that shall usher
But
Mrs. Gloom is about to have compa“Ob, what could console me when Henry most the only means of defense. Children’s general
beauty, but it will also subdue by its pathos, worth,as a resume of what Is best in current her to glory again-to
ter glory than
y,—let
us see how she will comport herself was gone? " the mother cried, —*‘and Mad lies are in multitudes of igStances mere at- its
and stir kindly feeling by its pictures of the grief literature, can only. be known! by those who re. was over dreamed of hy any
Philip, or
toa
or,
*
.
just four,—~two boys and two girls; it tempts to hide themselves from sharp cen- and the gladness which are so often the guests of ceive and read it. They will hardly admit that Charles;or Isabella that wore
h
e
r
crown or
An an
r lady, with very high shoulders seemed so cruelto have the household band
the poor,
‘
And now, land
any compliment is excessive. It representsa led ber people to battle,
sure or sharper whipping.
=~
iy
The Illustrated edition of the Poetry of Come noble undertaking admirably carried out, It that sent forth the discoverer of a new
wl pinned very slouchingly | broken,”
:
Take a case from life, Master Henry is
pliment and Courtship deserves a real commencommences its one hundredth volume on the world—a world greater than you can ever
the
to
“You
have
three
left,—do
you
know
of
d
windows
the
we
sent
to
mill
one
day
in
winter,
but
with
pa
them,
:
dation, both on the ground of what the book has first of January next. Those sending $8,00 for be—land of genial clime and fertile roil,
any mothers that have been bercaved of all strict injunctions not to stop and skate. But of outward beauty and of inward excellence and the next volume, ~the price of a year's subscrip- land of froitsand flowers, ofthe olive and
their children?”
the pond is so inviting, the boys are so mer- wholesome delicacy, When first issued,
¢
:
the title tion, ~will receive the remainder of the present the palm, farewell.

she lost a near fiend P—but, no,~there was

-

our good fortune to meet, comes to us from the

their books generally possess both attractiveness

his prescriptions that
are full of sound sense
drums, they were made for beating.
They
tion. “The style might
are to be helped more than blamed.
One -tage, but the ddses are
in sympathy with their little souls will and a judicious hand.

son Palmer, Editor of * Folk Songs.” With

children’s falsehoods are often as much the

Ay

it suggests the divine way of relief from heart‘cares, and it embodies even more of precious
promise than of repressive warning. We shall
conscience and fear ? ThéJower instincts ‘ture is prepared,
but the, boys can hardly fail to ‘hang it conspicuously on the wall and look at it
in children are relatively far “stronger.than appreciate this’ specimén of deference to their’ often for profit’s sake.
moral sentiment.
Conscience is weak and understanding by one whose fondness for boyish
unpracticed, while fear is powerful, and, at sports and whose ‘sympathy with boyish life are THE ATLANTIC ALMANAC.
1869. Edited by
Donald G. Mitchell, With Colored Illustrav
times, literally irresistible.
The - fear of by no means outgrown.
tions and abundant literary Joading of a high
Lion Ben is the first of a series of books en-

Illustrations. Same Publishers, etc. 1869.—~
That lying is bound up in the hearts of
~12mo. pp. 219,
:
i
.
children it would not become me to deny.
‘Tt will be a long time- before the Christmas
But
cextainly it is often untied. °Indeed, | Carol grows old and stale. It is one of the juici

contrary / notwithstanding. : But of two
facts 1 am reasonably sure. . First, that

Ch

in this thing ? Shall they. hastily place their and indirectly but strongly protests against what
is unprincipled and mean. Its plane is higher
children between such unequdl motives as’ than that on-which most of the’ juvenile litera.

SHIP ; Selected and arranged by John William-

childrén there are few who will not tell
lies—the testimony of their parents to the

Ra

and good judgment.

makes ap the contents of the volume.

brow darkly, and compressed her lips in si- | field and his body left a prey for buzzards | finds that the grist was ground the day be-

i: JOE

ment of the lighter literature,ghoughit never ..

ical

‘the meal stone cold. ' He Ee

eth

EVERY SATURDAY brivigs a weekly
inglytleo>
:

has been carefully revised since
the first edition

TTT

a

a8 an attractive book. There is dignity as well
as fervor in the heart-spéech here gmployed, and

ly delicate and beautiful,
and the whole

¢¢ No, sir, I didn’t.”-

pa"

Fn

form of steel-engraved vignettes, are exceeding-

visit and) gentleman runs
his hand. into the bog, snd

Er

ay.

But it'is a healthy.as well

the passionis put under
the restraint of modesty

before

And notes the sparrow’s fall.
Songs
in the night of sorrow,
en hope’s bright star grows dim,
"He tunes our trembling voices

el

taste in the wy py

« Did you go on the pond?

his

Who hears the timid ravens,

The

little Heart to refuse.” Of

course he skates longer than he interded.

loved

every care,—he fell asleep in Jesus

rr

uneasily,

never knew

body received burial ornot.

8nd nothing, as you may say, to vex and | your eyes, his

~~,

Songs of the all-wise Father,

>

to take their lossesas

as I do, so they could not have

‘was killed,—she

is; how prettily situated, and how easy she
slips along through life; mo hard work—

— Songs when the heartis weary,
Oppressed with griefand care,

hard

not in his social

"

volume, from Nov, 21, FREE. Boston: Littéll.&

hifn, that it is ‘awakened soine suspicion that there might be not
a little .of doubtful’ sentiment-and questionable

ry, they so persuasively coax

: On reaching home he is questioned :
*« As well as could be expected,” was the their children very dearly.”
__¢ Why have you been so long, Harry?”
“despondent answer from the rocking
chair: «You know the widow Sullivan:
+ 4 0, the grist was not ground, and I had
“Ah, ailing, then,—that’s
bad. You don’t
“Yes.”
{
ie
prs bt
oT
| 1ook like a sickly person. I often say to
“She lost her only sonrin the army,—he to walt?" io slides

“Whereis God my Maker, that giveth songs inthe night ¥)

TW

‘none of them seem

—how do you find yourself to-day ?”

Songs in the Night,
BY

«1 don't know, yes, I believé1" do, but.

ma'am,” the visitor

Poy

> EE

“Good afternoon,

- ~~

~~

ower
ee

ou

tsmets.
| "THEBwoGREATEST

——

- Lucey Larcom.

But latelyhe got into the League, and
now votes the straight Radical ticket.””

+ 1y knows whereof he affirms, thus deals

Very
many
of her readers
sup
“Lucy
Pb
to be a fancy name, like Jennie
June, Fannie Fern,
and Grade Greenwood,

““by the suspicions, accusations and scandals

gu sli ocoasions when She choses jo p

A writer in the Independent, who evident-

MAL "ith the English Queen, prompfed thereto
which are

circulating respecting her on

both sides ofthe sea: * -

°

.

v-

|

sh a

ture

poem

or prose

‘even
ally

rown |
man—was the faithful servant of Prince
Albert.
His face and name ard asso-

ciated with the memory of some._of Vietoria’s happiest days. How tenderly’ she
loved her husband, how ‘she delighted ia
his society, nobedy needs
to, be told. The
classic woman

who

swallowed

the

ashes

of her dead lord did not love more wholly
and absorbingly than did the heavy-featuret, uninteresting Queen of England. She
clings to the old servant of her husband as
she niight to her husband’s dog. But it is
. beyond all question that a certain taint of
nervous excitability—one does not like to
call it madness—is an element in the feelings which inspire the Queen to defy scandal in England.
Itis commonly said by
. those who defend the Queen that she labors

under the delusion that the soul of Prince
Albert has been transfused into the homely
frame of John Brown.

Thisisa

wild

ex-

aggeration; but-it is quite true that the

manner in which

the

Queen

connects

the

memory of Prince Albert with the presence

of

John

Brown

has

something

morbid,

fantastic,. and almost monomaniacal in it.
If it is not madness(yet that way madness

3

hed. re

is. the hi

1

dof ry

that have appear-

truth),two of the cabinet ministers were .at

Osborn,

conversing in

counsel with

hér

a sort of informal

majesty.

A page, charg-

ed with some message, tapped

—two or Shive

lighs

at the

taps.

The

door

Queen,

who had been
ing and listening with
great interest, beeame so startled and excited by the sound that she screamed,
sprang up, paced the room in the wildest

alarm,

and for a long time was utterly un-

able to settle down

to calm

conversation of any kind.

and rational

Under the in-

fluence of morbid attacks like these, there

is sometimes little reliance to be placed on

Wiis the Queen may say, or determine,

or

ao,

London, and rush to Osborn or to Balmoral,

at the most critical period of a session, at
a moment when a
ge of ministry may
Ey
resoived

has persistedin keepinghJohn Brown as
her personal attendant, and allowing ‘him
to be conspicuous in his attentions everywhere ; and no servants’ hall or club scan-

dal can induce her to send him into the
background, or to alter her friendly de-

portment toward him.
Unquestionably,
this is unwise ; but Queen Victoria is not
in a mental condition from which wisdom
can be always expected. She is not mad
—that is all any one can venture to say.
She is unpopular—widely and profoundly
unpopular. Not in the active, aggressive
sense—not as George the

unpopular, when
were pelted at his

Third

was

once

brickbats and stones
carriage; not as Ade-

laide, wife of William the Fourth,

was

un-

popular, when
a tumultuous meeting at
Charing Cross threw up hats and handkerchiefs in delight at O'Connell's daring allusion to Whitehall and the sovereign who
lost his head there because he allowed himself to be guided by his foreign wife—in
no such sense is Victoria unpopular. But
the mass of her people have ceased to care
about her, the

West Etd dislikes

her,

gen-

tility slanders her, flunkeyism girds at her.
‘Of personal loyalty to her there is little or

none.”

A few high-minded

politicians and

their followers respect her virtues and pity
her
t sorrows; but ardent loyalty to
her 1s dead. A distinguished Nova Scotian,
latelyin London, and

fresh

with

all
- the

fervor of the old-fashioned colonial loyalty,

confessed
to the writer of this article the
profound disappointment

him when

he found

which came over

0 where he

* would in the British capital, his loyal ro:
fessions

wdre

receiv

with

wondering,

puzzled, half-contemptuous incredulity.

« Does any one in England desire that the
Queen should abdicate? The West End

tradesmen, dressmakers,
ind lackeys, per-

haps; but surely no one else. The Prince
of
Wales is not a person whose accession
to the throne any rational and disinterested being can look forward to without anx-

iety.

He is a fat,

heavy, loutish young

man; growing every day more and

more

of the regular Branswick mold and feature.
Heis deeply in debt. He is not over attentive to his wire—the one member of the

family who isreally

popular; he has low

and vulgar tastes; he has a tainted reputation.
ndal pursued him from London

to Paris, from Paris to Berlin,and back again.

He delights in low comic actors and still
lower comic singers. When he goes to the
opera, he seon

falls asleep; unless,

indeed,

when Pauline Lucca is s ngin —<and then
he is all ears and eyes.
Nobody worth
thinking
of wants him for king. He is a
Prince

Napoleon, without eloquence, with-

ocean.

Her

i

New Methods of Torture. .

and most of her kith and kin have done business on the deep. During her girlhood,

th&\goung women employedin the Lowell

gets cold, the road grows dusty and chokes,

factories. When quite young she went with or rough and alarms you; the legs get stiff
some members of her family to reside in and numb, the temper edges; everybody is
Illinois, where she ultimately became a ‘overcomé with sleep, but can’t stay asleep
teacher.
Subsequently she returned to —the struggle of contending nature racks
Massachusetts,and became associated in the every nerve, fires every feeling ; everybody
conduct of the Wheaton Female Seminary ‘flounders and knocks about against everyin Norton. At present she resides in Bos- body else in helpless despair; perhaps
the biggest man in the stage will get really
ton, and gives her ' whole attention to the
editorship of Our Young Folks, in conjunc- asleep, which doing, he involuntarily and
with
irresistible momentum spreads himself,
tion with Mr. J. T. Trowbridge. . = =
legs, hoots, arms, and head, over the whole
* Thousands who have read that touchin
little poem,

‘Hannah Binding

be glad to own a volume of

inside

Shoes,” will

vouch for its authenticity: One

day, when

Miss Lareom happened
to be on a visit to
the family of John G. Whittier in Amesbury,

and

at the door of the cottage to pay
his respects-to the man whose works had

years afforded him special delight,
“The

praise you

3

the

all,
the
‘all
ex-

The girl that is lovely then, the

man who is gallant and serene—let them be
catalogued for posterity, and translated at
once ; heaven cannot spare such ornaments y
and they are too aggravating for earth.

piece I like

best of all your. poems,” said
the gentleman;
‘is one called ‘Hannah Binding
Shoes’; that seems to me very beautiful.”
“Yes,” rejoined - Whittier immediately,
“that is truly a beautiful piece, and I agree

with you in all the

the girls screech,

what is art in costume and character is

hibition!

As usual on such occasions,
Whittier sat silent, while the visitor
poured outhis tribute

of admiration and thanks.

coach;

revealed—and then, hardest trial of
morning breaks upon the scene,and
feelings—everybody dirty, grimy, aint,
to pieces,” cross—such a disenchanting

a stranger, an admirer of the Quaker poet,

for many

of the

Theory

event oceurs it is equally evident that their
attraction will all'be exerted upon that side
of our earth presented to them. But as the

Printing Long Ago.

earth revolves

. An extraordinary discovery
has been’
made of a press in India. When Warren
Hastings was Governor-General of India, he

sented tp the
easnging;
Now,

formed of Shit wen: out to a spot where

an excavation
hadbeen made displaying
this most singular phenomenon.
In digging somewhat deeper for the purpose of
urther research, they laid open a vault,
to

be of some size, and to their astonishment
they found a kind of printing press set up
in a vault, and on it movable types placed
as if ready for printing. Every inquiry
was set on foot to ascertain the probabie

let us examine

the nature

and re-

.dulge this expansion, the steam seeks to
make space by an upheaval of the crust.
The bursting of a steam boiler capable of
driving a 100,000 horse power engine would
compare with this sublime convulsion of
N ture about as much as the breath of a lady’s fan with a tornado. The great ocean
of fire becomes agitated, sending its tidal
wave from continent to continent. The briny deep receives the shock, anda tidal wave

lv not of modern origin, and from all theMajor could collect it appeared probable
that the press had remained in a state in
which it was found for at least one thousand
ears. We believe the worthy Major, on
his return to England, presented one of the
learned associations with a memoir containing many, curious speculations on the
subject. Paper we know to have been manufactured in the East many centuries before we had any knowledge of it, and we
have many reasons to think that the Chinese
had been acquainted with the mode of printing they now employ, many years before
Faust and Guttenburg invented it in Europe
It certainly does no credit to the inventive
to know

the side pre-

planets will be constantly

to steam, the water expands 1800 times its
bulk.
As there is not sufficient space to in-

period at which such an instrument could
have been placed there, forit was evident-

genias of the Romans

upon -its axis,

of water responds to tidal wave of fire.

A

Roman

Kitchens,

.

Fancy the kitchen of a Roman patrician!
Its walls are covered with pictures in fresco,
its floor is of marble, its utensils are of finest bronze, lined with #flver and with gold,

approached so near as to engravein a
style not te be equaled in the present age

on gems and stones, and of course the tak-

fish,
or to fry in a silver tortoise or in a huge,

ing of impressions of them, they should
have. Bh
ie ignorant of thie art which terrible spider. To boil water in an elehas bestowed so many blessings on man- phant’s head, and to pour it through the
trunk for a spout, might be rather enterkind.—Ezchange.
taining. There were fancy and poetry in
the kitchen of those days.
The Romans added to their model kitchens an apiary and
Election in Tennessee.
a fish pond; and itis but an old story to
tell how fish sporting in the water were ofACCORDING tO a correspondent of The ten shown to guests, and then cooked and
Cincinnati Commercial, writing from. Jas- served, that there might be assurance of
per, Tenn,, some curious scenes were wit- their freshness.—Rural New Yorker.
—

nessed at the polls in that State on the 8d of
November last. Here are a few of them:
‘Yonder comes an old gray-headed white
man in
politics, he goes under the genuine
name of Rebel, for he sympathized with the

South in her futile struggle.

This capacious soul was lodged in one of

the feeblest of bodies.

He approach-

luted with,* Well, Uncle Billy, how are you

going to, vote?” This interrogatory was a
‘goak,’ for every one knew. that the old man
But he answers:

* Oh, of

course 1 can’t vote at all, but it I could put

one in for Grant, 1 would, sure.

peace.

We want

Grant is a good man, and as good

a Democrat as I want, and he will be elec-

automaton speaker ; a still, devout

ever looking at it, and walks out.

an entranchised
man is trying to
vote for Seymour.

0

perceived in his style,—in

the easy

power

with which he wields and bends to his pur-

elsatrigal machine. By the aid of repeated
shocks they tried to break the will of a- patient, ard to induce him,im spité of himself,to reveal what his soul, worn down
by bodily fatigue, could no longer conceal.
[}
v

by me,

and

is one of the

best ger-

vants I ever had, . He was in the war with
me from the fir-t to lust, and gecompanied

me home after the sarrer der.

tion of long sentences,—those sentences in
thought,

and the atmosphere of

comprehensive as it is

Monthly.

powerful.— Atlantic

os

Many times,

when our regiment would go into battle; he

would take a gun and go along by my side,

;

SWAMSOOT

J.B. H.

win,and

SOUTH

joined the ¥. W. B, churgh in Biddeford,

and

subsequently

was

connected withthe

DAvID LENNAN died in South Montville, Me.,
Oct. 13, aged 36 years and 10 months. Consump-

for Print

of Jesus became more distinct, and he fell asleep
at last in expectation of heavenly rest. B
i. K.

Patént Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

|

de

Soon after uniting with that church he was elected to the office of deacon, he having left the
ministry and engaged in secular pursuits; and
in
that capacity he served the church with greatyacwas the peaceful death of the righteous.

His

He has

CoM.

RACHEL, wife of Bro. Richard Hadley, died in
C. Harbor, Sept. 23, of lingering consumption,

aged 68 years.

In early life she found the Sav-

er.

J. B. Latgarox.

Rev. JOHN KNOWLES, whose residence was near
Lake Village, N. H., died recently in Lawrence,
Mass., of heart disease.
He was son of the late
tev. John D. Knowles and brother of Rev. E. G.
Khowles of the New Durham Q. M, He was ordained at Epsom in 1833.
He never look a pastoral charge, but was useful as an itinerant.—
Since 1843 be was 1dentified with the Adventists.
:

* DavID M. LAMPREY was accidentally killed by

the discharge of a gun, which he was holding between
his knees, while riding in a carriage.
He was a native of North Hampton.—lived for
some years in Deerfield, and thenin Manchester.
He labored some as an exhorter. His death took
place, Oct. 20, at St. Paul, Min., where he was on

a visit.

His age was 68 years.

LAURA JANE died

J

27,

October

HENRY B.,died October 11, 1868, aged 19 years.

The above were childien of Dea. Charles Allard,
of Madison. How mysterious, that two,so dutiful
and lovely, so full of promise and unfolding the
affections of warm and Symbathizing hearts, en-

they were deprived of health and rapidly

under the withering

hand

loss of such

single,

do

loveliness and

in the better realm, where no heart shall sorrow
for broken ties. They died in the Lord. Funeral seryices by Rev. J. Runnells,
J. R.

Adberfisements,

1,20

2,28

11,88

i
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,16
1,9
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MANSON

do

104

129

dozen, 2,40

48

288

single,
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single,
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single,
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single,
ozen

Thoughts

single,

upon Thought,’

,15
1,44
1,00
9,60
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A
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0
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Communionist,

single,

ence,

:

2,66
1,20
11,76
oe

;
,04
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:
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18
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,08

single,

29

,56
,20
2,16
a
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0
dozen,
,77
Choralist,
single,
3
:
dozen,
Minutes of General Conferdo

A

2

,04

do
do
do
dozen, 2,10
The Book of Worshin,
single, 1,00
do
do
0)
dozen, 9,60
Sry of Jagys, (Ques. Book )gingle, 2S
0
0
0z!
Lessons for every Sundayin
To
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
,20
do
do
do
ozen, 2,00
Appeal to Conscience,
single,
,14
do
do
do
dozen,
1,35

dozen.
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THE HOWE SEWING MACHINE,
President of the

Howe

Machine

Co.,

ties desiring them,
Bdvertigemeniy
—

at our published

rates.

See

their

another column,

7

HOW TO SAVE MONEY.
Peroeg

purchasing

the

Metropolitan

any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, you

how to save money

in purchasing and

preserve your instrument
good tune, by addressing
3mortf]

awarded,

AMERICAN GENIUS
HAS

GIVEN

VALUABLE

But

TO

THE

AND

USEFUL

WORLD

MANY

INVENTIONS,

how

It is unwise to change to coblor clothing,

except when you first get up in the morning,

to

a

certainty

they

are

taking

into

the

stomach no sort
or- kind of larva, or spawn of
worms—or insects, or strange. loathsome animalcule
~or impure floating matter, that often Inys the foun-

dation of disease.

This

Improved

Water Filter

readily removes all this; also all -gases, taste, color,
or smell

from

the

water;

consequently

it must

be

pure, drinkable and healthy.
The manutacturers—~KEDZIE & BUNNBL—apare
no expense iu procuring the finest purified Carbon,
both Bone and
Wod, and Quartz Silex free trom
Lime or mineral

for the

zie Improved Water

purifier

packing.

Filter may

.of water in use.

Reverest tests, and proved
Instance.

Lop

So that the

Ked.

be the most perfect

They have

heen put to the

an entire smecess in every

MANUFACTURED BY

KEDZIE

¢

using it ¥ had nearly lost my

attended

to.

.

at!

%

but

obtzined

no

help

until I

voice; less

than two packages completely restored it to me
again.
. 8. LILLIE;
Employed for i6 years by Am. Ex. Co.
These testimonials are a sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate
and permanent relief as can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Sold by all Druggists, Price $1.25a
package.
:
D. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors.
Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover St., Boston.
Send for Circular.
‘Wholesale Agents in Boston—M. 8. Burr & Co., G. C.
Goodwin & Co.Carter & Wiley, Weeks & Potter.

id Taos, Li, SMITH, Agent for Dover,

ANTED—AGENTS—$75
to
$200
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED 'COM-

This Machine will stitch,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and
most superior manner.
ully warranted for five
ay $1060 for Any machine

hem, fell, tuck,
embroider in a
Price only $18.
years.
e will
that will sew a

stronger, more

or

beautiful,

more

elastic

seam than ours.
It makes the “Elastic
Loek Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without Acaring
it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 rer month an
expenses, or a commission from which twice that
amount can be made.
Address SECOM & CO,
PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON, MASS.
not be imposed

upon by other par-
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AGENTS

WANTED

¢ WONDERFUL
h

_——
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occas IN THOU.
and

ty, and gives tone and en

to

i is saved db by purchas
hasing ofof M Mr.
HARMON
No man rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in,
exchange for New. He does
:
I. By avoiding the payment of from 30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store.”
II. By sending Instruments directly from the man-

corrects

thie whole

It will also instantly

@riping in the Bowels and Wind Colle.
‘We believe it the BEST and SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRHEA IN CHILDREN,

ufacturer to the purchaser.

PLEDGE. Ifany Instrument fails to give shtisfaction after afew week’s use, MR. HARMON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
and he Warrants every Instrument that he sells, for

or any other cause.

accompany each
’

Having
. Haile

!

five years.

the
imile of * CurTIS & PEXING,™
hells
All others are base

imitations.

Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet
ans. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Al80, for
al kinds of Piano’s; especially Chickering &
Son#’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
For circulars address
{
:
8m29 . Rev. L. LL. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H.

.
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2

ph hesitate to set down their Instruments as

MELODIANS!

en
r cent
aot

It not only relieves the child from pain, but
stomach

ORGANS!

Attention is called to the fact that many purchasers
are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L. if ARMON
new method of sending
Melodians, Organs
and Pianos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the least

For Children Teething:
This valuable
preparation has been used with

ans

148 Lake St., Chicago.

PIANOS!

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,
tes the

Sells

at sight to all classes. Termsto
Agents
and Subscribers unprece-

dented.

DON'T FAIL TO PROCURE

NER

BOOK,

Endorsed by 100,000 Persons.

A copy given to any person who
will procure a good agent. Address stating
territory,
desired,
.
W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
37 Park Row, New York

MOTHERS! MOTHERS!!
MOTHERS!!!

in

OF

ll GOD

TEETHING

Farm

for

Rent.

equal in

AT HARPER'S FERRY, WEST
VA.
mechanical excellénce, in action, in purity and
richness of tone, In durability, and {n the combination of
“The
Commission
for
the
Promotion
of
Education
numerous valuable appliances and good qualities, to
in the South” desires to rent its farm of 140 acres, 10+
those made at any other establishment {n the country.
cated ene mile from the depot at Harper’s Ferry,
GEORGE T. DAY.
-| Wert Va. On the farm isa large TWO STORY BRI
Dover, N. H, Jan, 27, 508.
HOUSE in good repair ; also a GOOD BARN. The

WOODMAN
AND HAMMETT
“RE
ared to furnish any®School Books

pub

School Officers

and

CATARRH.
DUBOIS’ GREAT EUROPEAN

CATARRH
WARRANTED
CATARRH
sicians;

REMEDY.

many say there is no cure for it;

it trees and vines have been re-

be rented with the

farm, which will doubtless be most

cently set, and several acres are now sown with win.
ter wheat, Horses, wagons and farming Role will be
sold at reasonable prices, or exchange
cows to
Pofitable, as butter and cheese find a ready market at
oh
prices,
Preference will be given to a Christian family, interested in our mission and educatioral work there,
A minister, nnable to preach constantly, could there
make himself useful, It is a rare chance, and applications should be made
Dover, Oct. 27, 1808.

immediately to

5

Rev, N. C. BRACKETT,
Harper’s Ferry, West Ya

20

TO CURE THAT LOATHSOME DISEASE.
is a disease little understood by phy-

in fact

fences are all new,

but

000
80LD.—~The
Magnetic Pocket TIME9
KEEPER and
COMPASS, in a handsome case, with glass erystal, white enameled dial
steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, sou
and serviceable. Warranted to denote correct time
and keep in order two years, Satisfaction guaranteed,
Sentypost-paid tor $1,0r 3 for $3. Agents waated,—
Circulars fren. WALTER HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau

Street, New York

City.

.
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hundreds will testify to having been entirely cured
THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MA
MACHINE,
by using DR. DUBOIS’ CATARRH COMPOUND.
Pa.
the last six years, the undersigned
‘had
tients will not have to use more than one or two pack- in During
_- for family rent the Wilcox & ro
ages before they receive a benefit, Severe cases have
Machine.
Forthe
simpleity
and
perfect
finigh
of
been cured
hi
a
|. machinkry,
the ease with which itis operdt
BY
USING ONE PACKAGE.
Er inglons manner int which it does its work,
ves it
THIS REMEDY HAS MET WITH GREAT SUCCESS IN elasticity and durability of the seam, he
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines,
KUROPE, AND HAS CURED THOUSANDS OF
, Li R, BURLINGAME,
THE WORST CASES,
Dover, N. H. Jan, 27. 1808.
.
bY
Catarrh causgr dropping in the Throat, Hawkin
and Spitting, Sounds in the Head, Wenk £yes, Deaf:

SRR

ness, Henduche, Tightness across the Forehead, Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Canker, Brohchitis, Heart Disease,
Asthma,
and finally end in the great terror of

mankind—0t WNSUMPTION.
ce

81

per

package.

Wholesale eT
fir &
Oo.,
ron:

|

Sold by all Druggists.

Geo. C. Goodwin

& Co.,

M.S,
:

PR. EO
oon
Proprietor, 72 Friend 8t., Bos.
ton.
Tested Free.
Send for @ircular.
8m3l

JOY,

Where all Orders or Enquiries will be promptly
Vow

remedies

commenced

DEAFNESS,

COE

Buildings, New

&

00.,

Publishers’ Agents,

York, Brown’s Iron Building,

Tribune
Plilla

delphia, are authorized to contract for advertising of
in paper.

y

OATARRH,

SCROFULA,

A

Fab¥ who had suffered for years from Deafness,
Cutirrh and Serofula, was cured by a simple
remedy, Her symoathy and gratitude prompts her to
send the

receipt free of charge

to

any

one similarly

afflioted. Address Mrs. M, C, L., care Maj. Martin
Hunt, Hoboken N. J.
1m33
THE

& BUNNEL,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

was afilicted with Chronic Catarrh, I have

tried your North American Catarrh Remedy. When I

C HiL DREN

DR.

ments, that every family or person having them mn
use are assured of pure. healthy water at all times.
know

years

used many

FOR THIS

KEDZIE’S

Alco

BosTON, June 19, 1868.

_ D.J. DEMERITT & Co., Gents: For the last fifteen

tured.

and always keep
it in
L. L. HARMO)
Portsmouth, N, H,

&¥= The patronage of Dealers,

IMPROVED WATER FILTER k

who

;

STONE, Proprietor, Union House.

to

may learn

also

I heartily recommend it to

DARLEL

ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same nanie or otherwise. Ours is the only a
uine and really practical cheap machine manafac-

Teachers is solicited.
:
WOODMAN & HAMMETT,
.
& 39, Brattle Street, Boston, Mass,

RELIABLE

5

or

lis!
in Boston, New York, or Philadelphia,
Jogether with any artiole needed in the School Room,
in ading Globes, Maps, Charts, ‘Pointers, Black:
boards, Ink Wells, &c., &c. Also a full assortment’
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and with liberal discounts.

the Greatest and Most Useful
Invention of the Jge is

.

]

CAUTION.—Do

Organ,

“THE BAKER AND RANDALL ORGAN.

over eighty-two competitors, THE TWO HIGHEST PREMIUMS, the puly ¢¢ Cross of the Legion of Hone
or,” and the
Gold Medal, for the Sewing Machines
Exhibited !
J. E. GOODWIN & CO., Agents
DOVER N, H,

At retail
24134

be afilictedwith Catarrh..

J

Thave been
personally acquainted with the ORGANS
of Messrs,
er and Randall, Manufacturers at
- Providence, R. I., for several years past, and do not

~%-

M.

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE

A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St. Boston, Mass. They furnish our books to all par-

»

HOWE, Jry,
was

entirely cured me.

may

BOSTON.

LANG

At the Paris Exposition, 1867, ELIAS

€o.,

hat I received more relief by ome application than
others that I have ever used. Less than one pack
has

t

94’ Columbia St., New, York City.
4

C. Goodwin

& Potter, Reed & Cutler,

DEMERITT’S

There is no discount on the Minutes by. the

Be sure™and call for

a Day for all.—Stencil Tool Samples
free, Address A, J. FULLAM, Springfield, hy

George

Weeks

126
12,52

+20

Full directions for using

:

Bro.

ye ars, Iused many.
-Tems=
re 1,88 :
edies, but did not receive any lasting benefit until I tried
3,26 18,62
our North American°Catarrh Remedy.
I can truly say

Seventeen specimen Pictures snd Catalogues sent for

4135

any ofthese diseases in a few days is not the Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
Directions to Use.
J
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water, three times a day, and in a few days every
particle 6f Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pags off by the Xiqness,
:
:
Manufactured by D. KENNEDY,
Roxb
Mass.

A SURE CURE FOR

wo)

ozen
single,

Bound,

whether arising from

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN EMPLOYED
Picture business.
Very, profitable.
No risk.—
20 cts., twice as many,

ourself in bed, and every
movement will go to your
fear: like a knife; now tell me, if relief anda cure of

land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists. Price $1.50 per bottle.

1,00

ey

0

wasted

promise, yet they trust, without murmuring,
while they cherish the higher and better than
all earthly hopes, that they shall meet them again

. »

(that I have just got shrough with,) that most awful,
most heart-withering, most strength-destroying, most
spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of; all’ the diseases that can afillict our poor human nature:
When you have the
:
;
LUMBAGO,
lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn

‘Wholesale Agents,

9,60

single, 1,10
dozen, 10,56

do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
0
0
Church Member’s Book,
0
0
Treatise,
0

of consumption; and

under the shadow of blighted hopes, their friends
have borne them to the grave.
Eull often will

they weep for the

NEURALGIA,

when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulatifig the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to, the. very
verge of madness:
i
i
,
When you have the

Price. Postage. Total

single! 3)
dozen, 15,36

0
Christian Baptism,

aged 21

ears.

oir

[3

S. Burr & Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & wiley,

Books,

dozen,

i

F.

1867,

x

Butler's Theology,
do
do

of

at night wishing

Boston. W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port.

Paalmody, 18me. 3 Sheep,
0
0
do Embossed Morocco,
do
do
do

a F. W. B. church in West Windsor, iy But
owingto causes beyond his control the church
finally declined so far that it was disbanded, and
Bro. Adams with several of his members united
with the Calvinist Baptist church in Felchville.

gone to his reward.

I

Baptist

R

died in Felchville, Vt.,

and suffer, in the

:

you have the

¥Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

par-

ceptance and fidelity to the day of his death.

. Gas Works,

rices of Freewill

willing

pastor

>

WwW

Gilman &

Oct. 29, aged T1.years. -Bro. Adams was formerly ;
a F. W. B. clergyman and the beloved

Engines,

and Briss Castings, Gasometers and
t51)

P. CumsLEY,

A. ADAMS

STATIONARY, . Steam

morning:

SCIATICA,

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mil)
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron

: CYRUS L., son of Daniel and Eunice Furbush,
of I.ebanon, Me., died of diptheria, Nov. 2, aged
12 years, 6 months and 25 days. So good,so obedient to parents, so worthy of love, with the bright
world befdre him,~why should “‘the hand that
marked the.dial-plate of life stopsat the mornin
hour 7
After weeks of lingering pain, he hear:
“in the still night,” the advancing train of death,
told the family that he was dying, and then with

Rev. ABEL

it was

Works ; Lap Welded

Portable

you must sit

morning wishing itivas night, and

AND:

triumphant.
He leaves a wife and eight children
to mourn their loss, and a large
circle of friends.
The funeral was attended by the writer.
.
A. J, BUKER.

his

sitting in a chair,

N. H.

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’4

ing faith in Christ. As death drew near,his view

was

NEW-MARKET,

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Stéam Boxes

tion fastened upon him more than two years ago,
doing its fatal work slowly but irresistibly.
fe|’
bore his discouraging sickness with great patience, and for some months was striving for sav-

:

eagle headings but I mean every word ofit. I
have been there.
When your system isracked with
RHEUMATIC
pain, and you cannot even turn Josel in bed, or

MANUFACTURERS OF
Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s

church in N., and continued faithfulto the end
of life, and died a happy’ death.
E. ALLEN.

Dissolvent,

EADER,you may consider this asortofa spread:

Machine Company.
AMOS PA®L, . . AGENT,

ALMIRA, wife of John Stevenson,
died in South
Newburgh, N. Y., Aug. 15, aged 60 years and 7
months, She obtained
a hope in the Saviour in
early life,was baptized by Rev. Humphrey
GoodMe.,

Kennedy's Rheumatic and Neuralgl
:

wer AAI

and

se a language not yet trained into a ve- |
icle of Philosoplical oxpression.
It is
doubtful if any English writer since his
After years of labor and study, a Water Filter has
time has shown equal power in the construc been
constructed so perfect in its internal arrange.

‘You know the Rebels are just as good the thought, and the ‘modifications of the
tenest used was the salted’ herring. The “friends as you have got now come’—
thought,
are all ingluded in one sweeping
first day & prisoner was given bread, water
‘No, that ain't no use talking.
I ain't
eriod, which gathers clause after clause as
and herring ; the second day, if he was stil
to vote for old Stillmore, and have
t rolls melodiously.on
to its foreseen conobstinate, water and herring and the third’ going
my name sent up to Washington City in ev- clusion, and hating
thé general gravity und
day the herring only, and®hat for many
erlasting disgracement. 1 votes for Mr. grandeur ofits modulated movement perdays.
Then, when thirst was go terrible
every time.’
vaded by an inexpressibly sweet undertone
that death would have been a. relief, the Grant
The white man goes off in quest of softer of individual sentiment, And the strength
risoner was taken into a room where his miéterial,
and the black man goes to the is free from every fretful and morbid qualJadgas were seated at a table plentifully
pulls and votes for ‘Mr, Grant.’
ity which commonly taints the performancovered with food, and he wus offered
Says an ex-Rebel captain to me: ‘Do
what he wanted.if he would speak,
The you see that black boy over there? He was ces. of a strong mind lodged in a sickly
body.
It is as‘ serene, wholesome, and
most excruciating torment was that of the
raised

friends,

sophic thought. Indeed, the serene might
of Hooker's soul is perhaps most obviously

which the

The means of-

ed and lamented by a large circle of relatives

the most refined and most. enlarged philo-

A very dark loqking wile man comes up
and wantsto know" if he is black enough to
of two—a disfran-

Dr.

died in North-

humble consistent Christian life; and died mourn-

what rude mother-tengue of Englishmen

was heard for the first time from the lips
of a master of prose composition, demonstrating its capacity for all the purposes of

the judges. and the voter does so without

white man laughs, and walks out,

MARTHA, wife of J. C. Lake,

WELL |

ta

rr

-

field, Oct. 22, of consumption, aged 54
years.
She experienced religion at the age of 18, lived a

o2nts ; and, more surprising still, the some-

it he did not know what to do with it.
Hand it to that man, there,’ says one of

the black

e cstas

breathed from the pallid lips ; the profoundest thought and the most extensive learning found calm expression in’ the low ac-

up, and hands him a ballot.
He takes it
with a nervous. grasp, and looks around as

vote.

Physiologists are

never weary of telling us that masculine
health is necessary to the vigor of the
mind; but the vast mental strength of
Hooker was independent of his physical
constitation. His appearance in the pulpit conveyed no idea of a great man. Small
in stature, with a low voice, using no gesture, never moving: his person or lifting
his eyes from his sermon, he seemed the
very impersonation of clerical incapacity
and dullness ; but soon the thoughtful listener found his mind fascinated by the

es a little crowd of disfranchised, and is sa-

could not vote.

———

——

BLESSING

«MRS, WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP,*

Gs

»

Tr

Hooker.
rr

heh

4

single square carl well be afforded to any single | +
obituary. / Verses are inadmissible,

and are all designed to represent something | dearing themselves to all who knew them by their
in air, earth or sca. It might be a pleas- cheerful and contiding dispositions, should be
ant pastime to broil on a gridiron whose sil- smitten down by death, But when the hopes of
and of two worthy young friends on whom
ver bars represented the ribs of a skeleton parents
they had placed theyr affections. were the highest,

that, while

5

|

an Insertion.

sult of the forces thus called into action. iour precious to her soul, but for some cause
By thr attraction the planets seem trying neglected to identify herself with God’s people.
to pull the earth out of her orbit and make Some two:years ago she was baptized
and
Harbor
her poise upon her axis. But they cannot united with the Holderness and Center
church.
She
lived
a
consistent
Christian
life.
overcome the forces which propel the earth ’
death approached she expressed a desire for
in her orbjt and upon her axis. Neverthe- As
sustaining grace in the dying
hour.
After conless, it is plain that these opposing forces versing with her friends, and just previous to the
cause a strain upon the earth’s crust, liable soul’s departure for the spirit land,she exclaimed,
to fracture it.
If fractured, a sea
ill “Pm going home, I’m going home. to die no
and then passed triumphantly away to
apen. If this seam is in the vicinity of wa- more,”
that rest that remaineth for the people of God.—
ter, then water will rush to the great central A husband and son,two daughters, with other
urn of fire beneath. Instantly converted in- relatives are left to mourn. Services by the writ.

the districtof Benares, a

little below the surface of the earth, is to
be found a stratum of a kind of fibrous
woody substance of various thicknesses,
in horizontal layers. Major Roebuck, in-

proved

cash

Not more than a

to dies

his theory of earthquakes. He says:
‘As the planets revolve about the sun in
different periods, ranging from three months
to 164 years, it is evident that they will occasionally all be in the same quarter of the
zodiac at the same, time. Whenever this’

tier added, in his'own quiet manner, ‘‘ But
let me introduce you to the author of that
poem, Miss Lucy. Larcom, the lady sitting
opposite to you.”—Boslon Journal.

examination,

Brevity is specially important.

ents to him, kissed them, saying he

WwW. H. CHANEY,of New York, contributes

rate over one of his own pieces, when Whit-

which, on further

equal to five cents a line, to insure

his wasted and death-chilled arms drew

of Earthquakes.

can bestow

uponit.” Thestranger looked surprised to
hear the taciturn poet warm ‘up at such a

observed that in

patronize it, must accompany them with

rofane swear; some lady wants a smell- |
NELSON died at Somerset Mills, Me.,
ing-bottle out of her bag, and her bag is -of SAMUEL
consumption, Sept. 17, aged 68 years. He prosomewhere on the floor
— nobody knows. fessed religion some twenty-four years since, and
where—but found it must be; everybody’s united with the F. W..B. church in Fairfield, and
back hair comes down, and wha is ‘nature- honored his profession until his death which was

Lucy Larcom’s

complete poetical works.” We
have lately
heard this capital incident related, and can

The Paris correspondent of the Chi
0
Out yonder is a group
Tribune says the Russian authorities in Po- ‘chised white man and
land lately resorted to torture to make cer- black man, The white
tain parties arrested for treason confess get his African brother to
who had been concerned in circulating in.
isten :
:

surrectionary publications.

It is more

Miss Larcom was a frequent contributor to longed for a week ; the breaking-in is fearful, the prolongation is bearable. The air
the Lowell Offering, a magazine editedb

Not quite,’ say the judges, and

EO

that

intolerable than the combination of the succeeding half-dozen, were the journey pro-

ted.
People have confidence in him, The
ve disfranchised me, but if I
without love of letters and art, without a Radicals
grand imperial face: and just think what could I would vote for their man.’ A negro comes in who has never voted
rince
Napoleon would be without all
Jhese redeeming mérits! No! if the Eng- before. He puts his hat under his arm,and
ish people must have a sovereign, let them acts timid. One of the judges motions him
culties and failings,a better seldom comes ;
and the better is certainly not in sight just
‘ DOW.

superseded

it is the first night that costs.

er was a ‘‘sea-faring” man,

out genius, without democratic sentiments,

hope that God may save the Queen as long
as possible, Whatever her unhappy: diffi-

generally

teen years,
in afew days Messrs. mode of traveling. ‘The Colfax party” had
Fields, Osgood & Co. will publish, ‘in a a taste of them, however, in their passage
y
WIT
edition of her poems,
poe
Miss Larcom isa mind not a few of our readers
-of the expenative of Beverly,in this: state, and her riences of former days: .
sea poems areno doubt born
of her resiIn .stage-riding it is peculiarly true that
dénce so pany
ears, within sotind of the

She was always somewhat inclined to be

headstrong ; now she is apt to form sudden
plans, or make sudden resolves,from which
no!
san divert her.
She will leave

<i

knownto the great niajority of people living this sideof the Rocky Mountains, rail-

ringthe last ton or fif- | roads hoving

lies), she has frequent fits of nervous irri- knocked

tation, which would sed to those unaccustomed to them to border upon frenzy.
Not long since(this story is the simple

, ——

‘The pleasures of stage-riding are little ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

cle with any

of the best poetical

at the

Hl Stage-Coach Travel.

whereas Miss Larcom prints her real name

The Queen is a good, pure, truehearted ed in our coun

|
.woman—a
little 1 given to eccentricity
bestof times, late!

10s

p

Victoria and he Weakness.

oh

We

have

BOOK
a few

OF

copies of this

WORSHIP,
ork

in

Embossed

morocco with gilt edges: price $1.
Al80 a faw fo Turkey moi oceo full gilt for the pul
pit: price § 2 00,

Our friends will please send for 20 m

Sacred,

Melodies and no more Dinlogues an
Reoltations
'weare entirely out of both of these works,
7

-

—

| is nicer for this vurposd han American vermii-

will start the
ie blankets, "Je states that $
experiment, which he is sure w 1 prove ‘ a beat-

BROTHERS

‘are busy men.

visitor—who must have called one

Government service are entitled to the same pay |

cofifesses to this good hit from ¢
“for eight hors work that they would otherwise: ex-Mayor: ¢ I asked the M
for ten

hours work.

This is not

acceptable doctrineto the Naval and

said to him, I know that
to_the business, Mr. Wi

Ordnance

‘the© literary COTTesp

sponding to the reduction in time.
»

Gen. Sheridan
ments

urgently

of mounted

requests

men to enable

to put a

It may be necessary to call out mounted volun-

With official returns from all the counties but
two, the total vote of New York foots up 848,278,
of which 419,656 are for Grant, and 428,722 for
: ‘Seymour; Seymour’s majority, 9,166, Hoffman's
majority is 27,822.
The official vate of NewYork City isi rotarned as follows: Seymour, 108,316; GFant, 47,702; Hoffman, 112,522; Grisw old,

43,373.
The Constitution of the State of Mississippi
has
been declared ratified.by the eommittee of five

342,280 for

(Governor), 4,618.
The increase of the population in Illinois in
On Congressman at
two years is astounding.
large in ninety-seven counties, including Cook,
The other five
. the inerease of the vote is 96,334.
counties will swell the total increase to not less
than 100,000. The Secretary of State figures up
Grant’s majority in ninety-six counties at 49,5614.

majority.

The number of white voters in the State, according to the census of 1866, is 106,000, of negro voters, 90,000. Grant received in the State 76,366,

Tt is ‘estimated that

and Seymour 72,086 votes.

didnot vote.

at least 85,000 whites

The

demo-

crats carried 39 out of 61 counties and have car-

ried three of the six congressional districts.

Carolina by official

in South

Grant’s majority

The sea-board

complete, is 17,679.

returns now

counties give a/djrger Republican vote than was
allowed in the'recent estimates.

The official canvass of the recent vote in Ver-

mont for President is as follows : Grant, 44,167;
Seymour, 12,045. Grant’s majority 82,122. The
Governor vote in September was as follows:

Page (Republican), 42,615; Edwards (Democrat),

15,289.

Page’s majority, 27,326.

There will be more

than

twenty

contested

election cases in'the next House of Representativesy'and including those from the South, possibly double that number.
Some of them will
prove difficult and 1
jous cases. A proposition will ‘he made to ‘strike off the names of the
Louisiana members, and itis possible that clerk

McPherson
‘record.

will not put

them

on

the official

Carl Schurz, Gov. Fletcher and Henry T.Blow,
are mentioned in connection withthe Missouri
U. 8. Senatorship.
Ex-Governor David Tod, of Ohio, died very
suddenly at Youngstown, recently,while preparing to take the train for Cleveland. He was recognized for many years as the ablest criminal
lawyer at the west, and was Governor of Ohio
two years, commencing in 1861. His age was 63.

FOREIGN.
Baron James Rothschild, head of the house of
Rothschilds, bankers, died in Paris, on the 15th

inst,
The French government is occupied in prosecuting journalists who have been too oulspoken
in their hostility to the reigning dynasty.
The
excitement in Paris, engendered greatly.by the
progress of affairs in Spain, has alarmed the au_thorities, and extraordinary precautions have

been taken.
An immense demoiistration” is reported in
Spain, in favor of a monarchical form of government. This was in Madrid. In Cadiz and Seville,

the

Republican party

is

reported to

be

gaining innumbers and influence.
A conscription of four in every. thousand has
been ordered jn Russia, to complete the effective

* force of the army and navy.

The streams of lava ejected by the eruptions
of Vesuvius, have filled and overflowed the fosse
veterana, and are still following the course of

the eruption of 18556. On the night of the 17th the
up er

cone discharged columns of ashes,occasion-

to witness if.

’

Colonel Sarmiento, the newly lected President
of the Argentine Republic, is reported to favora

continuance

of the war

with

Paraguay.

The

latest despatches from the seat of war announce
another defeat of the allied forces, and the general conviction smong their leaders is that the
pps position of Lopez is unassailable.
Non

reat
CE + P—eeee

Paragraphs.
AN

~

AB80CIATION

which has

been

formed in

England for the benefit of amateur authors has
started The Amateur Author’s Magazine. The
new society guarantee the publicity of print to
“all contributions really worthy of that honor,”
which is a sufficiently elastic expression to pre- vent embarrassment. The first number of the
magazine is ‘a poor production and justifies the
rionopolists. ‘who had rejected the materials.
Prizes are to be given by the Association for es-

says and tales, and a swarm of unappreciated geniuses believe that
an angel has come at lastto

trouble
the waters.

Veteran lessees of the large

theaters
are said to explore far away districts
occasionally and to

enter

rude play-houses

time

rack;

at

this

the horse rake

time

all

the

a

weak

points are known, which maybe forgotten before | $
-they-are-wanted--agaim;-and-in-eensequence-a-de<
| lay made at a time when of all others you would

Sadat

most dislike to have it come.
:
| Weshorn
14% @ 1
Do not hang the scythe up in the barn, shed, WhiteWestrn 1.21 @ 1
or any other place, attached to the snath, for Yellows.sssandl 22 @ 1
GGS
‘many accidents occur every season to children or}.
animals knockingthem down.' Separated: they
are much easier stored, and much less danger-

and money in feeding

25 | Li
28 |Dres
Western,in

ws

ous.

- Street

wish to feed, and it is always expensive foods—
Good brown or white sugar, made into syrup, is

not as expensive,

necessary repairs: upon

wagon

R81

AITOW.+++ +01 70

:

Smoking.

re A

fp Qi

;

The street is not a private smoking-room,

and answers every purpose.—

eile.

One

man has no more right to veid his tobacco smoke
in the face of another man than he has to void

We have seen colonies that had not a pound of
honey in September, fed on this syrup all winter

his sativa. If he has;

and until June,

why, in the name

of sense

S.
sevens an
fg ae Ie
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PACIFIC R. 00.
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PrimeCakes. ». 18% 8 14
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These Bonds are the auly authorized wid accredited
obligations of one of the most responsible Corpora-

TBAT,

White,¥? bush 3 25 @ 2°85

tions of the American Continent, and are secured by

WOOL.
New York¥ B..47 @ «48
.
his seserssees 48° @ + 50

Vi

1

A NEW

chises, railroad equipment, busine

New

codfish from New

in

arch of new talent; and perhaps an experienced
Sushi eye now and then over the pe-

England

ports to California

some aid now,

was-a heavy item. Ithas been stopped completely by the acquisition of Alaska.
In 1867 twenty
seyen American vessels were employed among
the Shumagin Tslands on the shores of Southern
The average catch was ngarly 100 tons,
| - Alaska.
whieh was valued at 91-2 cents, coin, per pound;
the average cost of outfit and_labor, $3000 in gold.
It is stated that the eastern partion of the Behrings Sea is extremely rich in cod, and that the
area within the limits of fifty fathoms depth is
18,000 miles in extent. The banks
along the
shores of Alaska south of the Aleutian Islands
are about 4500 miles. The whale fisheries, especially in Archipelago Alexander, are well
The Coast Survey has discovered indiknown.
cations of large beds of anthracite coal. The
warm current from Japan exercises a beneficial
influence on the climate of Alaska.

of the bee-feeders

“For the week ending, Royay
v

full of syrup near them all winter, and you will
find them paying back your care with interest.
‘When there are abundant stores, but the bees are
few, more bees may be given from a weak colony. Without a good cluster of bees they cannot

protect themselves. from

cold.

ER
T
Mode

|

National pacific Rallroad Line,
extending easterly from the navigable waters of the
Pacific Coast to the liucs now rapidly ullding. from
‘the Eastern States.
They bear Six per. cont. interest per annum, in gold, AND BOTH PRINCIPAL
AND INTEREST ARE EXPRESSLY MADE
payable in United States Gola
Coin.”
. The semi-annual Cofipons are payable, July 1st and January 1st, in New York City:

Bees die of cold

a frosty night, and you can tell exactly how large

THE
ACCOUNTS of earthquakes in California state that the first shock lasted aboutforty-two seconds. Its general direction in that
city was northerly and southerly, and the greatest damage was done in a region several hundred
feet wide, commencing near the custom-house
and ending at the Folsom Street Wharf.
Less
severe shocks occurred at intervals, until afternoon. On the solid land, no serious injury was

Oy
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time.

daily in
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long, any number

on opium.
The estimated value of the opium exported from Bombay to China was over £950,

of patented

contrivances

bers, and similar
occasion for our
ed articles to be
avail themselves

A SARDINIAN paper gives
some account of
Garibaldi. Heis always calm, kind, and affectionate. He said recently, to a visitor:* Ido not
suffer so much, but I feel I am growing old, I
am a weather-beaten hull, which has made many
voyages; a plank is at one time wanting,at on-

need not be used

country nay need the last timber of the old
barque, I shall willingly make the sacrifice.

to provide a constantly fresh supply than to redry that once-employed.
If the contents he mingled by a hoe or shovel once a week or oftener,

‘THE REPORTED attemptto assassinate the'Vice-

poudrette will be made, and all offensiveness pre»

and,
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the
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from National and State laws, guarantees Peculiar to
themselves,
We receive all classes of Government: Bonds, at
their full market rates, in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 3 to 10 per cent. profit and keep the
principal of their investments equally secure.
Orders andeinquiries will receive prompt attention.
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land, and to this allusion has been repeatedly |
made in these pages.
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_ This issue of Bonds
titutes one of the LARGEST
AND MOST POPULAR CORPORATE LOANS of the coun
try, and therefore will be constantly dealtin,
The greater, portion 6f the Loan is now in the Imnds
of steady investors; and it is probable. that before
many months, when the Road is completed and the
Loun closed, the-Bonds will be eagerly Sought
for at the highest rates.
They are issued only as the work progresses, and
to the same extent only as the U, 8.. Subsidy Bonds
“granted by the government to the Pacific Railroad
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at the expense of a little attention apd very little
labor.
The fact that dry earth isa complete deodorizer of the most offensive substances” has
been known and employed practically for huydreds of years.
Of late great attention has been

age might have been prevented by, the exercise
if proper precaution in the construction of buildings. Nearly every instance of loss of life result-
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the cluster is. Remember, however, that the
bees decrease fast in numbers after frost comes.
Some would have bees carried to winter quarters
very soon after they cease to gather stores in the
fall, and we are not sure but this may be the best
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ore frequently than of starvation in this country.
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Nov. 1, 1868.
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thing.
Why may not a man appear on Broad“Two persons can hardly be married now da-days him.
way with a stick strapped horizontally across
If a colony has partly enough to ie it safe, it
without a blaze of fireworks and beating of
his back, or an open package of assafeetida.in his
Commence'at once and give
gongs, metaphorically’ speaking, that would be should be fed now.
pocket, or a polecat in his arms, or his clothes
it
all
it
will
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until
cold
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The
food
immensely popular among the Indians, but which
dripping with kerosene
oil, or a rattlesnake
now will be worth more to it than in the winter
are anything but pleasant.or pertinent in this
around his neck, with as much right as he may
and spring. We once fed a colony,
that was short
| more civilized section, A marriage is a very sesmoke there? Because it is. not customary to
of stores; five Ibs. of sugar in October, and then
rious and solemn thing, and should be as quiet
suspended feeding until spring, when we gave it carry assafwetida in the pocket, nobody thinks
und chaste as possible. But candidates for weddbout as much more. - From that-hive we took a about it: if it only were the custom, w ¢ should
Jock at present seem to consider it a golden ophear a fearful cry from the tobacco smokers
Testimonials of I
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good swarm in June, and a hundred Ibs. surplus
portunity for advertising their pecuniary extravIf a man treads upon another's
themselves.
DR. NATHANIEL HARRIS, for many years a resi
honey through the season.
agance and mania for millinery; thereby offendfoot, he apologizes; but he will carelessly void dent of Middleb ury; Yermant, recommends ALLENS
If two colonies are to be united, it can be done
superior to all other remeBALSAM as be
mg delicacy dnd good bre¢ding to the last extent.
offensive gmoke into his very throat, and never LUNG
e says: —“1 have no doubt
dies for Bronchitis,
most easily by taking away the queen of one a
No doubt many refined people are so influenced
Ifalj
t will soon become ‘a classical remedial agent for
week or more before uniting them. ‘We find bees think that lie doek-aui¥thing” reprehensible.
by fashion that they adopt these tinseled wedman dislike smoking, he can keep out-of the the cure of all. diseases of the Throat, Bronchial
never quarrel if one of the hives is queenless.
A
Tubes, and the Lungs.”
difigs unwillingly ; but we hope the time is comstreet! But the right of the tobacco-hater in the
week after the queen is taken, put the frames
DR: LLOYD, of Ohio, surgeon in the army during
ing when such meretricious parades* of rites best filled into one hive, and sha
street is equal to that of the tobacco-lover; to the war, from e xposure gontracted consumption, He
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that should be sweetly sacred will be left to the
refrain from smoking in public places is not says :—* I have no hesitancy in stating that it was by
off the remaining combs, before thie entrance, and
ALSAM that I am now
use of ALLENS LUNG
vulgar to whom they properly belong.”
granting a concession, but not to refrain is vio the
put them away for another season, and the thing
alive and enjoying health.”
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right.
THE SCIENTIFIC expedition sent out to Alaska is done.
Dr. FLETCHER, of Missouri; says :-1 recommend
ference to any other medicine for
by the government has made its report on the
our Balsam in
If the bees are in box hives, we would not unite
es satisfaction”
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and it
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People who have bave bolstered up an
fisheries, fur trade -and mineral wealth of the them until they are put into winter quarters;
Allen’s- Kung Balsam
new territory, and other matters. The commis- then it is only necessary to turn onehive bottom ered all their lives are seldom good for anything in acrisis. When misfortune comes, they 18 the remed to cure
sion states that the acquisition of Alaska will exand throat difficulties.
all 1
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look around for something jcagiée to or lean up- It should be
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Large and rich fisheries lie off in the go up into the top one, and all together will carry. on. If the prop is not there, down they go. Balsam,
fisheries.8.
North Pacific, and were always favorite resorts the stores up there.
We used often to make one Once down, they are as helpfess as capsized turwith our fishermen. Much inconvenience was good colony out of two weak ones, in this way.
tles, or unhorsed men in armor, and cannot find
1s issued this month, November, 1868, by the
entailed on them by their necessary trips to San It will be the case this season, we think, that
their feet Again without assistance.
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T entertain the bores,”

their colonies, rather than lose any ‘that have a
queen.
. Honey will be out of the ‘question for most who
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gives

most is required to fit up

enough to carry. them through the fall. We are
not usually advécates of feeding bees, believing
it 4 better policy to unite weak colonies in the
fall, or even in tle spring. But there are many
now anxious to incrgpag their number of colonies

about $50, making his pay $250. . Women and
second-rate men hire for their food and from five
to seven dollars a month in -money, while firstrate men can get from eight to ten dollars in money a month, plus their food. A few are below
these figures and a few above them.
Mechanics
and some house servants in the cities get higher
wages. Masons receive $1,00 to $2 per day, and
day laborers T5 cents per day.

Grant and 813,382 for Seymour.
- The republican majority in Connecticut at the
late election was 3,043. 4
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appointed by the Constitutional Convention to
make a final return of the vote and report on
the matter.
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From several persons we have received letters
of inquiry as to the best manner of feeding bees

the magazine—hut you, M¥ Mayor, I have never
been able to discover what you do.” “Ill tell
you,” answered the Mayor ina whisper, “ but

‘speedy conclusion to existing Indian hostilities.
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